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Hatchery proposed for Skeena 
TERRACE --  The Kermode' i : :~  TERRACE --  Northwest Cam- secondary education. 
Friendship Centre wants to add i •:~'J~: munity College (NWCC) of- "We expected to draw on 
! its own proposal to the city's l ficials are looking for ways to more of that than has happen- 
bid to bui ld a cam- cut as much as $600,{)00 worth ed," Anderson explained. He 
i- munity/conference ntre, its of programs and services from said the college had expected 
i~ president said last week. . the college's $9-million budget. Victoria to recognize NWCC 
i" Terry Brown said the native ~- --~-~,, ~, ~ ,i:i College president Don Ander- covers a large area and can't be 
= ~ 1 .:' • <:~ son said a meeting last week expected to offer programs as 
organization's plans include !" ~ " !] ' " -- '~>~ with advanced education effciently as more centralized • : building  longhouse, an Indian  ~: 
: seafood restaurant, and a native ~f; . . . .  < ~ <  ~ minister Bruce Strachan about southern B.C. colleges. 
educfitioh cehtrei The construc- i " the budget shortfall generated Which programs are cut 
tion W~uld likely take place on " the prol~tythat already houses ~ ~ y ~i~--'~ . . :' sympathy, but not the money won't be known until the board 
• ~ the friendship centre on Kaium .~,~mll the college needs, members approve the pared- 
" "There will be cuts," Ander- down budget later this month. 
and Perhaps an adjacent lot, he son said. "And by the end of But Anderson said likely can- 
i said, ! . ~ .- , :City :io'fficialsi:'.unveiled ~:=:~]  the month there will be a didates include some second- 
. . . .  balanced budget hopefully year university transfer courses 
~. : preliminary drawings two weeks = '~='=°~ ........... - -  ~÷~:~, :~,~:~. ,~ maintaining asmuch of the pro- that were to be offered at the 
: ago for a 28,000-sqtiare-foot ~- - _  ,~-,-~.--,~ . . . .  .~ . grams and services that we cur- Prince Rupert campus, and a 
n ' ' '  COmffiunity/c~fifereitCe_~ ~ Centre~. , re  .:tly ~ave. as: po.s.~[bJe,~ =.,=:. =,=_~ . _ se c o n d - y ~a. r~ :.bus i n e~ s., .a d~. ........ -~ i~ 
'~'" "e~tiidht~d~t~::~26~:'-~lb~fe"~ff~;~'~ ...... (3o,)ernment0fficiaistoldthe-minisiration-program in i '  
:', million, i~It~=w0uid- be-,located ' - college only ~o much money ex- Kitimat,- "' . . . .  " ....... " 
w~thm ablockof~he friendship : ists andthat it can expect little He said he is meeting with 
centre and just behind the cour- -:: more than the $8 million it  has union and administrative of- 
th0use, already been allotted, he said. ficials in an effort o combine or 
. ~Brown said the society's cen- NWCC gets some money from cut some services and positions 
ke~would enhance the plans for other areas, but administrators that may be redundant. 
_ tlie nearby conference facility had been counting on another He said all planned expan- 
and s'erve as a revenue- $600,000 from Victoria to make sions to progi'ams will likely be 
i producingltourist attraction, up the difference, following the ' eliminated, and cuts will pro- 
. . . . .  We would markctit outside province's commitment to pro- bably also be made to existing 
! .... of B.C. and abroad," Brown vide more money for post- programs. 
explained. "The goal would be 
self-sufficiency...lt could be a Judge t o s s e s  real boost to tourism in the 
area." 
He  said the society will ask 
i, governments, individuals and -corpgrat io s . . .The  longhotisef°r moneY.wouldhouse acq  U it a [ o u t  
fiat!ve culture displays and serve 
, as:what Brown called a "living TERRACE - -  Crown pro- diligence," county court Judge 
museum~" secutors have succeeded inover- Robert T. Errico stated in his 
A consultant has been hired turning the 19S8 acquittal of a decision. 
to prepare the proposal, he said, French-Canadian man who said In striking down. the acquit- 
and bo~d members will ap- he couldn't read the English- tal, Errico noted that ignorance 
proach counciland the chamber only fishing regulations he was of the law is no excuse for 
. of commerce this summer, charged with violating, violating it. 
:' "We:d like to have construc- Ben Belter, of Likely, B.C., =================================================================== 
!:!::~:::::::i::.:i ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: t ionunderwaywithinayc.ar,"  . was charged with fishing with I~ ii!!~ . ' : i ~ l  
• he added. : more than one point on a'hook :i:::~::::::::::: ..: ":i::::::::::i::: 
, :. ~ D0ug Smith, the city's strong . . . . . . .  ., ,,, . . . . .  while visiting Stewart. , .i: :!:i :!:i:ii: ! 
communities program tear- ',ENTRATION IS TH~ KEY.aft c~quet.as inany sport;. Nter all, to getthat ball thro~'gh an all- Trial Judge Paul R. Lawrence ~ '~ i i  
, dinator, said Brown has discuss- ,O0.-small h0op;,the!playet has tdaccq~atelycoml~Ute angles, terrain;'grass height.n0tt0o men-. acquitted Belter in December t ~  I 
ed the pr0posat .with him and [Ioil'P0sition[ng for [he next Shot:~Ali qfwhlch Prompted L#anna Danis (above) to.take~iong, hard ercised1988 on the basis that he had e X - d u e  diligencein trying to F ~ l ~ i ! i /  
: the city intends tO set up more look at,thesituatlon befOreplaying her next stroke during a weekend game.of crqquet. < . f ind out what the regulations 
rcieetings With the Kermode ~ ~ i i  
Friendship Society. ~ ' . . . .  I ' I I I I I " I ' ~ ' " _ were. Belter obtained a copy of cared the provincial .fishing synopsis, [ ~ ~ i i ~  Jail site search is cornpli ,u ,  said he couldn't read it : " because it was printed only in ':-~':::':':":'':':""":':" :  "" :":':':'::::":':':"' 
• . . . English, i 
">." ' " "  The rulingwas struck down ~ ~ /  
TERRACE - ,  Government ti0ns," he explained. Accountant Alan McAlpine, trustee of the property and ex- by the appeal court, federal pro- 
negotiators trying tobuy  land .'Thecorrcctionalcentre's:cur- the listed owner ofthe company ecutor of Poirier'sestate. scouter Jeffrey, Arndt said last ~ , ' .~~~i i i i i i : : : i : l  
'!i , • fOra  new correctional.centre rent•location ~ a former motel-;.:that,owns the land, said last "It's been a while since I've week, anda new trial has been [ ~ ~ ~ i ! !  
i: " / here say 'politic~ 'pressures are 0nHwy 16 --  is considered in- '. week B:C. Buildings Corpora -~ talked tO BCBC;" McAlpine ordered; , • 
making the job difficult, adequate. • i tion(BCBC) officials have been said, "and t~here are other par- The:trialjudge~erred in law ~ i i  
!~ British Columbia Buildings All potential sites are now on negotiating for the land. He ties interested inthe property." and was "clearly wrong in fin- -"":''<':'~'<~'::::':':':':<':':~'.'.:.-":'.':':':':'.~.'.~" 
Corporation (BCBC), the cam- hold, Murphy. Said,. . while / sa id  he is the court-appointed He declined tOsaymore, dine the defence of due 
puny: that buys land and leases negbtiatorspursue onepi~e' of ,.;i ~. ,:,-~ • . 
" " " , f 'd thebes ' i  ;,NOrthwest Roundup • space for government services, land'in town consid{ • hgdat  first wanted to locate the site for the jalL,~deadline f6r.a, :J:= i. • . Cehir¢on the bench but now is/  deal.on tbe site Was extended to  i~'~ :. 
' '  ~. 10okiiig elsewhere. July.last m0nth,i:~MurPhY ~aid, '''~'~ ' ":~ 
,~ _~!!Opposition from bench because BCBC :officials. want '~, 
) .r~ident's meant he Search~had mo~e time to; determiiie-how ,~"~, ~ . ,,, . . . .  ~, ' ,  ' 
• '..' ' tOi~ be;extend~ to;other areas; suitable.the land is, ~'>"':!~."";*:'~ .......... ""' i)~) c"~'" ~'~ 
Said. ~ BCBC spok~man John He addedthe decision to con--: !:)i!iii:'!~i~;~i.~i" " " "  ':'-ii:il ;~;:: ;.". /:~"'' ~,~:.;?~ 
• ' Murphy,'.., ' ... : , centtate• on•the..•siie.::has :left .:. l ~ i  ERT -- A upg .~ ~.'.,,~'.,,=", : • ,, . •o...,.,,,.-.,d~°,Vel ~ .~Ni ,~ i i~ l  
;' .;;, The,bench.area really isn t government, neg0tiat0rs in  a :" ~6~ and lls chain ' R I~ ~:!~e,~".  ~+,~ ~i l l~d , i~  i 
.' being ~c0n,~idered for potential vulnerable p~sltion. ~l"i~m/he bottom h~boi 
• Sites ian~qnore," said Murphy.:  ' That.location.is believed to be."  'he~ last week bb~::~ tili ehil~ " t~ ' in in  !ebmmo'diii0i~ 
were, the ' ..... ~ ....... ,~ • :~i[He Said the year-long search a 53-acre p~c~l'~ of .  land :on', ty'effort, w~i i : |  ) (O,:a:: ,eat ~OUt wn,'!,: .;~.,,<~:~:: 
)" :': ~" ::'r " f0r':land for a new correctional Kelth Ave. ,!nmi~iately west; Of- ind  ils clmln, ~. •'~' ,.,,:,~i i'.)!::'>,'~:'-!! :: a~' , :  t
..... : c~fit/el. • i Tei~age has  :proven ihe.B.c~ iydr~i~lldl'ni,6hthe " tti~l $100.000, ~.uk4~fi 
".!: ~i Ioite, of:the::m~iSt,dJfficult jobs nor th  gleeof tff~"~tt~t~",;:f ih~:: ,ly droppedby S ~21~f.i~. ',~it!)~ .... t ......... ' .... "' 
<; "Th-ii:~ mb~h[:~ii'of,. :political .'estate 0f> ,lot i f :  ~busin~sman ,...' • .'. ...... ' ~ 'ha i~ - ,..:,...-,,...;,:,.v.: ....... v>' ~.,, 
, , .  . . . . . . . .  ~ .~  ~,~,.~i ~ '~ ' 
• ,. :" :  ' , , , . :~ , !>.~. , . ;~" -~!~*~'F  ~ ~'.,  ,~  ~,'  !L~,~ ' . ' . '  : ' ' - : ,~ .~t , " ' -  ' ~ 
discussions with commercial, number of comPeting, demands streams and transported to the Hooton in adding that steeihead 
sports andnative fishery groups for a small numberofdollars,,' Kitimat hatchery ~for rearing, have to reach a certain size 
and won!t be completed until ~' he said. • The smelts would eventually be  before going out to sea. TERRACE - -  While govern-• 
mid-1991, said Griggs. Meanwhile, •DFO northwest returned to those same streams, That means wild fish spend ment agencies figure out what 
Once.the group hadsubmit- distrlctsupervisorRobb~Wflson "I  would expect•those ortsof several years in fresh water to "do about declining fish 
' ted.its final., report;i SEP would says. the it has taken interim • jirlterim measures would be con- before migrating, he said; stocks, local schools are work- 
then asses's.~vhal stocks were in measures tO boost upper Skeen/f,/tinued this year," Wilson add-~ A hatchery program would ing on small-sCale nhancemeht 
troubie:mid~whether the answer :echo stocks; i :, ,ed. "' ' . . . . . .  try to accelerate that growing projects. • " 
]ay, ificohstrdi~i0nofanewhat. ~ :::Lastyearchino0kpr0duction . , k*****  process butthe fish would still ' On Page AS you 'u  f ind 
'chery~im:.~'ichanges in current " targetsatSEP hatcheries along Yet- While construction of a have to spend "an absolute stories about raising cohd aa , 
fisheries mahagement policies. . the skeena ",:they 'include the hatchery may hblp declining minimum" of one year in the cleaning up Howe Creek. " 
Even iUa:.hatchery was the .Eby: St, ::and-• Kitsumkalum Skeena coho stocks, the head facility, said Hooton. As  well, guides say they,re 
answer, .GHggs cautioned, it facilities in Terraceaiid Tobog2 ProVincial fi~h",;and wildlife "We're very foolish if we happy with newlimits on their 
must compete with programs to gun  Creek in Smithers -- ha,'i biologist:forthe r gion.says the think technology is going to operations. •. 
increase -Fraser River sockeye been ~ reduced, in,favour of in~ same won't work for steelhead. - solve the problems created by 
andGeorgia Strait Chinook. creas~d~coho totals. - They are considered another . . : . . i~ .... 
"Within '_the enhancement Eggs had  alsobeen collected declining species, cont'd A2 i 
pr0grnm!:there are a large from from ~upper .Skeena "It's notrealistic," said Bob -.• 
" Co l lege  Nat ive  ..... "......... " " 
l i nk to  • iS  $ 6 0 0  0 0 0  
cent re  J 
sought in the hole 
TERRACE --  The federal 
Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans (DF0) government is 
considering establishing a hat- 
chery on the upper Skeena River 
to boost lowcoho stocks. 
David Griggs of the depart-. 
ment's Salmonid Enhancment 
Program (SEP) said fishery 
managers in the region :have 
been warning for some time that 
certain coho stocks are , in  very 
bad shape" and that help is 
needed. 
A group.has been formed to 
investigate he extent of the pro- 
blem and suggest possible s01u- 
tions. That process includes 
L 
!:i 
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' r " w ,  r "L  , Ruper t  los ' r ' ' . . . .  ~i ~.:1`~:~" L " ' . . . . . .  ~" ~, ,  . . . . .  + "'--j , ,  9 D U ..... '+ 1' liils, 
!/~,l~i=E BLE,  RESP NoENCECO RSE .~ , . .  . -~. 
n u / r  enn  une=nunr   hl#4, : 
• ' V  W • ~I~ I I  ~ l ~ V  ~i~ U I i i I • ' ' "' l :  ~0~o• kno,~o~e of the B ble ~bJsct. nc ude',Old Test am'ant, New Teetam~i~!~ l ", 
'I'ERJIL~CE. - -  The city is get- .At the. same time, Campbell did not arise from a decision." " - But judging" ' ' " . . . . . . . .  demand:  from . . . .  : i ' :." '_ihti course Is *blolutily FREE of clllrgo. ... ....... ;I 
Ling another drug and alcohol stud adding one counsellor here made in Terrace but one made waitin- lists can be decentive < I eased .ntir.~ on th. Bib,.. (no present day revelations) ' ~,. , '  [ counsellor but it's being done at will greatly reduce a waiting list by the provincial branch which said ~un'  ¢'om,,~,dl ~-a',;o~ . I  "lionduet*d sntlrsly by mall ~ ' •: he expense of Pnnce Rupert. that ,n  mid-April was eight finances drug and alcohl  ': ' . . . .  " ' " : " / : ; : :  i "  (lllpoltsoeplldbylhiTemlceOhurchofChrlst '< :  ~ ' ~'/ ;~ Th t . . . . . .  ' . . . .  they reflect he number of pen . . . . . . .  ) : . ,  ,~ . . . . .  . ~. a :arose when one of two weeks long co n . . . .  • .... " ~ . . . . .  "~ ' ~ .... ~ ....... • . • - u seHingpro ams. : -. ' ,., . :. . . . .  , ,  . . . - .  ,,- ~. , ,, 
counsellors in that t i t  resi ned "At  that time the  e r gr p lea counsel!or can see . . . . .  • To receive this FREE Bible Cormspondsnce Course sencl your name and . 
andthe  position was ~rder~d to available book/n;  for a ?TenS~ Rick Stevens of the labour - That.was ,he ,case in Pnnce to:, :  . . . " 
b .... . . . . . . . .  ttuper[ wnen, witn one or i[s ' " ;  l 
e transferred here, says June was June 20, We were s~mply mmstry, ~t has junsdictmn over two counsellors away on train- , Terrace Church of Christ, 4603 Park Ave., ~Terrace, B.C.:, 
Campbell of the Northwest losing a lot of clients," she said. drug and alcohol programs, in- Mnr;h~,=et r~. . .  a-d j ~ Tom V8G 1G5 (Please Print) or call ass.gags I 
Drug and Alcohol Counselling "We had to stop taking refer, said the decision to shift the. Aicoho{di(In't'fuily;romote/ts L " 
Service. rats. We just couldn't handle position was made because service, she said, r 
.,Cdmpl~ell said the order came 
fr0m!he provincial government 
ministry ~vhich pays organiza- 
tions Such as Northwest Drug 
and Alcohol to provide 
counselling service. Its'contract 
with the provincial government 
.places counsellors in Kitimat 
and: Smithers as well as Prince 
Rupert and Terrace. 
And  although the transfer 
:means an increase from one to 
two counsellors for Terrace, the 
situation doesn't make her hap- 
PY. 
"As much as I want a 
counsellor here, I 'm not pleased 
, with the process. You can't rob' 
Peter to pay Paul," said Camp- 
bell. 
She added that Prince Rupert 
has a need for two counsellors 
and that the one remaining 
there is already becoming 
overloaded with clients. 
From f ront  
Hatchery 
less than appropriate manage- 
meat of the commercial 
fisheries for 100 years,"  
Hooton added. 
Although accelerating fish 
growth is done at the Kit/mat 
hatchery it is made possible 
because warm water is available 
from the local pulp mill's heat 
exchanger. 
" In the Skeena there are no 
sources of warm water and the 
natural ground water is far too 
cold and the growing season far 
too short to get the fish to 
migrating size in one year," said 
Hooton. 
The only alternative was to 
heat the hatchery water which 
Ho0ton  described as a 
"hopelessly expensive" pro- 
position as it could mean a cost 
of as much as $2,000 for each 
smelt released. 
Add to that the logistical pro- 
blems of collecting eggs and 
returning up to a million smelts 
to half a dozen remote areas in 
the region and "it just makes no 
sense at all," Hooton said. 
"For the expenditure that 
would be required...you could 
buy the whole gillnet fleet in 
Prince Rupert," he said. 
anymore. Our case load is now there was a longer waiting list 
down to a two-week waiting for counselling in Terrace than 
period," Campbell added, in Prince Rupert. 
I l l  
"As much as i want a counsellor here, I'm not 
pleased with the process. You can't rob Peter to 
pay PauL" 
Trying to fit in as many 
clients as possible has meant 
putting people into groups in- 
stead of individual counselling, 
she said. 
The new Terrace counsellor 
will be shared with Kit/mat. 
The chairman of the Prince 
Rupert advisory committee for 
alcohol and drug counselling 
says its gathering support to 
replace the lost position. 
"It 's absurd. It's imperative 
there be adequate counsellors 
no matter where they are re- 
quired," said Bob Kelsey. 
He added that the situation 
"(One of two counsellors in 
Prince Rupert) was on a leave of 
absence and there was a waiting 
period of two weeks. That was 
more acceptable than eight 
weeks," he said. 
Detlef Beck, the executive 
d/rector'of the Terrace and 
District CommuniW Services 
Society which is the parent 
organization of Northwest Drug 
and Alcohol, said the transfer 
came as a surprise. 
"There was never any sugges- : 
t/on Prince Rupert didn't need 
two counsellors and could get 
along (with only one)," he said. 
Beck said the organization 
had been asking for an addi- 
tional counsellor to share bet- 
Stevens added that the Indian wean Kit/mat and Terrace 
friendship centre in Prince •before the o'fie in Prince Rupert 
Rupert also has one drug and~ resigned and the position was 
alcohol counsellor who isn't be:':::~rdered transferred.here. 
ist. " 7. ',We began advertising for a 
could take clients referred by :"-* replacement for the Position in 
Northwest Drug and Alcohol.' PrinceRupert and for the add/- 
He termed the decision to  tional one here, to fill two posi- 
transfer the Prince Rupert posi- t/onE,, then"down came the : 
t/on" to help correct the lengthy recommendation to don't hire 
Terrace waiting list. for Prince Rupert," said Beck. • 
THE TERRACE AMBULANCE SERVICE 
would like to 
THANK 
the following for their generous contribution toward making 
the 1990 Industrial First Aid competition a success. 
W.C,B. 
e B.C. Ambulance 
• Skeena Saw Mills 
• Eurocan 
• VIe Froese' Trucking 
• Cesey Bream 
• Chuck Place 
• Northern Health Care 
• Skeena Cellulose 
• Alcan 
• River Industries 
• Skeena Mall 
• SKB Auto Salvage 
• Darlene Barnes 
• Rues Spencer * Mr..& Mrs. R. Knoedler 
• City of Terace and all the patients, assistants and 
Judges. 
.... and take this opportunity to congratulate the winning team 
from Eurocan an0"wl'§ffthem well at the Provincial Competl- 
Uon, " i 
FORSALE j 
P las t i c  , 
lowers You'll Have To See It To Believe It! 
"COLONIAL SYTLE" 
SOFA & CHAIR SETS* ............................ for only =399 
.Ne  
for Weddings ::~ 
Or Other" Special .:.•  `' 
Occasions 
Bago, =10 Flowers ................... ca. 
,Large =30 
Hear ts  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ea .  
PLEASE CALL DONNA OR RUTH IN THE 
ACTIVITY CENTRE, TERRACEVIEW LODGE, 638-0223 
* Not exactly aa pictured above. 
Great Selection! Great Prices! , 
Terrace Furniture Mart 
4434." Lakelse Ave., Terrace 638'0555 ~ 
"This program is just fantastic. 
I like myself again." 
- ,.The Nutd/.System. ®Welpht L.oss Program includes a vadety of 
oellcious meals .ano snacks, nuffit]onal and behavioral counse ng, 
• IlClht ac t iv iw ,  and  w,qJnht mnint=nnn, -= 
:..: ',' 
j ,  
Call Today And Begin To Loam 
! ' ;  ~. 
" i  
' , t  
REMEMBER 
DAD ON 
HIS DAY! 
SUnday, June l'7th! 
Sale Starts Tuesday, June 12th to Sunday, June 17th 
A TERRIFIC 
GIFT FOR DAD/ 
Men's GWG 
Denim Jeans 
OUR ENTIRE 
SELECTION/ 
Men's 
Dress Pants 
EVERYDAY LOW 24.99 EVERYDAY LOW ! 
up to 34.99 
NO W ONLY! NO W ONLW 
99 12.119  o 
PERFECTFOR r CHECKT:HE 
ANYDAD! 
Men's 
Polo Shirts 
upto w i ry /  
EVERYDAY LOW 
up to 14.99 
NOW ONLY/ 
s38-18oo I;I ' ' 
i!1 F IELDS m~,~,0~nmi~ , ¢~mm monn • ivne t * ,kne I l k  1104 ", 
SAVINGS! 
Men'sCanvas 
Runners 
SAVE~~O/~ 
~V/O 
EVERYDAY LOW 7.99 
I I I i I  I I , ] r, I I1~ I I  " " 
NOW ONLY! 
99 
~le 
lstQuelltyl Selectlonwill 1 lstQualityl Yourcholce l fstQualltyl Plalnorstrlped. I 
vary by store, bootcut or straight leg. Sizes $.M.L; XL. 
i , ,  
' T 'fl ., • 
..<. HOURS: 
4721 LakelaeAve. I~n..Thm • 9:30am~6 
Frki# ' 9 :30n  O 638-5151-: : ,  ~ ~:: • ~ l~ty• .  •: ~ ,. I:aoln,, e 
Rubber sole. Lace up. 
Full sizes 7 to 12. 
o 
' e 
atest on + 
northwest 
Socred 
events 
TERRACE - -  Kitimat-Stikine 
regional district director and 
Nisga'a Tribal Council ex- 
ecutive member Harry Nyce 
says  he's still thinking of 
becoming a Social Credit party 
candidate. 
Nyce several months ago said 
he was interested ,in being the 
party's candidate in the North 
Coast riding. That takes in 
Prince Rupert, the northern 
coast ~, Stewart and the Nass 
Valley. 
" I 'm low profile," said Nyce 
who added he has started to 
organize support. 
In the meantime, two other 
names have been mentioned as 
possible candidates. One is 
Prince Rupert chiropractor Lin- 
da Lutz and the other is Prince 
Rupert school teach Morris 
Sobool. 
That party's riding associa- 
tion meetings June 23 to discuss 
possible nomination meeting 
dates. 
No date has been set yet for 
Skeena Socreds. 
In the new riding of Bulkley 
Valley-Stikine, four people are 
running for the Social Credit 
candidacy. It'll be decided this 
Saturday. 
Running are former civil ser- 
vant and businessman Barrie 
Carter, former Houston mayor 
Adrian Meeuwissen, Indepen- 
dent MLA Jack Kempf and 
Burns Lake resident Denys Bell. 
Skylink 
inquest 
, to start 
II 
I i 
Musical friends 
CLASSICAL SONGS were the order of the day June 9 as students of Ginny Lowrie gathered at 
Heritage Park for a concert. That's Sonya Sheppard, 11, with Jose Coosemans accompanying 
her on the piano. This is the fifth year Lowrie's students have spent an afternoon entertaining at 
Heritage Park as part of its season opening celebrations. 
TERRACE ~- A coroner's in- 
quest opens here Monday to 
probe the circumstances of last 
year's fatal Skylink airplane 
crash. 
All five passengers and two 
crew members were killed when 
trees just west of the Terrace 
airport on Sept. 26. 
Sixteen witnesses are being 
called to testify at the inquest, 
according to Prince George cor- 
oner John Wolsley's office. 
Five days of court time. have 
........ t~o+,++Sky!ink~:+Airliv_es'.:., i9,~eat+.., been_set ~side+:£q=~tl~e>j~quest, 
- FairChild aircraft crashedl into which is ;to be ~.~&i~u~ed by 
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Talks on  
for park 
bound 
TERRACE - -  Discussions are 
underway to decide the boun- 
daries of a proposed provincial 
park taking in the Tseax lava 
beds between here and the Nass 
Valley. 
Nisga'a Tribal Council ex- 
ecutive director Rod Robinson 
said last week the discussions 
concern parts of Skeena 
CeUulose's timber cutting rights 
• in forested land surrounding the + 
beds. 
+'They're a little concerned 
about he economic loss and we 
can understand that," said 
Robinson. 
The tribal council and parks 
ministry earlier this year agreed 
there should be a Class A pro- 
vincial park at the beds. They 
are the site of Nisga'a villages 
covered in a lava flow when a 
volcano erupted several hun- 
dred years ago. 
Robinson said the tribal 
council wants forest surroun- 
ding the beds as part of the 
~,'isual spect of the park. 
"Tourists don't want to see 
bald-headed mountains," he 
said. 
Robinson said the Nisga'a 
regard the beds not only as a 
historial and cultural site that 
needs to be protected but also as 
Rod Robinson 
an economic boost to the area. 
As well as discussions with 
Skcena Cellulose, Robinson 
said government ministries are 
being contacted. 
"We want everybody to en- 
dorse it. This is not something 
that will be done unilaterally," 
he said. 
Robinson added that parks 
personnel are working on design 
concepts for the park to take in 
its historical concept and to pro- 
vide facilities for tourists. 
Highway studied 
TERRACE - -  The highways The question of another over- 
ministry has asked three con- pass will be examined as part of 
sultants to submit proposals for the overall corridor study, said 
a traffic study on Hwyl6 as it Fisher. 
passes through the city. He added that the ministry 
Ministry planned David tries to develop highways that 
Fisher said last week the study minimize the need for left hand 
Wolsley. will look at current and pro- turns to gain access. 
The final i'eport of the Cana- jected volumes and what needs Fisher expected the study will 
dian Aviation Safety Board's to be done for the next 20 years, be completed in late fall. 
investigation of the crash hasn't "Traffic, especially truck 
been made public yet. But chief traffic, has increased and there * * * * * * 
investigator Roger Ayotte is are indicat ions it will A provincial traffic study 
scheduled to testify at the in- cont[uue,'I.he said. ~ done for the province in 1988 
quest, and is expected to release,= . The. study was announced listed the Hwyl6 corridor" as ii '~ 
some of the board's findings, earuer this year as part ~ of the passes through Terrace as a ma -L 
regional transportation pro- jor problem by looking at acci- 
gram to improve northwest dent statistics over a five-year 
highways and roads. ~eriod. 
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Grade A or  
Uti l ity. 3 per 
Bag. Limit ! Bag 
With Family 
Purchase. 2.16 kg. 
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 HOLE 
FRYING 
CHICKEN 
.98+ 
%] 
Site 
SATURDAY,  JUNE 23rd  
Tamitik Arena, Kit imat 
Show Time: Ticket Prices: 
4:00 p.m. Adults -- $6.00 
& 7:30 p.m. Children (under 12) -- $3.00 
These prices are available 
AT SAFEWAY TERRACE ONLY! 
¢ 
a 
HEAD 
LETTUCE 
B.C. Grown. 
Canada 
NO. 1 Grade. 
BANQUET HAM 
Fletcher's 14  4 ~ 
Sliced or * [ ]  I I  
Shaved. I I  S I I  ~ ' /100  g. 
B.C. 
SUGAR 
Granulated. 4 kg. Bag. 
Limit I With Family 
Purchase. Over Limit 
Price 3.79 each. 
3.48= 
I • I ,  
Sun-Rype 
SPARKLERS 
ASSOrted Flavours. 
300 mL. 
4i2.99 
- -STORE HOURS:  " 
,+ , .  
8uhday 10 a.m. + 6 p.m. 
Mon.- Wed. 9 e.m.-,e p.m. 
Thurs.. S Fd. 9 a,m,- 9 p,m. 
8atu~ay 9 e,m.- 6 p,m. 
Sale price effective Wed., June + 13 
to Sat,, JuJie 16' 
+ ' " ; • ; i : t '~ ,  +: + . 
, \ 
I,,,* : CAKES • OYSTERS 
I Varieties. 9 9EAJ I S oz.  ,oo. . t:uo. 3.79  
Lt  , |  I 
L _ voug, j 2 L. Carton. 
,+ 
Delnor 
VEGETABLES 
Peas, Peas & Onions, 
French Style Beans or 
Whole Beans. Frozen. 
350 g. Pkg. 
.99. 
I I  I I I I  
Fruit 
YOGOURT 
Lucerne. Regular or Diet. 
Assorted or plain or Skim 
Milk. 750 g. Tub. 
1.49 ,  
• J # 
Glass 
JARS 
Consumer. Wide MOUth 
Case of 12 • 1 L. 
7,99+, 
I 
U_  I 
DON'T 
]k ]NVc  
i / ~ lB  m=',===r,+o. ~" 
~ N JIB' ~ I I  w~,.~,mm=~ ~ ' q w  ,qraK  ~ ,='~,,a,,~ 
~, ~,  ~,¢. 
We  ,it all z gether , 
We honour all competltor's coupons. . -  
I 
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Road benefits 
; :Now that there appears to be a deal to 
build a road into the gold-rich Iskut 
Valley area, it's time to consider what 
benefits there are to Terrace. 
There'll be more opportunities for 
local service industries because it'll be 
cheaper to transport goods by road than 
by air as is now the case for companies 
operating in the Iskut. That's already the 
case for other industries along Hwy37 
north of  here and there's no reason to 
suspect otherwise. 
And with that prospect will come 
more competition because Smithers, the 
other northern centre which operates as 
a service centre, will also want a piece of  
the Iskut action. Overall that'll be 
healthy for it'll give companies a choice 
and choice is what makes for better 
business by sellers and buyers. 
And as mining companies in the Iskut 
expand their operations because their 
cost of business will be less they'll need 
northern bases. There's no reason why 
Terrace can't be that place and there's 
no reason why the city can't go out and 
grab some of  that benefit. 
Why not, for instance, locate the 
headquarters of  the new Iskut road 
building company here? It would not on- 
ly be an economic but a psychological 
b~ost. 
Consider it as part of the city's value- 
added or secondary manufacturing goal. 
It's fine to profit from simple resource 
extraction but it's now time to broaden 
that economic base and claim some of 
the other profits to be made. 
There's also another important asPect-'- 
to consider about the Iskut road and 
that's the use of public money in rmanc- 
ing its construction. Where there is that 
use of public money, there should beta 
responsibility on the part of companies 
to return the favour. 
In this case it is direct mining jobs for 
people living in the north. When Cumin- 
co, for instance, opens its SNIP mine in 
the Iskut, it anticipates a lot of its 
workers will live in or around the lower 
mainland. It'll pay for airfare from the 
Vancouver airport to the mine site. 
That may fit corporate strategy but it 
doesn't fit the need for northern employ- 
ment. Local training and hire should be 
expected when northern resources are 
being extracted with the help of tax- 
payers' money. 
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D umping this MLA 
will be tricky : 
VICTORIA - -  "As a nor- 
therner, Barrio knows first- 
hand the natural splendor of 
our region. He has skied on 
our mountains, worked in our 
forests, fished in our r ivers.. .  
Nominate Barrio Carter as can- 
didate for MLA BulHey Valley 
Stikine." Held captive Barrie? Who the hell is Bar- ~..~,~,,~. .~-/.~..~ rio:Carter? And what ha~e his
*~':' ' . : - ,  ,:~ .... recreational.and jo b acti'yifies 
, . .  : .r got to do with the Socred 
nominating meeting June 16 in 
the new riding of Bulkley 
First it was to be at one location on the Surely there must be a piece of suitable Vailey-Stikine? 
bench. Then at another. Now the search land that fits what the provincial govern- Carter is the guy who wants 
has moved back into the city proper, ment says it needs for a new correctional to send Jack Kempf  into 
The task of finding a new home for centre. What's wanted is a place for political retkement. And he's 
got the support of not just a the regional correctional centre has been prisoners classfied as non-violent. A few Socreds in the area. They 
going on since last year. That's far too substantial number are serving sentences can't or don't want to  forg ive 
long and the answers received after for impaired driving. They aren't lepers the maverick MLA for hav ing  
repeated inquiries aren't very satisfac- nor is the site to be used for storing toxic acted according to this own 
tory. chemicals. • convictions to the point of 
leaving the Social Credit 
caucus when Premier Vander 
Zalm appeared to destroy the Powerful message, party single-handedly. The fight over the nomina- 
tion has been more than just a 
family scrap. Kempf says 
When it comes to being Carter's camp has tried every 
capricious, New York fashion gh  / / ~ "  ~O trick in the book to undermine 
has nothing on B.C. Hydro~ his chances of winning the 
Only a few years ago B.C. Thro~l  nomination. 
Hydro was encouraging us to Blfooels I l l~ l I  f Carter's official campaign 
use more electricity (long material makes no mention of 
skirts). Now they're touting byC loudet toSandook J  [ ~  ~ / ~ his and his supporters' dislike 
ways for us to reduce our con- ~ for Kempf. Aside from 
samption of electricity (mini describing Carter in the most 
skirts), glowing terms imaginable, the 
B.C. Hydro's Power Smart ing in with the concentration f Thirteen loads per dayl For brochures simply keep ham- 
Program aims at improving the a jilted fiance searching for this one farnilyl For 17 yearsl mering home the need for "a 
efficient use and conservation diamond chip down a sewer In 1990, only a motel laun- strong, new voice." No need 
of electricity. Presently the pro- grating, dress would dare to make such a to point out who the "old" 
grarn's main target is industry. We could exchange our lawn public., admission without the voice is supposed to I~e here. 
Already B:C.'s government is mower for a goat, lamb, or rab- anonymity of plastic surgery. Carter's upporters also 
doing its bit, putting off open bit. All three animals do a Before long, we can expect stress that their man has a 
heart surgery. Just think of the superb job of clipping grass --  the Power Smart program to good chance of winning the 
the hydro bill for those power- as well as pruning sundry zip consumers. Because as Or- next election. Again, they 
fal overhead fights, life support shrubs, bushes, and ornamental tawa's tax department knows, don't bay, at least not publicly, 
systems, and monitoring plantings. As a bonus, they're there are more ofus little people that Kempfcouldn't win the 
machines surgeons take for v irtual ly silent, and than there are big corporations, riding for the Socreds. 
granted, adtomatically fertilize as they So a kilowatt saved in this Meanwhile, Kempf has not 
We could all be persuaded to go, two achievements no home, another kilowatt saved in been idle. He's been spending 
conserve electricity in several mechanical grass cutter can that home --  and total savings a lot of time in the riding, 
painless ways with a creative boast, by individuals will surpass even rebuilding bridges, garnering 
support and selling new nudge from nanfacturers. Of course, to protect the concerted cutbacks by  big in- memberships. He says he's 
For,example, very electrical " lawn mower" while it's at dustry. 
unit, whether a low-wattage work, fencing of the property Now, if Meech Lake ever gets outsol4his opponent two-to- 
. cl.ock-radio r a power-draining would be essential. This would settled, and the first ministers one. 
• steam iron, could have a meter incidentally confine dogs to return home, we'll really save Kempf also has taken the 
similar to a'gas pump, showing their own yards. Not an in- electricity, battle for the nomination, 
• thc amount of power the up- significant inducement, as 
• paratus was using. This would anyone will tot you who has an -~O-6ER ... &el" A~/AuTO ffNr=F,[" '\q0-1~ 
le t  us calculate the per.minute unfenced lot favored by ~ H~p.. . . :gLuP.,~NDWthT~ qgt / |  
cost of plugging in the up- neighbors' dogs as a biffy. ~ITH C#Rom£ 71¢d vl FRom 
: pliance. We'd be mole selective Once upon a time, before on- ~ ~ |  ~/ : . :~  
about which entertainment vironmental concerns grabbed 
gadgets we switched on the headlines, a popular ~ ~ 1  
. '  simultaneously before we left a woman's magazine ran an ad in ~:'~Y 
, r()om..  which a movie star stood proud- 
~ r::TRefrigerators could be built ly with one hand resting on her ~ ! |  
~:wlth See-through doors and gleaming enamelled washing ~'~'~* i l  
i shelves, for indecisive snickers machine as she declared, "This 
~ who make a ~hablt of inventory- machine has washed up to 13 
ing.the, leftovers by throwing loads o f  laundry for my family: 
~ the fridge door and ~r -  every day:for 17 years." 
From the 
Capital 
by  Huber t  Buyer  
largely fought behind the 
scenes until now, into the 
public arena, In a letter to 
"Omineca: Social Credit party: 
members, he accuses "the up. 
posing camp in Smithers9' of 
waging a "smear campaign" 
against him. 
Kempf, too, doesn't mention 
any names, but since nobody 
else could possibly take the 
nomination away from him, 
Carter's the one he fingers as a 
smear campaigner. 
"Difficult though it is to 
reply to innuendo and dark 
hintings designed to cause 
doubts in the minds of those 
whomust choose a candidate 
on June 16 in Smithers, I feel 
that the time has come to 
acknowledge my awareness of 
these underhanded tactics," 
Kempf says in his letter. 
"That this type of campaign 
is being waged by another 
Social Creditor is beyond my 
comprehension. Even opposing 
parties hy away from this 
because it can only call the in- 
tegrity of the party into ques- 
tion on the basis of  honesty 
and fair play~" he adds. 
Carter isno newcomer to 
politics, not to backroom 
politics at any rate. He ran 
Dave Parker's last campaign 
and, for a while, served as 
chief of the local development 
region, a post hesays he 
resigned from. 
That the Socred camp in 
Omineca or the new riding of 
Buikley Valley-Stikine is split 
'asunder shouldn't surprise 
anyone. Kempf didn't exactly 
keep alow profile while 
Vander Zalm was teetering on 
the brink of political extinc- 
tiom Fearing that Vander 
Zulm had lost grass roots sup 
port for good; Kempf not 0nly 
spoke otit against the premier 
bui told the Socred caucus to 
stuff it. 
Kempf's anti-Vander Zalm 
. 
stance was also, at least in  
part, fuelled by the unfair 
treatment he felt hehad receiv- 
:ed:at-the:hands:of'the premier, 
but ~ more than anything else, it 
was Kempf's conviction that 
the Socreds were through that 
prompted him to sit as an in- 
dependent. 
In the meantime, some 
things have changed. Not that 
the Socreds are the odds-on- 
favorite to win the next elec- 
tion - -  the way it looks now, 
theymay well lose it - -but  
Vander Zalm is back"inlcontrol 
of caucus and, to a lesser ex: 
tent, the~party. 
TSe crmcs have been silenc- 
ed. The dissenters have come 
back into the fold, all except 
Kempf. True, the Social Credit 
caucus has gone on record 
favoring his return, but the of- 
ficial invitation will not Come 
until after June 16. 
Caucus' reluctance to make 
any overtures at this point is 
understandable. K mpf has 
made Vander Zaim's life 
miserable. He won't just 
forgive and forget. Some 
caucus members would, no 
doubt, prefer t'o see Carter win 
the nomination, but if Kempf 
wins they won't be able to •" 
keep him out. ' 
And what are Kempf's 
chances to beat Carter? I think 
they're good. I thinkwhen it
comes to Scrapping, Kempf has 
got the better of Carter. In the 
south, Kempf would be'a 
goner, but up north, in- 
dividually still means 
something. A lot Of supporters 
believe that if Jack harassed 
the premier, lie deserved it. 
And looking beyond the 
nomination, it'll be difficult 
for the S0creds towin the 
riding in the next election, but 
I 'm pretty sure Kempf has a 
better chance than Carter;to 
pull it off. 
'1 
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coho. For 
off to work they 
Schoo ls  
,r', iShery 
TERRACE - -  As +some 200 
coho fry slipped into the waters 
of Herman Creek last week, a 
group of Centennial Christian 
school stude/~ts concluded a 
n ine,m~th project the federal 
department of Fisheries and 
Oceans (DFO) hopes will leave 
them with a greater knowledge 
and appreciation of the fisheries 
resource. 
Explaining the project was 
part of  the department's 
Salmonid Enhancement Public 
Participation program, DFO 
community advisor Barry 
Peters said 11 schools in 
Terrace-Thornhill took part this 
year. 
For nilclasses involved, the 
project began last fall with a 
field trip to the Lakelse River 
Herman Creek is one of its 
tributaries - -  to collect coho 
eggs and sperm. 
• That done,' it was back to the 
school where Peters fertilized 
the eggs under the watchful eyes 
of  the  youngsters. "They 
started right from step one," he 
salg, adding the eggs were then 
placed in a tank in the 
classroom allowing students to 
observe incubation, hatching 
and the early growth of the fry. 
While the Christian Centen- 
nial eggs/fry enjoyed a 90 per 
cubit survival rate, Peters 
pointed out that wasn't always 
thecase. One school involved in 
the program this year had suf- 
fered a die-off that left them 
with just four fry to be released. 
However, he added, "That just 
made those four all the more 
important to the kids." 
Although the time of release 
is the last the students will see of 
,"their!' .fish, they have. learned 
.all ~about,, what, happens ,after 
that ,point: The fry will remain 
in the creek and river until they 
reach the smolt stage when they 
will head for the ocean. Once 
there, they will begin the long 
migration up the coast of B.C. 
and Alaska before swinging 
westward on a circular route 
that could take them as far as 
A NINE MONTH VIGIL came to an end for a group Christain Centennial students with the release of 
coho fry they have watched hatch and grow in a classroom tank. Above, Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans worker Barry Peters carefully introduces the minnow-sized fish to their new home, Herman 
Creek. Thos, e survivin,g, the ~ong migration that lies ahead will return in the fall of +1992. 
Japanese ~watefs,i-l'~e.cyde'will 
be completed in the fall:of 1992 
when the mature salmon return 
to the Lakelse to spawn. 
But the students are under no 
illusion about the survival 
chances of the fry. Cataloguing 
the predators they face at every 
stage of their development, 
Peters told the Christian 
cL~ntennial: stdd~i~s'at~a~erage 
survival' rate ~ of ~ one" per cent 
meant only two of their 200 fry 
were likely to complete the 
journey. 
It's a fact of life they seem to 
accept easily enough, perhaps 
because they also now know a 
single returning female will lay 
2-3,000 eggs. 
Explaining :~itl~e~, i'atiOrldle~. 
behind the progrum, Peters 
said, "The idea is they learn 
about the fish and gain an ap- 
preciation for them." That was 
particularly important in the 
northwest where "fish seem to 
touch everybody's life in some 
way," he added. 
Students bring 
back Howe creek 
have for Howe Creek, Skeena at the truck's .outlet 
They've spent he last month keeps fish f rom getting 
cleaning up sections of the upstream. Grieve said the lad- 
stream,, which once held coho der would help the:fish past the 
and trout but now passes for lit- drop, and setting the stage for a 
JUNK-STREWN Howe Creek could someday be a nature park if 
some Caledonia students get their wish. They see it as a ribbon of 
green running across the city, where coho salmon could spawn, as 
they once d id .  
tie more than a drainage ditch. 
The creek starts on Terrace 
Mountain, winds its way along 
the backyards of Terrace homes 
be'fore crossing the, highway and 
the railway trackSnear Skeena 
Sawmills to empty into the 
Skeena River. 
~;So far the students have haul- 
ed several truckloads of garbage 
out o~ the creek, and are prepar- 
ing plans to turn the creek into a 
park to run the length of the ci- 
ty, and make it habitable for 
fish once more. 
:Biology teacher Glenn Grieve 
says the class has applied for a 
$38,000 federal grant to renew 
re-stocking of the creek. 
"The kids enjoy this - -  
they're really enthusiastic," he 
said. "Four years from now we 
want to see those coho'come 
back upstream and spawn." 
Log berms - -  logs placed in 
the stream bed to create riffles 
and artificial spawning rounds 
"are  also part of th6 Stiidents' 
plans. '~ " 
Some of the plans are exten- 
sive - -  such as the re;routing of 
the creek around the Skeena 
Sawmills yard. Grieve said the 
creek now flows under much of 
the mill through a culvert which 
is too long for fish to swim 
upstream. 
He said any re-routing islike- 
ly to mean ,complex discussions 
with several property owners 
and government agencies to get 
approval. - -. 
Grieve. saidan even larger e- 
routing project is being con- 
sidered: re-directing the creek to 
flow, as oldtimers say it once 
did, into tl/e Kitsumkalum 
River. 
This summer they want to 
start building paths near where 
the creek passes De Jong Cres- 
cent and Parks,de School, 
Grieve added.The students plan 
to set up route markers, and 
signs markingnative plant 
species. 
"They want to encourage 
peopleto be aware of the creek 
area," Grieve said. "Twenty 
years it's going to be in the mid- 
dle of big city - -  and by then 
this creek should be a linear 
park, which can be preserved." 
Guides happy with limits 
to now, 
Recalling local guides had 
been among the first to call for 
controls, he said they had been 
necessary to ensure the Skecna 
River continued to offer the 
"quality experience" that drew 
so many tourist anglers to the 
'rERRACE - -  Although the 
number of days angling guides 
can take clients to local rivers 
are to  be reviewed later this 
Year, the chairman of the local 
angling ~ guide association says 
his members /ire generally 
satisfied• with how the pro- 
determine ,what adjustments o
the allocations were required, 
Guides must provide the en- 
vironment ministry with detail- 
ed reports oftheir activities and 
those; combined with statistics 
year which led to concerns 
about overcrowding on those 
rivers. 
Guide association chairman 
Frank Thodt said he has heard 
of no cases of guides being told 
cedur¢ is working out. 
Limitations on the number of 
guides o~rat ing  and clients 
they could take out on local 
rivers were introduced by the .  
envirfnment ministry. The,liew 
:regulations were, 'Introduced 
i follow/rig a •sharp increase in 
i i~ng g~de application s last 
they couldn't work rivers on fromthe sale oflicences hould 
which they had operated before. ~.give a clear ~ picture of fishing 
T-. , . . . .  . . . . . . .  ' patterns for both guides and area. ms years anocauons were non " - 
h. ,~ nn noq 'uso  b,,t o,-' .-~---. ~'guieea; non-resiaent" While accepting this fall's 
;refiminl~'y pending'thegv~ev~ [nglers, . ' !That ' s  important review would probably result in 
l,t~,.thi~ve~r. , ,~ - ¢cauee weve:never na0, tnat adjustments to allocations, 
• , .  • : ~,t ~.,.:~,/. ef0re, Thodt emphasized. Thodt said he hoped they would 
It will examine the amount of',~:~'~hat lnformatlan wnuld also be the l~t, for several years. 
anghngthathadtakel;placeon~/:.~f~w:n~i~i~i~:;~.o~.o.;....¢th~ Gutdes n~6d it lengthy period 
various, rivers, iue~ttty ~'~: / :~i ldmlC'~al~le  of the angling of stability if they were to effee- 
where  there ' aS. eX.CCHlv.e ,~ ~Uidehid i~?to the communi- tively plan thei~ business, he'ex- 
pressure on the fishegy:andJ~t-~i!'sornLqKlh~nnta(~allable uo plained, : ': ': " ii 
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TO THE TERRACE STANDARD 
/ .  
'No' to condom 
logic refuted 
Dear Sir: 
This is in response to the 
article titled "Love and faith 
are the answer" by Doctor 
Pieter Van Herk. I really 
have a problem with some of 
the things he has to say. I 
b~" his logic we should have a 
vulnerable teen totally at the 
mercy of possible AIDS in- 
fection as well as an un- 
wanted (or needed) pregnan- 
cy. 
He talks about the fact also wonder if he ever ead a 
dictionary, that we are addressing a 
group of unmarried people 
He says the promotion of then moves right in to talking 
the use of condoms to help 
com~fit ~he spread o f  A:IDS about hese people having to 
be encouraged not to commit is a simplistic approach. He 
also says that this same logic 
teaches that abstinence is not 
possible and that sex is 
necessary in order to enjoy 
life. 
Well, perhaps advocating 
the use of condoms is a 
simplistic approach but then 
you have to learn to crawl 
before you start running 
marathons. 
There has to be a start 
made someplace and it seems 
that the proper agencies for 
this action are not interested 
enough right now to serious- 
ly be involved in solving this 
problem and forgetting their 
personal prejudices for the 
good of everyone. Something 
like the good doctor is soun- 
ding. 
With his experience in the 
medical field he could be us- 
ing his knowledge instead of 
his ignorance to deal with 
this situation. 
As for abstaining from 
sex, that's probably the best 
solution there is. However 
teenagers aren't always able 
to control those raging hor- 
mones coarsing through their 
bodies. I know when I was 
young (and that was quite a 
few years ago) if someone 
had said that sex would make 
me go blind the only effect 
that would have had on me 
would have been the pur- 
chase of a white cane, He 
well ~o doeswill~-pov~ ,. ,.S#, 
adultery. Now that may be a 
good idea but I think we 
should be more concerned 
with getting them thmngh 
high school alive. 
I think we should be 
more concerned with 
getting them through 
high school afive. 
i i i  
By my dictionary adultery 
is defined as 'voluntary sex- 
ual intercourse of a married 
person with anyone except 
his or her spouse. Now unles 
Doctor Van Herk is aware of 
a whole lot of married folk 
out, there who are just 
waiting to pounce on these 
yongsters, then this adultery 
bit has nothing to do with the 
subject at the present ime. 
Later when they are thinking 
of getting married would 
perhaps be a better time to 
stress that 'until death do 
you part' means just that. 
I closing I will agree that 
abstinence is the best protec- 
tion. However I also realize 
that emotions sometimes 
overcome good sense. 
Because of this I feel that all 
the assistance that can be 
given these teens should be 
made readily available to 
them. 
~'~ .. . .  "'~"' AH Gfawberg 
~" ~ .......... ' Tefr~t~, B.C. 
Students Skip 
Dear Sir: mostly inadequate; music 
We would like to raise the majors for math, math 
point of substitute teachers teachers for computer 
within our school. We are studies, etc, 
grade 11 students in From our past experience 
Caledonia Senior Secondary this year we have realized 
who are close to writing final that a percentage of students 
exams for this semester, skip because of inadequate 
Lately we have been seeing substitutes. 
a lot of replacement teachers It is fine if a teacher has to 
in our classrooms. This is be absent, but we believe it is 
fine if our regular teachers our school district's respon- 
are sick, but we feel that we sibility to provideus with 
should have adequate reasonably knowledgeable 
replacements who can teach replacements. 
the subject knowledgeably~ Sylvie Mageau, 
The substitutes which we Shondell Myram, 
have had so far have been Terrace, B.C, 
It's worth it 
An open letter to school 
board 88, re: Condom 
machines in high schools. 
I am an internationally 
certified childbirth educator 
and I would like to speak in 
favour of condom machines 
in our high schools. 
My reasons are simple: 1 
am absolutely petrified of the 
AIDS virus; I believe many 
teenagers are having sex 
whether we discourage them 
or not; I don't believe a con- 
dom/nachine in and of itself 
has the power to make a 
chaste person promiscuous; 
and I am committed to tryi'ng 
to prevent as many cases of 
AIDS as possible. 
I am tired of hearing 
quotes from the Bible, of 
how chastity before marriage 
is the cornerstone of society, 
how 'wrong' it is to be gay 
(are gays-maybe not the 
modern-time lepers Jesus 
befriended?), of how all you 
have to do is not have sex 
and you won't be punished. 
That's not our present 
reality. Our reality is that we 
have a high rate of teenage 
pregnancy, a high rate of sex- 
ual abuse (any AIDS cases 
found there yet?) including 
among numerous Christian 
religious groups, and our 
AIDS rate for teens is in- 
creasing. Those are our facts. 
• Condoms may break, and 
the pregnancy rate may not 
be zero per cent but if one 
condom saves one life, it's 
worth it. I am getting the 
scary impression from what I
am reading that people in 
this town want to punish 
people who are having sex 
cont'd A6 
About, letters. 
The Terrace Standard 
welcomes letters to the editor 
on all topics. All letters must 
be signed and carry an ad- 
dress and' local  telephone 
number. Addresses or phone 
numbers won't be printed 
with the letter, but they are 
necessary fo r  confirmation 
of the letter's authenticity 
The writer's~name will be 
publis hed~ii~'i R equ est, for 
names to be~wit'hlleld may be 
granted in extraordinary cir- 
cumstances. 
Thank you letters should 
be submitted to the "Card of 
Thanks' section of the 
classifieds. 
Letters containing libelous 
or objectionable matter will 
be.edited or returned to the 
writer. All letters are run on 
a space available basis, ivith 
shorter letters likely t °: be 
,published soonest:.i~ ,, ~ ~ .~, 
11. 
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• ' t 's  worth it 
', - "outside wedlocl~ with a lethal respond to the medical facts. 
)~ : . .  dose' o f  AIDS, and then, not to religious 0r right-wlng 
, ; - .  while they die a slow and moral pressures. Help save 
' %painful death, in true Biblical fives ~ don't condemn even 
, ~ :;i~fas hion} brand them publicly one teen t0 an AIDS 
-: insome way, so that all good sentence, no matter what 
~. Christians (Pharisees?) may their behaviour. 
avoid'them. " :Thank you 
~, _~ : ::!Please listen to the Skeena , Marianne Weston ~ '. :. , 'UnionBoard of Health, and . Terrace, B.C. 
?We don't need 
a . . . .  civic centre 
Dear Sir: 
.: .... I wonder if I should join 
• . some kind of an anarchist 
! 4: terrorist liberation parl~y. Did 
:: you  get your local tax bill in 
'.: :the .mail this week? I got 
,': :mine. Local taxes have 
~.~, -: ~:doubled since 1982. Yes, 
i!!~! '. ! :::: doubled. :::~!i ~ : :'Net my pension of course. 
~!:~:'.:  :: My,.30-year-old little house 
~!ti: " heeds a new roof covering, 
ii :: i . . . .  -m]t Car is completely finished ':::::i ::- after 12 .years on the road 
!::!.: • .  and mywife never took a job 
',:::: . . . .  •-outside the house because she 
,':":. -. had to look after our three 
"": grandchildren free of charge. 
~.:, - Now her legs give up on her. 
..;:: -We also pay private 
'.:-: school ing,  since public 
"'~ schools ban Jesus Christ 
" "  from their classrooms. 
: :. . What is a 70-year-old pen- 
;:::.-;:.. sioner supposed to do when 
!~:.~ he  gets such an outrageous 
.... bill in the mail? I don't even 
,. :..- have money to buy a new car 
' "  or anything else I am in need 
NEW LOG HOME,FOR 8ALg, <:, 
by Lussler Log Homes Ltd. . i . 
.~ . .~ .~ , . 
'~ '~ .. "" r,~: 
Y' t i t  .~., 
- -  1200 sq, ft., 1 
atomy, 3 bdrm, full 
beret. 
- -  Double carport. 
- -  N/G heat.• 
- -  Covered porch & 
sundecks on =A 
acres, property with 
trees. 
Located at Spring Creek Heights subdivision by the college. 
Come and see our high standard of workmanship. Buy 
directly from the contractor and save thousands of dollars. 
For more InformatiOn phone635;7400 : ' 
<- ,  . . . .  : : . 
[ 
arena, a 
swimming pool, a library, a 
theatre and lots of .  fancy 
schools that look like palaces 
to me. 
We do not need a civic cen- :~- 
tre, nor do we need anew 
Skeena high school. Teachers ' . . . . . .  
will strike again for higher ., 
wages this year. And what do i :i:: iii~*i '-''' 
these schools often turn out? : 
Nothing but hoodlums who 
are hooked on drugs, sex, 
vandal ism and welfare 
money. 
I could bitch a little longer, 
but I am sure our city fathers 
and mothers, planners and ,•  
administrators, up in their " 
ivory towers, will not pay 
any. attention to me. 
Yes, a tax revolt is over- 
due. 
Bill Homburg 
Terrace, B.C. 
" " r 
7:~ When you gotla' have it, We'll alP, JilL,:ill 
~:~':, 
:i:i : "Our expediting service wlll save your company money" 
CHiMO DELIVERY 6a8.8§30 J 
Get yourlife in Shape. 
of, If it gives up the ghost we 
have no way to go shopping, i : : ~ ~ O N / ] ~  L O A N S  Starvation might be next. 
Does the City of. Terrace 
really need all that money? 
We do have an 
"v  . 
PRIME I TE: 
'::.. 
:°: 
t:o: 
i.:i: 
¢ 
. ~ 
: 'U  
,%. 
C-.: 
%-. .  
3. ,*  
q f ' r  
,q. : 
q>i 
:. ~ . t  
~, 4, -•, 
i iii!:i 
* ATB Toe Clips..,value '§.95 
,Nylon Toe Straps. .. value '4.95 
, Zefal Reversible Schrader Pump 
.... value '27.9§ 
• -.: ~ 
paying more somewhere else, talk to us. 
: .... : You may have loans outstanding at another financial institution or at a department store, where interest rates 
-could be much higher. 
Now's the time to switch. 
From now until July 20th, 1990,you can apply for a Scotia Plan Loan at our Prime Rate for an eighteen month 
term. A variety of longer amortization periods are available. 
It could make quite a difference, and you don't have to be an established Scotiabank customer to apply. 
• Drop into any Scotiabank branch, complete as~mple application and give us a couple of hours to get back to you. 
It's that easy! . 
tmme ~te app.~,~:Ote .~ua n n ~ ~tn an ~@leea tn0rlth term..~ubject tocredit appn 
How to handle 
• British (',olumbia 
with care " " • • - e 
$150 mil l ion has been committed to our 
Municipal Solid Waste Management 
Strategy over the next 5 years. 
British Columbians throw out more than 
6 m!llion kilograms of garbage every day. Over a year, 
thats enough to fill 400,000 municipal garbage trucks. 
Turn your garbage, into gold. 
• Call:us now for more information.. 
how,: what and where to recycle and who 1 
programmes in your neighbourhood. We can even: 
put you in.touch with organizations in your community !!" 
p~ent ly involved in recycling. ' . - ~ : 
Over m = al sohd w " We'll also send you a free tar featqrin all 90%ofourmu "c'p ," aste is being • " , . ,  , . poe . "g  ' i  
dumped into landfills and if we don t clean up our kinos at,easy ways you can start to reduce your 
act, six out of 10 will be full @ithin l0 years " , i .  ~, garbagenght now. " " . . . 
In fact, we're generafiiig more trash than -:"i~: .., t~!; :-i i~,i;~. ::We hidst all produce less waste and treat necessat 
ever before in our historv.'It's ~using serious ,, ' ~ waifs ~ a tes0i~rce. Garbage is a personal prolSlemi-i~ 
environmental problem(anddreatingmore landfill .i ;~ Our'be~uf!fu! British Columbia environment is~gi l~ 
is not the answer. " " "::: - " ' ~ ~ : :  'i ~:~Handle w~th care. " " f" ' r " " ~ ~.*'~:"~'~' 2~:~ 
Our g,~l is to reduce the amount of garbage:~ i: " :~" :"~' '" ": , -~ ~ . :,i.~i~;i~, 
we throw out by: 50% by the year 2000. " 
Our provincial Solid,Waste Management Straiegyl : ~! 
in partnership with local governments, industry and  " ::;'r-.. ~ .... ' 
business, is the most comprehensive program of its kind " "~ : : -  ~:!` 
in Canada. 
' :i~!> ?i~":: But even before your local program is in place, ,.,,~::-~; 
you can make significant changes.. ~. ~;.~ 
Start by learning and using the three Rs of " !• !~"('?i/~ 
waste management: Reduce; Reuse. Recycle 4 
In the Lower Mainland call 
E 
11onourable John Reynolds, ,. ,. ::: 
Miniaer of Environment "i : : :'l. 
Or  ca l l  to#f i re  . . . .  ',.? ', :,=~: 
>!i i ~ ~ : : "~ 
s 
.'....!- ).. "..!, 
1 
t 
t 
q 
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MANAGER'S • i" BALLOON , .. ~ .~- - -  Setu,d.y 
 SALE - -  ----- 
~7::,,77,77 :t 
; ;::)i 
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Chug A Lug DrinkS 
250 mL 
5/= 
,', I• 
STORE HOURS: I M0n. • Thurs. 9:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
Fri, 9:30 am. • 11 p.m. 
: Sat. 9:00 a.m. • 6 p.m 
Sun. 11 a.m, • 5 p.m. 
ATTENTIONwE CAH'T BE BEAT' 
' :7; i; 7 WILL MEET ANY LOCAL: .: , ; : ORTH, 
; : COMPETITOR S ADVERTISED PRICES! .'. ~: 8aver, EnHre Depadmenl Percentage Off Promotions. Entire Store ; : :  " 
Percentage Promotion. ' t • - ; ~ : ~%: = 
BOYS OR GIRLS .. BOYS.& GIRLS MEN'S 21" 
BMX BIKE ~, ~ 12":SIDEWALK 12 SPEED LADIES 19" 
20" Wheels with rear BIKES BIKE 6 SPEED 
ATe, Red Blue, City bike With 
hand brake with training wheels Reg. $175.99 fenders - Reg. $185.99 
Reg. $139.97 Reg. $79.97 $ 
• $114.97 $69.97 139.99 $149.99 
, ~ i Gifts for Dad 
FABRIC SPECIAL 
Huge assortment 
i Reg Up to $5.39im 
FABRIC SPECIAL 
Huge assortment 
Reg. up to $11.99/m, 
$5.961m 
FABRIC SPECIAL 
Huge assortment 
Reg, up to $18.89/m 
$9.961m 
Woolworth 
QUALITY~ 
TIRES 
DISCOUNTED 
$2.961m 
3o% 
r •• i 
~ COLLAPSIBLE 
WILSON 
UMBRELLA 
STAY GOLF BAG 
Reg. $59.97 
$49.97 
Gilts for Dad . " 
201b PROPANE 
BBO TANKS 
Reg. $27,97 
$18.77 
Gifts for Dad 
SUPER "16" 
OSCILLATING 
FAN 
3 speed, whisper quiet 
motor - Reg. $44.99 
$37.99 
Gifts for Dad 
" Includes Raod ' 
YORX Hazard BRENTWOOD 
PORTABLE Warranty ' MAX HEAVY ULTRA 20" BINOCULARS BY 
AM/FM STEREO Free Installation at DUTY LAWN COLOR T.V. "TENTO" 
with triple cassette Petro Canada MOWER with remote 10x50, 7x35, or 7x50, 
• Briggs & Stratton 3,5 All 
(1 walkman) & detachable : i Reg. $499,99 
speakers - Reg, $159.00 85,000 km Thread H,P, motor 
$99.99 Life Warranty I ,eg.,29.00 $399.99 30% off $279.00 G,fts for Dad Regular Price. 
Gifts for Dad .. Steel Belted Radials Gifts for Dad , Gifts for Dad 
Mayonnaise 
750 mL 
2.4q 
MENSBLU-""-E"[" 30% off 
JEANS ~ALL FILING 
10O's of pairs i CABINETS 
to choose from, Only 
$20.00 I iN STOCK 
I Gifts for Dad 
Gifts for Dad 
$10.00 COUPON Any name brand 
SAVE $10 °° Running Shoe 
Reg. $50.00 or more 
OFF with coupon 
Gifts for Dad 
BOB MURPHY Reg. $96.99 
7 pC GOLF $79.99 
CLUB SETS Gifts for Dad 
IDms 
McGavins Breao 
White or Brown 
¢ 
lost 
SeniorCitizen's Day 
The Last Monday 'of Each Month 
15% OFF 
Almost Everything in the Store! 
COMING UP JUNE 25 
See store for details, 
FAMILY  ALLOWANCE DRAW 
WIN 
The value of your family allowance cheque in merchandise 
For your FREE entry form, just cash your F.A. cheque 
with your purchase. 
DRAW HELD ON LAST SATURDAY OF EVERY 
• MONTH 
Summer Clothing 
t" ; 
r • 
NEW Spectacular! 
Last week's 1.44 coupon was so successful FURNITURE 
we are continuing with another 
t. I 
week of in season S_A_V_ I _N_~__  
SLi-MI E-R CLOTHING*  "" 
in our store 
30 % OFF  
1) 
2i • :i , "¸ ~I¸ • 
3) 
4) 
5) 
I *Summer clothing will be Indicated with sale signs. 
WITH COUPON u~ to ~ items per coupon 
Dept. Reg. Price • Sale Price 
SHOPI ! • % : , • ! 
• Our selection is better than ever! 
• Our assortment now reflects year round warehouse dis~. 
countpricingl ~ , :~ 
• No additional freight charges! 
• Orders filled from Calgary depot for quick delivery to 
Terrace. 
• NO MONEY DOWN -- PAYMENT WHEN ORDER FILLED 
Koala or,,,,." 
~lzn~rg| Water 
" "~,  m~4 
! 
4P 
BEAUTIFULL 
COLONIAL 
SOFA BED 
Reg, $799.99 
$719.99 ; 
5 PC. BEDROOM 
. SET 
By Palliser, Oak look 
finish, includes night 
table, 4, 5 & 6 drawer 
' dressers & mirror 
Reg, $762.q5 
$692.85 
~ EVER POPULAR 
SOFA & 
PALLISER SOFA COMFY SOFA LOVESEAT 
& SWIVEL & LOVESEAT ey "Fame" Furniture 
ROCKER By "Dynasty" Velvety grey finish 
Reg, $899~99 Reg. $869,00 Reg, $1039.90 
$799.99 $769,005919,90  
BUNK BED 
6" Body, Solid Pine 
Reg, $69'9,95 
$649.95 
Can be bought on sate, ! , , 
seperately ~] . 
• n TABLE i OAK FINISH 
WO.DEN I TABLE & 4 
& 4 CHAIRS CHAIRS 
Reg: $559.95 
Reg, $349.99 
$494.95 $299.99 
2PIECE CORNER 'PALLISER ~=: i PALLISER 
ENTERTAINMENT ENTERTAINMENT 
UNIT COMPuTERDEsK : ' UNIT: ~ ,STAND 
with rolling doors & ~ J with glass door 
Reg. $219,00 : glass door / ,  'Reg, $219.99 
$169.00 ,ng, .20,99 J • $389,99 $179.99 
ENTERTAINMENT 
STAND 
With 01ass door 
Reg. $339,99 
$299.99 
"BU'FrERFLY" APARTMENT I 
EASY STORE SIZE 3 pc. J OAK LOOK 7pc. 
TABLE & TABLE & J DINETTE SET 
4 CHAIRS 2 CHAIRS Reg. $419.99 
~og. $34.9 ~oo: $15,.9, ~,.v,, vv~a.ao 
$299.99 $134.99 
BOOKSHELF 
UNIT 
Pine Veneer, 
Reg. $149.00 
$129.00 
I 
' BOOKSHELF BEDROOM 
UNIT  WARDROBE 
with double door, pine. UNIT 
venee r, Reg, $179.00 Reg, $149.00 
$159.00 $129.00 
I I 
~ "r, loutat Pete stated is our ~ . . . . .  ' l i , , i  
' ' Woolworth Regular Price. Sale Price ,~  ~ ~ : :,i"~:~!~,;~.,-i,~ i l  
, .,,+~ , , , , ,,,, , , __,,,,,_ 
' WE RESE'RVETHE RIGHT 
TO LIMIT~UANTITIES 
/i ~!~'~ "'~" ~ .. . . . . .  
"~ i ,  ' ," : ' ~, i~,~ "~ ~ ' ' 
L 
DYNASTY5 pc, 
BEDROOM SET 
includes night able, 
4, 5, & 6 drawer 
dressers & mirr~" 
Reg. $529,75 
$449.75 
Can be bought on sale 
seperately 
COMPUTER 
WORK CENTRE 
with drawer,~ slide out 
table, shelves & doors 
Reg. $229,95 
$199.95 
, , ' 'MOO.- Wed. 9:30 am ,- 6 pfn 
~ Thurs, & Fd..9:30 am~9 pm'  
';; i.~J-, Saturday9im:ei~m 
L; ~ ~,i ~ ~ ii 
: i 
' • • "!~ L" L • y,L;~.,.,~ 
, - . . ,  
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Final appeal made 
to avoid union 
TERRACE - -  Local non.union 
teachers are appealing to the In- 
dustrial Relations Council 
(IRC) to strike down re- 
quirements hey be members of 
the B.C. Teachers' Federation. 
The complaint is the final ef- 
fort of 12 teachers to avoid 
union membership. They have 
refused to join the BCTF or the 
Terrace District Teachers' 
Association (TDTA). The cur- 
rent contract requires they join 
both unions by June 30 or lose 
their jobs. 
The teachers filing the'corn- 
object to the BCTF~S ~:'li~!:to 
the New Democratic Pai iy.  
"Why should I pay to support a 
political party I 'm not a 
member  o f? , ,  
She said the non-union:, 
teachers all pay full dues to botk 
unions. 
If the complaln.t succeeds, 
Cey said the teachers could join 
the TDTA without joining the 
provincial federation. ,: ::i*~.. 
Cey said some teachers would 
be willing to do that. "Right 
now we are not allowed t0join , 
the local union without becom. 
The 
Of The Bag! 
, :~?  ~ , .-. 
plaint say the requirement forc- 
ing them to join constitutes un- 
fair labour practices. Most of 
the them object to the federa- 
tion's pro-choice abortion 
stance and confrontational 
labour action. 
If the application fails some 
of the teachers will quit, says 
Diane Cey, one of the non- 
union teachers. 
"Some of us will sign, under 
pressure, because we need our 
Greig Houlden 
jobs and have families to feed," 
Cey said last week. "Some will 
walt until the last minute to 
make a decision. And some of 
us will not sign. They will quit 
and this district will lose good 
teachers." 
Some of the teachers have 
already decided to quit, she ad- 
ded. 
She said many of the teachers 
Hot stuff might 
yield new power 
TERRACE - -  Interest by an 
unnamed company in the poten- 
tial of turning underground 
super-heated fluids at Lakelse 
Lake into electricity has promp- 
ted the provincial government 
to invite bids on exploration 
rights. 
Energy minister Jack Davis 
last week announced two eight- 
year permits covering 5,726ha 
9f land at Lakelse Lake would 
go out to tender Aug. 17. 
"There is a company interested 
in exploring the potential for 
low temperature geothermal 
resources in the area," he said. 
The name of the company is 
not being released, said ministry 
~:spokesman"..Darlene ~rFSnider,:"''' . . . . . .  
~.beeanse of.its policy .of con ........... ~ ..... 
i fidentiality during the tender 
process. 
She also couldn't say where 
the land is but did add the infor- 
mation would appear soon, in 
newspaper advertisements to in- 
vite bids. 
Snider said exploration would 
involve studies of geological 
formations in the area and 
"probably some exploratory 
drilling" to determine if the 
fluids could be used to power 
generators producing electrici- 
ty. 
Until the ministry had seen 
the proposals from potential 
developers, how any power 
generated would be used also re- 
mained an unknown. "it 's still 
in the very early stages yet so 
t there s not a lot of concrete 
answers," Snider added. 
Explaining the principle 
behind geothermal power 
generat ion,  B.C. Hydro 
engineer Greg Moe said it in- 
volved tapping reservoirs of 
super-heated fluids below the 
earth's urface. 
If  the fluid (or brine) was hot 
enough,  it's converted into 
steam which drive turbines 
which in turn drive electrical 
generators. Moe said the 
technology is used to generate 
power in  California, Iceland 
and New Zealand., 
The reservoirs were formed 
6#e[;i:miliions of years •When .: 
f lu ids"  migrating upwards 1 ~ " " . 
throdgh porous  rock On- " 
countered an impervious layer 
ell rock, and became-trapped : 
beh~tfi ~this cap. As with 0il, 
the~fluids, were brought o the 
surface by drilling through the 
:::Become a
UNICEF Volunteer 
'J[OGRO 
Me H i t  ~ i .  an 
rents  Act ion  and  Ur lk~l f  V0~un l le r  
UpJeef Caluda 0 
i-800.,268u3770 
I I I  I I  I 
cap. 
While the temperature of the 
fluids was a major factor in 
determining the viability of a 
project, the volume available 
was also important. Explaining 
a 20-year operational lifetime 
was necessary to justify the 
capital outlay, he pointed out, 
" It 's a depleting resource. 
Ultimately ou will end up using 
it up." 
4931-A Keith Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K7 - - 
(604) 635-7412 
Fax (604) 635-7423 ~. ::::?. ~L:~: :.:. ,,. 
should have a choice." 
No date has been set for the .  
case to be heard, accordingto : 
IRC officials. A hearing into:a 
similar application by Kelowns 
teachers began Friday, and the 
result of the Terrace complaint 
will likely depend on the 
Kelowna ruling. 
Meanwhile, the IRC has set 
July 19 as the date it will hear 
another local teacher's applica- 
tion for religious exemption 
from the union. 
A total of 23 local teachers 
have still not become union 
members. Twelve have signed 
the complaint to the IRC, while: 
five more did not, according to 
TDTA president Greig 
Houlden. He called their status 
"uncertain." 
Three of the teachers have 
now abandoned the dispute and 
signed union memberships, 
Houlden said. One teacher has 
succeeded in gaining religious 
exemption, and one has failed, 
although that IRC ruling is now 
under appeal. 
ing a member of the B=. ' ?  B A C K  T O  Y O U  ~ O O D  A S  N E W i  she said. "It's unfair that we're forced to join the BCTF - -  we 
All 
Makes 
And 
Models 
GUARANTEED! 
Fender benders to major damage --  we can fix it. 
Put your .car in our care and let our experts e, 
handle the job! 
Now under new managementl ~ 
- -  Windshields 
- -  Rbreglass work 
- -  ICBC clairns 
- -  Diamond Cote & o 
Rust Proof ! 
- -  Most Advanced New, Wedge 
Clamp Frame System for 
straightening uni-body frames 
In Terrace. 
- -  Sikkens paint in various colors 
for better color matches. 
--- FREE ESTIMATES 
- -  10% OFF for seniors 
until July 31. 1 ~90 
TERRACE MOTORS . 
Body Shop 
3002 Kalum 635-4837 
I I 
Mos le~Cofd  
¢. 
- nada's saving place 
4 
glgmm"-'  
SPORT SHtR S 
Gingham shirts m 
assorted styles. 
KNff SHIRTS 
Men's short.sleeve 
or intertbck knit 
each S.XL ~e¢. ~e6 
?7  Men's 
Cycling 
Shorts 
Reg. 12.97 
FATHER'S 
767 men's Fashion 
Briefs 
Reg, 10.97 
29.96 & 
34.97 
28.38 
Men's cotton Jeans In 
sandblast, ice or sunwaeh 
39)~?  Men's Tank 
Tops 
Reg. 5.88 
. .  148.8 19.88 BRAND NAMES: • Reel)ok .Adldas .Hike 
oC, o ~  .Brooks 
• Puma ,Kangaroos 
• Rebound eSpald!ng 
Men's Footwear 
SAVE 15% OFF OUR 
REG. LOW PRICES 
ON ALL IN-STOCK • 
MEN'S HOSIERY 
• Marked Department 22 Men's acid.washed Jeana 
In 12-oz. cotton denim 
Ida's.saving p"^" 
300" 4741 I, skelse Ave.,'Tenac, e 8KEENA MALL  
II I 
HOURS: 
Monday to Friday 
8:00 am to 5:30 prn 
" .: ; • ' ' "  " i "  • 
: ( : '  . • • • r 
: ill 
£ , , 
. ~, ,.?_! } 
J ":"* : 4 :  
• *OPEN: • ~ 
I M0n. & Tues," 9 Im.II Im I i' 
Wed. to Fri. 9:30 am. 0:|0 lull I 
Saturday ' .9 am, I pea I 
sunday s~ : .  e pe I 
"! i 
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Closure TABLE'LINEN 
reversed I RENTAL: 
TERRACE - -  Proposed cuts in 
the hours of operation a t  the 
Terrace-Kitimat "airport's flight 
services station:have been 
cancelled, according to the sta- 
tion's manager. • 
The 24-hour weather and 
flight information Service for 
pilots was to be reduced to a 
5:30 a.m. to 9:30 p,m; schedule 
effective July l, flight services 
station manager Susan 
McLauchlan said last week. 
"We were told to plan on it," 
she said, "but it's been cancell- 
ed. And it's cancelled complete- 
ly now, as far as I know." 
• • Banquets 
• Weddings• 
orANY function 
[~  requiring banquetl ; 
: size tablesl 
• ~"  
• r 
SUPERIOR LINEN 
l " suPpues  , .  I 
I Tim.  Cleaners Ltd. 635-2838 I 
4404 Legion Ave.,  By the Cudlng Rink. 
i 
MORE THAN 300 Caledonia students and others last week signed this six-foot Iongcloth petition 
in suppoff of releasing two 13-year-old brothers from prison in Chad. They are being held in that 
African country because their parents are suspected of anti-government activities. The Amnesty 
International petition is being mailed to the president of Chad. 
countdown 
Clearance ' 
NEW DODGE EXPO 
.. 
| 
Youth gather petition I .ow Ihm=.-:---~ FROM 
for prisoner release 
BY SARAH DE LEEUW ter (approximately sixfeet by the fair and early trials of all 
and THERESA 
NEWHOUSE 
i The following was written 
by members of the Terrace 
Amnesty International 
Youth Group. 
Who says teenagers don't 
care? 
For'the past week, the 
youth Amnesty International 
group has had the pleasure of 
discovering jut how compas- 
sionate Terrace students can 
three feet) to send to the 
president of Chad, pleading 
for a resolution to the case of 
two  boys. They're brothers 
• being held in secret deiention 
for the believed anti- 
government opinions of their 
parents. It is also strongly 
suspected that these children 
are being tortured. 
In addition to our cloth 
letter, a display for Amnesty 
Internat ional  Week at 
Caledonia contained various 
be. other cases that Amnesty In- 
More than 150 Amnesty ternational is supporting 
Internati6~al su~6rters  • Amnesty International'is a 
banded to~thefT!t6•i w0rk!ir::!,world:recognized oz'g~niza- 
toward ,the~ fre~dom':0f two • tion which works for human 
13-year-old boys in Chad, rights. Its mandate, of three 
Africa. parts, advocates the release 
The members of this club of all people imprisoned for 
at Caledonia Senior Secon- the peaceful expression of 
dary created a large cloth let- beliefs, culture or religion; 
Grants 
TERRACE - -  The city will 
receive provincial grants of 
$101,000 toward the cost of 
work on local roads, the provin- 
cial government has announced. 
Administrator Bob Hallsor 
said most of the money - -  
$62,555 --  would meet half the 
cost :of the upgrading/paving 
project planned for Graham 
Ave. between Kenney and Craig 
Sts. That project will be carried 
out this summer. 
The balance will be applied to 
the Halliwell Ave. project cur- 
given 
for road 
projects 
prisoners; and the abolition 
o f  torture, and  the death 
penalty, in all Cases. 
Fundamental to this man- 
date is Amnesty Interna- 
tional's refusal to support 
any individual who has used 
or advocated violence. 
This week students have 
shown their support for 
Amnesty International's 
work. It has not only 
brought hope to our local 
Amnesty International youth 
group but also to the people 
around the world advocating. 
peaceful expression and" 
: human ~~htsi~i[.~:~'~i.'~ i..'~'-~!,. i ~. 
Information is available, 
after school hours, from 
Wendy at 635-6433, from 
Jessica at 635-4008, from 
Sarah at 635-4149 or Theresa 
at 635-7833. ~ 
rently underway. Although the 
city has already received a 
government revenue sharing 
grant for that work, Hallsor ex- 
plained the amount had been 
based on~ the original costing 
and grant application. 
P r io r~to  commencing road 
construction, the public works 
department had produced a new 
estimate wltich showed the cost 
of some materials had risen in 
the meantime, driving up the 
total bill for the project. The 
new money represented 50 per 
cent of that increase. 
atk, no. 1218 
• 2.2 L. 4 cyl. EFI 
• 5 speed manual transmission 
• steel belted radials 
8,9880o 
• rear wiper washer 
• tinted glass 
• 3 to choose from 
• 5 door hatchback 
CHRYSLER NEW YORKER LANDAU 
was, 
Howe 
=28,244o o stk. no. 1263 - -  
• auto temp. air conditioning • ultimate sound package 
• marc cross leather • cast aluminum wheels 
• power windows and locks • and much, much more 
• power seats 
TERRACE CHRYSLER 
4916 Hwy. 16 dlr. no. 5958 635-7187 
SeevrntY 
GIVE DAD... 
PORTABILITY.,, 
PORTA - -  BOTE 
• * The unique foldable. ',~ 
: "  Fold to 4" flatl 
• : " Available in 8', 10' 
• and 12'lengths. 
• WATCH FOR OUR D ISPLAY AT  
• ~ SKEENA MALL  
Friday & Saturday, June 15 & 16 
, JUST IN TIME FOR FATHER'S DAY! 
! DRAW Drifter monthFlyers Player(June) of the 
DRIFTER B SALES 
98 UIIooet Street, KItImat, B.C. VBG 1Z8 
632-3703 
P/~TI~I)L$ 
i 
i : i  
] 
zl 
- COLD BEER WINE STOREi l . and  . • / in  i
i I How that rile'warm .ether !s hem I stock up with some of Ourcold ,refreshing beverages, Pl I ~: .... 
" '" Monday to Fdda~, • : saturday !' i:::i] ' ' • ,, S~nday ;•, ~:• ~:i'i" i",- 0pen, All Hol idays-  " Rag,g.'.lnn 
10a.m. tOlltp.m. : 9a.m, to l lp .~ ' " " 11 a.m. to11 p.m. : ,  (exceptChdstmas) .~v~vw. . , . .  
I I I I III ~ . . . . .  ~ : i  'L L " d,  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  j~  ? 
!ii:: r 
! ••!/,i 
/:i"'% 
ii: ~i' 
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In business 
OPEN FOR WORK is the chamber of commerce's new business information centre in the training 
and enterprise centre beside the B.C. Access Centre. That's chamber manager Bobbie Phillips 
and summer student Dave Andrews in their new surroundings. The chamber's tourist information 
service remains in the log building on Hwy16. 
for a good quality cart, the pro- 
blem is expensive, Johanson ad- 
ded. 
He's had carts returned from 
as far away as Kitimat but says 
the majority end up abandoned 
around town. 
"People use them in apart- 
ments because they're a conve- 
nient way to transport things up 
and down elevators," said 
Johanson. 
There have also been cases 
eyed 
TERRACE - -  Princ 
one of two B.C. site 
as locations for a p~ 
billion Taiwanese ste 
It and Port Hardy ~ 
subject o prefeasibi 
after Smithers and K: 
eliminated earlier, government " 
: and industry officials announc- 
ed last week. 
China Steel Corporation of 
Taiwan estimates it could build 
a mill producing three million 
tonnes of steel a year and 
employ approximately 4,500 
people. 
Prefeasibility studies take in 
environmental nd social im- 
plications of constructing a steel 
mill. 
There still needs to be provin- 
cial approval to meet en- 
vironmental safety guidelines 
and these.are now being set up, 
said regional development 
minister Stan Hagen. 
~ Skeena MLA Dave Parker, 
he's also the minister esponsi- 
ble for northern development, 
said a steel mill in Prince Rupert, 
"would have a significant and 
lasting effect on the economic 
development of the north." 
TERRACE - -  Stores in a local 
shopping centre want to stop 
shopping carts from disappear- 
ing. 
It costs Safeway, one of those 
stores, between $250 and $300 
each month in paying people to 
recover carts found around 
town, says manager Eric Johan- 
son. 
"We have 175 carts but on 
regular counts, average between 
120 to 150 at a time. There 
Stray carts a problem 
And at a cost of up to $150 trolleys by businesses which ping items in their vehicles. 
deal in heavy pieces of equip- "In some cases where senior 
ment, the manager added, citizens live close to the store, 
we'll let them take one home if The problem starts not as 
deliberate theft but with young they ask. They then return it or 
have somebody return it," said 
people taking them from park- Johanson. 
ing lots and abandoning them He has thought of buying when finished, said Johanson. carts that have coin-operated 
To counter the situation, unlocking devices but that they 
Safeway, Woolworth and Shop- are expensive to buy and are 
:,~seems tO be a constant 30 to 40 where abandoned carts have 
out there," he said. . . . .  . been= cut: down for use,~as 
O UT 
TERRACE - -  Brooke Hodson 
has moved from his position as 
B.C, Tel customer services 
.manager here to to Prince 
George. 
Also gone, to a B.C. Tel posi- 
tion in Naniamo, is engineering 
ABOU ]  AND 
! , 
supervisor Parker Okano. 
Don Kerr, now the network 
manager here, becomes the 
customer services manager for 
the area. 
Moving in from Prince 
George is John Wiseman. He 
Was the network manager there 
and takes on a network position 
here• 
Northern Horse Supply is 
keeping its mobile van but now 
has a permanent shop in Thor- 
nhill. 
The business, which sells 
Western and English riding public interest in tourism. 
Unicef Canada ~ : ' 
1-800-268-3770 ' 
equipment, had been selling out 
of a van at horse shows and 
events for nearly a year. 
But it needed more room and 
that lead to opening a shop, 
says Peggy Jackson who, with 
sister Cathy, is one of the 
owners. 
This Saturday the chamber of 
commerce begins its summer 
tourist  season with 
HOWDOYOUDO DAY. 
The day-long event at the 
tourist information building on 
Kinsmen Club 
of 
Terrace 
'~:~ 2:30;Pm CAR SHOW -- Bring your car 
-- Antique & Street Rod -- Parking lot opposite 
Bandshell. 3 ,  $100.00 prizes to be awarded. 
CANADA DAY 
Celebrat ions  Ju ly  I . , FOR F/ N'r AS'T C S ,v NGS 
12~noon Tours of Heritage Park ~ on~/O~Jr .P~l'cgOSe$ ~Ot' ~°~:her'S ~O~/' ¢~j ,~ ,~.~,  
i: I pm.~ 7 pm BANDS -- Lower Little Park Bandshell. Contact  , I ,~U~c jD J~ '~~ID '&~'  
Don at 635-6937 if youwould like to play. 1 
pOP'S'. TOPS 
AT o WDRKWEi  
: JUNE AIX W RLD. 
l 
::::BIRTHDAY CAKE FOR EVERYO 
FOOD CONCESSIONS 
F IREWORKS at Ferry Island. 
I 
NEll 
I I I  n I 
Check out our great selection 
of gift items for DAD! 
t- "t" ~ "k ~ "t" 
There's a new contractor tak- 
ing care of the provincial cam- 
pground at Lakelse• 
GTG Contracting, it also 
looks after facilities at Boya 
Lake park north of here and 
Tyee near Telkwa, has a two- 
year contract, says spokesman 
Rob Seaton. 
His company has been active 
with parks maintenance con- 
tracts for the past six years and 
Seaton worked for the parks 
branch before that. 
Houston. 
pers Drug Mart in the Terrace costly to maintain. 
Shopping Centre are combining Johanson will also bring up 
on an ad campaign asking pea- the ad campaign with the a crew leader for Pacific Northern Gas, came to Terrace to 
pie not take carts: away,: once chamber of commerce to see if visit his uncle 11 years ago!l Chris enjoys the easy pace of 
they have finished loading shop-: other~busine~ses areinterested.., living.,, and is glad to see re~tdents add business0s working ~ 
' ' ' Ov~erwai|~a's John to clean up'and beautifyth'ecityl -~ . " ; ,  i" .:::,;~: -!. 
Chivlldave said the problem ex- # . . . . .  
ists wherever there are sh°pping I # ~ ~ #  g ~ ~  I 
carts being used. , ~ 
Once, while managing the 
c°mpany'sst°reiuBumsLake' l ~ ~ [ l 
Hwyl6 is intended to promote Chivildave recovered a cart sit- 
ting beside the highway in ~!INF,,_~[Q]ILJIID]k~IIN[II[tmpj~I|]Ie][o]Z~OI~I~I~a~ 
Tourism is big business.., bringing serious dollars inJo our city! 
These dollars translate into hospitality and.service related 
businesses and jobs for our young people. Terrace and area 
is renowned for its magnificent scenery ... and visitors will 
keep coming back whet they feel welcome. Chris Hyland, " 
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" SUPERIOR - 
. . . . .  happy  order trade Eoca ls  ,, .me Cleaners L . . . '~  " :  • ::,; .~ Commercial • Industdal • Retail z :':;:~;~ ,  '~i 
:' I " I " " • '- B :" ' i , . ,, • Covera l l  sa le  & repa i r  ' ' ~ ..... • ...... ~;"~ 
respects w,th Alaska .u,,_ " " : ' Commercial laundry • Doormats &'wipersi~,ii ~-i "i , • Cooks' whites " ' :;:;~ ;"" 
" ' . . . .  ' ' SERVING THE NORTHWEST ~';~,~'~;!i~'~ ~''r': 
TERRACE --. Regular air costs, listed at $1,500 a day, In turn, Alaska is studying would be an overall benef i t . . ;  'ii~4404 legion Ave., 
fl ights'i between here and make Canadian costs of $500 a the idea of a road leading up "We have to keep  the :~!~,Tefface, B.C. 635-; 
s01it[ east Alaska and American day  more  a t t rac t ive  to from the Bradfield Canal, close pressure.on, keep talking about - _ . . , ......... " " 
patlent~ in  Mills Memorial 
Hospital are two o f  the more in- 
triguing ~s'sibilities to  Come 
out of a visit by local officials to 
the northern state, last.week. , 
if City' ~d~onomic -~devel6pm~nt 
officer Peter Monteith said the 
tour of three Alaskan cities un- 
covered much common ground 
and ideas to increase business 
Oppot'tunities. 
"They have more in common 
with us' thad'they! do with.the 
lower 48 (American states), 
said Monteith :"following the 
visit : l twas organized by the ci- 
ty~.~:. '~,{'::.!: , .~ ~ . , : 
' ~!regfil~ly, s~hedulcci air con- 
ne6d0n ':~6fildi: 5o~st: business 
and~0urism opportunities by 
giving people another alter- 
native in which to travel north 
or'south, he said. 
~ And, highAmerican hospital 
Americans who must now go to 
Seattle for treatment, Monteith 
added. 
He said those On the trip also 
attended ~ a ,conference on 
bu i ld inga  road%from the 
Panhandle into the gold-rich 
Iskut Valley. 
In a report published this 
week, The Wrangell Sentinel 
said Canadians and Alaskans 
lion .and increased tourism 
through .that. •~oad connection 
between the Panhandle and the 
northwest. 
That connection on the Cana- 
dian side would, be through the 
Iskut Valley leading in  from 
Bob Quinn Lake on Hwy37. 
The province announced last 
month it wants to build that 
road to one existing mine and 
severa l  p romis ing  
developments. 
State, B.C. ink 
economic deal 
TERRACE - -  B .C•  and 
Alaskan officials last week sign- 
ed a treaty they say will increase 
cooperation and business. 
The agreement calls for more 
cooperation in developing 
tourism and those businesses 
common to B.C. and Alaska. 
Signing for B.C. was Skeena 
M I~ Dave Parker, he's also the 
minister responsible, for nor- 
thern development, and an of- 
ficial from Alaska• 
Officials said southeastern 
Alaska, known as the Alaskan 
Panhandle, !should benefit par- 
ticularly because of its proximi- 
ty to B.C. 
• The agreement also calls for 
more goods: and services to be 
imported and exported between 
Alaska and B.C. 
Parker signed for B.C. 
because Premier Bill Vander 
Zalm was occupied with con- 
stitutional negotiations in Ot- 
tawa. 
to Wrangell, on  the panhandle 
and across ,the bordei•to con- 
nect with the Iskut ioad.i  ;. 
Al th0ugf i  Americahsl : and 
Canadians acknowledged, there 
might be an effect Oh businesses 
as roads replace air travel, there 
the positive and I think, i n time, ; . ~ 
it will take place. Terrace, I 
think, supports the concept and 
will do our best to see it come to U r ' - d - O  
fruition," said Terrace aider- B C h  
man Darryl Laurent in the Sen- 
tinei story. 
KAMAN 
Industrial Technologies 
,k WD-40 ,k Trailer bearing kits 
,k Reversible snap ring plier kits 
. And a complete line of mechanical and 
electrical power transmission supplies. 
. V-Belts . Pulleys 
-k Bearings . Seals 
. Rollerchain 
AND SO MUCH MORE 
On line with 170 branches in North America for 
your hard to find requirements. 
2901-D Kenney. Terrace 635"2926 
. ' .  :[ 
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/ v  
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L. The friendliest "inn" townl 
. Make our p~ce "You~ Place" to enjoy 
.evening of Inffn~te dining and reasonable pdcest 
. . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  Look  
r , wnat"  . s 
! ¢ookm'  , , ,  
~ " : " '~~~~l  ~ • Duetopopulardemand, we 
, . . / ~ / ~ ~  extend  the whole fresh 
~ ~ , i  ~ . lobster special ior the 
i:. "\~, ':'~ ' month of 3une. " 
Whole fresh east coast LOBSTER 
,~, !10wn in .weekly  for your pleasure.  ,~ 
/~'~"<' ' sPECIALS .( 
:,WHOLE F~ESH LOBSTB ....... SlY.S5 
n0ASTE0 WiL~b0AP~. . ....... S~U5 
•/STUFFED LEG OF %--,,~ . 
LAMB FLORENTINE ............... $14.50 
:: LOBSTER CREPES NEWBURG.$14.95 
• For more l n fo rmBt lon  and  reaervat lons  cal l :  
I g~ Men. • Sun. L I~  Mm.. Fd. 4332 Lakelse Ave... . . . .  .. 
'5p.m. to11 p,m. 11:30a.m. to2p, m, TerraceB,C. 0~10.[101 
OF 
JOY 
t ~i.,~ i.i ~, '; : , WldlM:8 Ills 9 oz. Sex: Female i 7~.ij :i.;~U;i.~ i:! '.~ Pmlltl: Channalne & Roger TaR 
" Dill & TIM M Mdh: June 3. 1990 at 9:23 am 
W~llld: 6 Ibs. 7 oz. Sex: Female ' " 
~ ,  , , : ,~ , /  , ..... ..Pinata:, Robert & Maggie ~i,: . . ',: : 
: ,  i ~  / 
: 'k i l l  & l lm IfMdh: May 26. 1990 at 4:34 pm ..... , : ' 
%..-;~ i,~. ,WMjM:;7;Ibs. 7 oz. sex: Female i . / :  i: ,: 
i -  ,~: , Panl~z.,WIIfred &Nomen BrtOht .' i:, 
: ,  5 i: ~. ii!,.i !,~ i::i~ Sebt'I,NH~: Nash Arthur Park • , 
: .i ! '~D~ &Ti~:M 8bth: Apdl 26. t990 at 6:50 pm 
' 6 Ibs. 10 oz. ~x: Male 
, ~,.,;-,~ :•-:,;,i!:.~:, ~" [hmlntl: Dabble &Bob PI~ . . . .  
:.: ~ ::::i; : i; sells I~ :  Tamam Crystal Talt 
~'.i i ! . : i  ~ i!Dall & ~ M IMh: May 25, 1990 at 3:59 am 
)" 
 i,,I I (eena 635.523e "~'; i i  . . . .  Mal l  . . . . .  ' 
i ; J 
Bring Dad in' 
} 15'/o I[ ~ Rece ive  : . . OFF 
, : June 13 to 19. 199(~ 
)'~ 
Identif ication 
Bracelets 
David Lane John Whi tmer  
Two new members from north-central British Columbia have been 
appointed to the board of directors of B.C. Hydro. 
In announcing the appointments of David Lane, of Terrace, and 
John Whitmer, of Prince George, Hydro chairman Lawrence I. Bell 
drew attention to their specialized knowledge of the real estate and 
forest industries. 
Mr. Lane is president of Dagny Development Corporation, a tea] - 
estate investment company which has controlling ownership of  
approximately $7.5 million in real estate assets. He has 22 years' 
experience inappraisal nd has completed successful negotiations 
for land assembly projects and property purchases exceeding $100,: ~; 
million in value. 
Mr. Whitmer is president and a director of Balfour Forest ' 
Products Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Canadian Forest Products 
Ltd., and is currently chairman of the British Columbia Forest 
Association. He has40years'experiencein th  forest industryand also 
serves on the boards of several forest and community organizations. 
We also carry a selection of... 
• Pens • Money Clips 
= Key Chains • Clocks 
Advertise Your Garage Sale! 
You will reach 6,000 households 
, and businesses when y0u adver'" $ 8  7 5 
i 
SINCE 1910 . 
4637 Lakelse Ave., Terrace - -  63S'7440 ' :  
Skeena Mall, Terrace - -  635-5111 /~ . . . .  
~ 246  C i ty  Centre, Kltlmat - -  632-3313' 
• ? 
rise your garage sale In the Terrace 
Standard. Your 2"x lW'  is 0nly 
• $8.75 per weekf Call Today! per week 
SERVING IHE TERRACE AREA 
4647 Lazelle 638-7283 
r 
FREE BLANKET i 
Bundle up your water heater 
in a cosy blanket.., and save money. 
[~ l l~[~[ ]~ Making your new gas water heater within tile next year, . 
electric water But if you don't have gas service in 
• energy:efficient water heater to be us energy-el'ficient as 
Can save you up to 10% on.your household 'possible. So, when we install the insul~iting : 
. water heating c o s t s . ,  blanket, we'll gi~'e you a coupon tl!at's .~ 
: i '  That's why B.C.Hydro is making you goocl fern $20 rebate bn a new Power .  i 
: a cosy offer: a free insulating blanket for Smart electric water Iienlcn ' ~ : ii! :: 
your'electric* water heater, installed free 'ift:0rany techntcaireason y6ur: ::': i !: 
.0f  c h a r g e . ,  i . ,  : electric' water heater cannot.be fitted with : 
: It's an offer worth $40. an insulating blanket, we,ll 0ffer you the ~.:: 
• !::i Natural gas is a convenient and econo- ,same $20 rebate.. 
• :mica] way to heat water. So if you have a,, • So bundle up. Your waterhealer will ii: , 
iga,.hne into your house, your best 0ption Save he~t~':you'll save on y0ureleclrical iT::. 
. : Is toconvert to gas the next ime ~,ou buy a bill's, and We'll all save energy. '~ 1 
,water heater, To help you out; B.C.H~dm, " To arrange for a contractor to install :. : ;.; 
i; :/ai0'n'gwith your gas company, Will:gi~'e you the water heater blanket, call ' ":" "~ :: J l
: , ,  a $150 Cash iii,, n(nt if you purchase n : Our Contractor Lawrence iWat$on~:ii;~i~  
ii•i:, : 638-0140. 10 a.m,- 6 p .m:~n.~. : i .~  t 
, ,•,L~% . ~,•:S.~ , ¸¸~ / .  : '~  • =, . 
. . . .  BGIIq i ;!~,~ ~ / ~: . 
~ !:/;!~i:~ ~, !!:i•i :~ 
; 
rter heaters do not q,ali/.y f ,  r this b~r~"'!~ : i ~: i~ :
omers 
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i, 
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Poor said ..J : . , . . .  . J ~ .¢ .J 
-- -- - -- I 
lection ate . . . . .  
l i b  
., :: ~ :"::~.: , RACING THISWE KEND 
*' ' r : ~ TERRACE SPEEDWAY TERRACE ' More must 'be count, Kingsaid, : / ' ioi'tefl' leave:peopIe out who : 
done to make it possible for low And although political parties don't have permanent addresses 
income earners and p~pl© on do organize groups of  people to or who move frequently. June 16 - Open Wheel invitational 
soda] assistance to vote, says a become involved in elect!ons, it  " ' I t  is the most vulnerable and 
local social services advocate, is the role of  governments to in; politically powerless members Regular Races 6:OO p,m, , 
Gerald King of the Terrace troduce more programs to en'. of society - -  namely women, ' 
Anti-Poverty Group Society courage peopleto vote, hesaid. Persom with' disabilities, the SEE Y O U  AT THE RACES 
said lack of money, education People on low income may :elderly - -  who make up. . 
and information often means even be prevented from voting 'Canada's poor' who suffer ... 
people who don't earn a lot or on election day because there adverse ffects," said the brief, 
are on social assistance aren't i sn ' t  easy aiid ava i lab le  ~/ - ~ " : : - " - - [ 
interested or ignore elections, transportation polling stations, r' ' ' r • " " :" / " ' " 
" I  would say 15 to 20 per cent added King. . . . . . . . .  ' 
of (the voting age) population in He said governments should ::. ', ..... ~ !- " . . :  • 
the Terrace area simply don't  place more ads on radio, and.. i 
vote," said King. television giving information on .:' .~ :... 
"People onwel fa reseemto  Gerak~King  voting as there is a significant : . Terrace Co-op have ~.iven up. No matter who is number of people who. can , t  , 
in power, people on welfare say become involved and par- read. . ' ':~" 
ticipate, the less of  a burden King's comments, follow a 
there won't be any benefit to they'll eventually be on the brief made by the Federated them," he said. 
That feeling continues the cy- system," he said. Anti:Povery Groups of B.C. to Department Store cle of dependence on govern- What happens now is a con- a federal royal commission on  
ment social services agencies centration 'by political parties electoral reform and political 
and associated costs of taxation on those viewed as active and party financing. .... , • 
and lost opportunities, Kin8 ad- influential to the point that only It said residency requirements 
ded. their opinions are taken, into ac- to be included on voters' list ' , , 
"The  more  people can • . . . . . .  
, . p resents  . ..... : : 
N ~ ' ' : ...... ' " : :" : ""."" ' :!I)'' i:iiiil/~i~ '  urses " . . . .  . . . . .  
, ut out 1 F '  :  MEMBE : RS :  :! . . . . .  
extras 
TERRACE - -  Special ized M ~ W _~ , , .  . i 
nurses here have cut the addi- ,~ lO ' - - "  - -  " I -~  ' 
t iona l  .services they perform BY ROBERT Q. SMITH .. . 
outside regular hours in support GENERAL MANAGER ,.' ..... 
of job action taken by Lower ; 
Mainland psychiatric nurses. "AFTER 5" WIND DOWN , , ; . . .  
The public health l~urses, The perfect place to relax after, bUSy day is in Augle'e, The Terrace Inn's ",, / ] ~  
home care nurses and communi- cozy lounge. ~ i ~ / ..... 
Enjoy piano etyllngs by Glen Fossum and dig In to the complimentary hot ~/'/ 
ty mental health nurses, most hor d'oeurves. ~ 
are employed by the Skeena Meet your fiends at the Terrace Inn. ~ . .  . • 
health unit, aren't conducting THE SIXTY PLUS CLUB ~ ~ , ~  . 
any preventative seminars and We have a :special seniors club called eo Plus. Membership is free, Drop  ~ b ~  ~ [ ~ 7  
clinics beyond their 8:30 a.m. to into the Terrace Inn and get your 60 Plus card. Super savings on food, ac. 
4:30 p.m. hours, according to commodaUone and hotel package. , ~ '~[1[~ _ 
local nurse Marsha Lloyd. Join todayl 
NO essential services are at'- GOLF ~ 
f¢cted by the overtime ban, she Tell your out of town friends about out great Golf Package. It's only $30 
pe¢ pemon based on double occupancy and Includes 18 holes of golf at [ 
said, but nurses hope the action Skeana Valley Golf Course, accommodation for I night at the Terrace Inn, a 
wig increase public awareness lug breakfast, complimentary pass to the Terrace Aquatic Centre and a 
of the labour situation. Bonus Coupon Book, 
The Tena~e Inn's Golf Special. Pick up one of our brochures at the hotel or 
Lloyd said the local nurses callus and we'll send it to you. ~/~ ' - ... ~. . . . .  .: . . . :  ..:~ ... _. ~:. 
have so far been given no orders THE LASVEGASPLAYROY$ S ATU RDAY, to carry out further job action For one night only, Thursday, June 21, we Invite the ladles tO Join us at 
or prepare for a strike. Glgl'8 Pub for a sensational show put on by The I.as Vegas Playboys. Show 
"We're hopeful that i t  won't  'i8 at 8:oo p.m,, tickets are $10 at the door, and it is for ladies only. 
get t(~ any job action," she said. FATHER'S DAY 
The local cuts follow walk- This Sunday come to the Terrace Inn. We feature Terrace's only Sunday 
outs over the past two weeks by Buffet Brunch between 10:00 a.m. end 2:00 I~.m. 
It'S a fabulous feest. Adults $10.95; Seniors $7.95 and Children $5.95. E 2 3  
members of the B.C. Nurses Sunday evening 18 Prime Rib Night in our Dining Room. BY the waY we're JUN 
Union and the Union of  open 'Ull 11:00 p.m. In the Dining Room. 
Psychiatric Nurses at some B.C. 
psychiatric institutions. Thejob 1000 =. m action came after a breakd wn 4551 Greig Avenue, 
in contract talks between the Terrace, B.C, V8G 1M7 
province and the nurses, who For Reservations, 
have been without a contract Call (604)635-6630 or , • ~ , .  
since December. Disputed issues [ [ Starts at . '. 
include wages, benefits and job Toll Free 1-800-663-8156 
security. Fax (604) 635-2788 -- 
• $5 .00  per tab le  : : 
i i ~  First Come, First Served. 
48 tables available . . . . . .  
S many as you require atthe: i,':i~i://,., :!::i~ii 
Tournedos uustomer Service Counter " -:. 
Spinach Salad Jardiniere 
Fresh Spinach leaves, Sauce bearnalse tie filet 
slices of mushroom, steak Is a smaller cut Sale to take place In 
egg a~d cauliflower, broiled to your 
8pflnkled with bacon preference. S rved w=t, Co'op Lumber Storage area, South side of parking lot, 
bits and tossed with carrots, peas and 
vinaigrette, cauliflower, Duchess 
potato and sauce bear. n.,~e. DEADLINE FOR BOOKING TABLES IS JUNE 21 
m 
' SPACE IS L IM ITED!!  " Rock Cornish Rouladen BOOK NOW,  . . 
Deluxe Thin 8trlps of selected ' :  
• cut beef filled and roll- .. 
"l~e hen 18 ei~lt then ed; Ixaised In our ovens 
brolledarldanrvedwlth In arlchbrowngravy CO OP SERVING" 'OUR COMMUNITY  a rich wine gravy, long served with red cab- " | , 
graln and wild rice end bage and pan-fried' -" 
vegetables, potatoes. 
~ "  - ' All P roceeds  From Tab le  Renta ls  
All dishes are prepared fresh while 
you walt, so relax and enjoy an To  Go  To  Local Charity 
evening of fine dining at Its best In our 
elegant new dining room. 
I Reservations Recommended ~ , " i Ter race  Co-0p  
" . • Depar tment  S tore  
HOT SPRINGS 4617 Grelg Avenue, Monday to "rhutsday - -  9 a.m.- 6 p.m. 
LTD~ 635 634,7 , ~,0.,-.....-,~.m. RESORT . Terrace,. B.C. V8G 1N2 .. . Saturday - -  9 8.m. • e p.m, 
-,- '- CLOSED 8UNDAYSl 
I~U 61-11 l ' t  
" " - I - -  - I 
:,~r~/~!~..~:.~-~,. ~ .~', ":~1 *~ :'%~. " ~ ~ ., . r .:~ ~ ~ ~ 
• " !  ~ .~.~]~' : . .~ .~, : ;~ .~:~. . ,~:  ?~,  !~- ' .~  - ' . -  ' : :  , , ' . ' t  : , " i - : :  c~ 
~ f  
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her's Day 
I 
I Give ~' Dad .... The World... ": 
[ Or:At Least Show it ;~  
Celebrate D~,~fl~ i,~,~ Great Gift Ideas. 
, , i  J r  " 
. ;')~'J'! 
To Him! 
SEE THE BLUE JAYS 
('r0ro Vancouver - air ollly) = 2 9 9  
As Low As ............................................................ 
FISH IN HAWAII 
(air onlyfrom Terrace) =,679 
From ............................................ . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
GOLF IN MEXICO . . . .  ,~ ,  ,- . .=  
(air only) : '.ik.~,, ~ :, , • ', ::,~ ~-U 9 
From .......................... ,,,;!.;;i..........;.....i...;;..'....... ::!~ .-1' tl~ i 
"--~.,CT,O.S A . '  
tCHOICE 4736 Lakelse 
TRAVEL "~ '=="  
- _ _ _ | 
 Hey, 
,~,¥oucould ~,win ~ ~ , ~  
2'0000 
We~ie~;m iii~~i:aeahnnFe~ rn ai?wedr f~?!!; tr ~y;:i S D=raw - Monday,. June l& 1990 = 
l 
A • • 
G' I ' F .T . -  S & 
, ' .  , , • : , • 
it'Uri, 
. .  / • , ;  ,, ,1,••, . . . .  
t~,  ~- , ; ,  
Give Dad the perfect gift 
with that personal touch. 
Choose from a selection of 
sweats and T's and top it off 
with a print that best 
describes you Dad. 
We've got it alli 
Check out our 
SPECIAL 
ANNIVERSARY 
SALES RACK 
Save Up To 
Selected Items 
RAINBOW EMBROIDERY 
Skeena Mall 
DADS & 
GRADS/. 
• • 
*Short Sleeve Knit Shirts S 1 009 
-sizes small to XL. 81XI¢IIil ............................................. U 
*Slacks by Medt, Cacharel & Riviera 
-broken sizes & styles prices to $75.00 • ~ Ir l  9 9 
~ l l  Prlced .................................................................. L ~ 
*O.P. and Westbeach T-shirts $1 ROe 
Grad Speehzl .................................. ; .. ........................ I 
*Suits 
• Single & double breasted. =199oo s2490o Sale .................................................. ta ~ . 
• Sp0rt Jackets S 9 9 e 9 
Our Complete ~ock. .................................................... 
GRAD SUGGESTION: 
See our extensive line of V~'~-""~ ' - ' , '=  --'' 
EV'S MENS WE ~_R 
i i in ii i 
4605 Lake lse  635"5420 
Sale Dates: 
June 13 -23/90 
G "A 'L 'L 'E 'R 'Y  
~,  • ~• : '•  : i .• ¸ 
• Hundreds 
of spec ia !  ~ 
gifts or!:!iiii~ 
i~ FATHER '8 
4; 
I 
638-8275 
I 
• . . . . .  ~ ~;  i iil ¸ i! i ? 
/ 
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WEDNESDAY 
JUNE 1 3 
THURSDAY 
JUNE 14 
FRIDAY 
JUNE 15 
SATURDAY 
JUNE 16 
DAIRYLAND 
FRESH 
MILK 
2 L. Homogenized, 
2%, Skim or 1% EA. 
UMIT: 2 
OF EACH 
FRESH 
HEAD 
LETTUCE 
¢ 
Gainers 
WEINERS 
C 
Hot Dog 
BUNS 
450 g. I :g. of 
Pkg. '  i 1 2 
EA. I ~,. 
-Fletc.her's Tasty Deli 
TATOSALA 
¢ 
00 g 
PLUS YOU GET MORE 
NAME YOUR OWN COUPONS 
W A  ~ ~  ~ I W A n y  Brand of r-"J"~-"~'~" 
__Iv DELInyFresh Sliced 0 U :: ~SHAMPOO or 
T PRODUCT lit', C O ND ITIO N E R 
Umlt 1 coupon per Item OFF  I J Limit 1 coupon per Item 
, - . , . , . ,  I<i I 
*Not to exceed retail price of item. I i : I  *Not to exceed retail price of item. 
*Maximum 6 coupons per family visit. COUPON VAUD JUNE 13, 14, 15 & 16, 1990 ! i *Maximum 6 coupons per family visit COUPON VAUD JUNE 13, 14, 15 & 16, 1990 
J i =- . - ____  
- " ' - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ 1~ ' - ' - -=""~ 
IV,;*u,,, FOOO 
VBULK FOOD j UmIt I coupon per Item y PRODUCT Jr PRODUCT "~"i co~no°r .o ,:,~;,, i 
I 
I . . . .  j 
I 
1 I I I I I 
I 
I '  
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
*Not to exceed retail price of item. I *Not to exceed retail price of item. 
*Maximum 6 coupons per family visit. COUPON VAUD JUNE 13, 14, 15 & 16, lggo I ~: I i .*Maximum 6 coupons per family visit. . . . .  COUPON VAMD JUNE 13, 14, 15 & 16, 1990 
I 
FOOD k , " ITEM r PRODUCT ~j  ,,z r, D EPT. . ~ zll 
Umlt I coupon per Item R ig ,  I Umlt I coupon per Item "" 
Retail i. I ,~:' ' " .. I o. e 
*Not to exceed retail price of item. . ~ I ' I 
*Maximum 6 coupons per family visit. COUPON VAUD JUNE 13, 14, 16 & 16,' 1990 ! !i *Not.to exceed retail price of tern. ,_. _..; i *Maximum 6 coupons per family visit. COUPON VAUD JUNE 13, 14, 16 & 16, 1990 I 
A 
f I i Iw=fG,  
[ 
"r~rr.3(~fl ~t ' ,nd,rr l  UUad... . . , ,  
• U P  
MAY 30 - -  JUNE 24, 1990 -- 
The  Kitimitt .Centennia l  
Museum presents Portraits of 
the Wild - -  photographs by 
Joane Monaghan and Brian- 
Bagatto. ,This exhibition 
features colour photographs of
Mt. Elizabeth, alpine flowers 
• and lakes, aerial views of 
81aziers and the KItimat Valley, 
as well as wildlife and land. 
scapes of the region. 
*****  
JUNE 13, i990 - -  gsan House 
Society will be h(31ding their an- 
anal general meeting at 7:30 
p.m. in  the library meeting 
room. All members and in. 
terested persons are urged to 
attend. 
JUNE 16, 1990 --  
HOWDOYODO DAY. The 
Terrace Travel infocentre 
would like to in%ite the entire 
community to •come join them 
on their open house from 10 
a.m. to 6 p.m. This special day 
is the official opening of 
another busy touristic season. 
Come in and see what the in. 
foeentre has to offer you. it's 
residents, as well as it's visitors. 
JUNE 19, 1990 - -  Friends and 
Families of Schizophrenics sup- 
port group will have a meeting 
at 7:30 in the Mills Memorial 
Hospital Psych Conference 
Room. Contact mental health 
at 638-3325 
JUNE 20, 1990 - -  Annual 
general meeting of the Terrace 
Special Olympics will be held 
on Wednesday, at 7:30 in the 
library meeting room, Please 
come out to help us plan our 
programs for next year. We 
need coaches, fund.raisers and 
directors. Find out just how 
rewarding it is to work with 
Terrace's Special athletes. For 
m0i'e information please call 
Joan Cox at 635-~633.. 
~k ,k ~k it ,t, 
JUNE 20, 1990 --  Northwest 
Develop ment Educat ion  
Association presents Keith 
Geier who will show slides and 
• ~-talk about h is  recent ex. 
. . . .  p~ric i lc~t ~t ] l  r C~lada  Wor ld  
Youth. ,The evefi~ takes place 
Wednesday. at7:30 p.m. in the 
Skeena Jr. See. School ibrary. 
Everyone Welcome. Call 
Frances 635-2436 
/r "A'/r/k ~ 
JUNE 22, 1990 - -  Take advan- 
tage 'of all the fresh fruits 
available. Find out how to use 
all your fruit, all year long. 
Terrace Women's Resource 
Centre 1:30.4:00 
• k "k/t .k ,k 
JUNE 23, 1990 --  
• Kermode Friendship society 
will be holding its annual 
general meeting at Noon at 
Kermode Centre. New and old 
members welcome. 
JUNE 25, 1990 -- 
The Terrace Branch of the 
Canadian Diabetic association 
will be holding a meeting at 
7:30-p.m. at the Education 
Room of the Mills Memorial 
Hospital. Tammie will speak to 
us about "over the counter 
drugs". Refreshments will be 
served. All members and in. 
terested people are welcome 
/ r / t ,k 'k  tt 
JUNE 25, 1990-  :~ talk on 
menopause n."ld how it affects 
you and your family.Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre 7:30 
~" "A" "A" .'k 'k 
JUNE 25, 1990 --  Come and 
hear Dr. GiUian Hedge speak 
about menopause. Time 7:30 
p.m. at the Terrace' Women's 
Resource Centre, 4542 Park 
Ave. Terrace, B.C, For more 
information please call Karla 
- -  638.0228 
/r ,A./r ~, ,k 
JUNE 27 - -  AUG. 5,. i990 --" 
The Kit imat"  Centennia l  
Museum presents historic quilts 
from the Vancouver Museum 
dating from the early 19th can. 
tury to mid 20th century, Quilts 
by  local craftsm(~nt will 
i enhance this exhibit ion. 
Museum Hours: Thesday :  
"Saturday 10 a.ni.-5 p.m. 'Sun. . 
' day  '12 p.m.-5 p.m. Closed 
Monday. 
The Terrace Standard 
offers What's Up as n 
ptthlic service to its 
readers and ihose com.. 
munity, organizations in
the area. 
i tem for this section 
are for  non-prof i t  
,-organizations and for 
those events in which 
there is no cost to gain 
admlsslon, .~ 
" To"mcet our produe- 
. /  
MOMENT OF MERRIMENT. Seniors attending last week's annual Spiing Tea put on by the Order of the 
Royal Purple had cause to smile when Howard Harper's number was pulled as the first winner of one 
of the crochet hats being awarded as draw prizes. Howard was quick to go along with the joke by don- 
ning his stylish new headwear. For more on the event, see Yvonne Moen's column below. 
Seniors enjoy tea 
Last Wednesday approx- 
imately 120 local seniors ~ 
gathered at the Elks Hall for the .,'tlero'n: i # Order of the Royal Purple's an- 
nual Senior's Spring Tea.. ,,.J" 
For those attending, the  
ornoon ,o.no  o. ,  
great as the weatherlwith the Yvonno Moon . v  
OORP ladies making sure 
everyone was well looked after. 
With the seniors eated at nicely 
set tables featuring a table cen- 
tre of flowers, they served fancy 
sandwiches, strawberry : short- 
cake and tea or coffee. 
There were draws for many 
prizes donated by local mer- 
chants and for lovely crochet 
hats made by Vi Bonick, Jean 
Baker and Joyce Martel. The 
hats had been hanging on the 
walls as decoration unti[~ then. 
As well, one of the placemats at 
each table was marked on the 
back and whoever was sitting, 
there took home the table! cen- 
tre. 
, ' Entertainment was provided 
by acc0rdia~st ~ Bill ~,rneson 
and vocalist Tina Hovenkamp 
who was accompanied by Hosa 
Cosseman on the piano. 
Congrattllations to the ladies ANOTHER WINNER in the hat 
of the OORP on another suc- 
cessful tea and enjoyable after- draw was columnist Yvonne 
noon for all there. Moen who was delighted with 
. . . . .  her unexpected perk, 
Wedding vows~were newed 
by 10 c(~uples at the Sacred 
Heart Parish, Jufte :5. The ~ Farewell to Jean and Blanche •
Couples were.' Peter and Idary ~ M0ri, who are returning to 
Haigh (16 years); Richard and NewBrunswick after 12 years 
Kelly Klein (9); John and C~rie -~':h~re and ~ongratulations to 
McFadden, 69; James Hillier, 
83; and Pearl Richardson, 72. 
Went with a couple of friends 
the other day to have tea with 
Morag Hedges. Many will have 
known her husband, Wayne, 
who was a mailman here for 15 
years. 
He left his family with many 
good memories and will be 
dearly missed. Our love goes 
out to Morag and the family. 
On a recent trip to Kitwanga, 
we viewed the lovely Seven 
Sisters Mountains and spotted 
the maple leaf shape. We also 
learned that at Usk, on a moun- 
tain side almost directly across 
from the little church, there is a 
rabbit shape. 
And do you know where you 
can see the OK Mountain? 
Perhaps you havean interesting 
landmark you'd like to share. 
Belated congratniations to 
Vikki Parviainen and her 
students on the excellent night's 
entertainment they put on last 
month. During what was 
Vikki's 19th annual Dance 
i Derooy (1); Shawn and Joan Father~ Noonan on his 37 years Revue, the youngsters perform. 
t lon deadlines,, we ,ask Papps (5); Adrian' and Deborah ::~in the Pflesthood. ed a wide variety 0frances from 
that all items be submit- Van de Mosselaer(4); Maxand,,,  ~. ,: ..... * *** ,  '~:, Irish jigs to ragtime to ethnic 
I ::m by noon on_ the \ II Maria BothelO (8);, Bob ~d- '  ' Bir'[': ~1 L¢ ~i8 4 ( : ~t '~  " ~ . . . . .  • ~, " . . . .  . . . . . . .  :~ / :~"  ...... ~]be ln8 .  . . . .  r_t__ at dances.,. . . . .  
I ;inUDAY n tng the ! |  Carole Marcellin (15);:~Dary[:'~:Terra~e~: Lodge this month M0n~ :raiSed by the event 
I :"if611bWf~g week's/iMue, [I ~ and Gladys:,Anaka (ll);"~lid .'.'iincl6de'/~Fi~i[nk Holland, #8; Was don'ated to the Theatre 
| ' ;Wealm it~ that itemm be: ~ i  Jean:and: n!a,che Morl.(20). : i DP.n$'d ~pbeli ,  91; Beatrice Alive societyi ~!-a Tund-iais|ng 
i 0r bepdnted: l  AIf 'and-Margaret:'D~b~t;:;A~*r~ni:~o, 'L 53" Morr is  group thtit p~i:chases new and 
who are celebrating 47 years o f  .Williams., 7 : mcola I : ' : ' i l t l l l t i  I ' I i~l : ~/  It. : ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; ........ ~ ~. Lucy De , repiacemeni:equipment for he 
marriage, could not attend. : .  77;'~:::OPal~Sears, 54; Jean R.E.M. Lee TI]oati-e. 
Ringbolt Island J 
goes on the block 
Ringbolt Island is up for auction this weekend and the 
R.E.M. Lee Foundation is hoping the sale will provide a 
substantial boost o its coffers. • 
Actually, it's not the historic Kitselas Canyon iandmark 
itself that will go under the hammer, but limited edition prints 
from a painting by famed B.C. artist Roy Vickers. Cornmis. 
sioned by the Foundation, Vickers chose the island and its 
petroglyphs as his subject. 
Vickers will unveil the work at the organization's annual 
dinner and auction this Saturday evening after which two of 
the 50 prints produced will be auctioned off. 
Organizer Marlalne Webber said the prints would be the 
high point of an auction which will also invite bids on more 
than 30 items, including a 65 million year old fossil, argylite 
carving, fishing trips and other originalartwork. 
She added all money raised will aid the Foundation i its ef- 
forts to raise $600,000 to purchase a CT scanner for Mills 
Memorial hospital. Having raised $35,000 at last year's event, 
the target was to exceed that figure this time. 
Webber said Dr. John Barnett would make a short presen- 
tation outlining what he CT Scanner did, potential frequency 
of use and the benefits to local patients of having the equip- 
ment in the community. 
Tickets -- she said they're going fast - -  can be obtained by 
phoning Webber (635-6948), Bill McRae (635-5320) or the 
hospital (638-4021). 
Festival successes 
• Scott Loptson doesa good job of blowing his own horn if 
the results of his trip to this year's B.C. Festival of the Arts 
are anything to go by. 
Having recorded a first in the intermediate brass class, 
Loptson then teamed up with fellow Caledonians T.J. 
MacKenzie and Chad Edmonds to take the runners-up spot in 
the senior ensemble category. 
Other local entries who ,could be well satisfied with their 
performance atthe Saanich event were Erin Parr who finish- 
ed as runner-up in the junior woodwind class and the Nor- 
thwest Singers who took second spot in senior choir. 
All were selected to take part in the provincial festival as a 
result of their perform-~es in the Pacific Northwest Music 
Festival held- here in March. 
Bachelors congregate 
With more than 5,800 
degrees to be conferred, it 
took UBC four days to com- 
plete this year's Spring Con- 
gregation but for eleven Ter- 
raeites the walt was worth it. 
Now able to add the ap- 
propriate initials behind their 
names are: Andrew Scruton 
(M.A. Education), Marilyn 
Brodle (Bachelor of Music), 
David Power and John 
Strangway (Bachelor of 
Commerce), Susan Spalding 
(Bachelor of Education 
-Elementary) and Natalie De 
Andrade (Bachelor of Social 
Work). 
Bachelor of Science Andrew Scruton 
degrees were conferred on Sonia Sahota (Applied Science in 
Civil Engineering), Christopher Kuzyk (Biology major), 
Lauren Anonby (Geological Science major), Steven Basaraba 
(Zoology major) and Eric Durando (Pharmacy). 
Service clubs donate 
If local Kinsmen needed confirmation of the importance of
their recent $4,000 donation to Mills Memorial hospital, they 
soon got it. 
President Brad O'Morrow said the money had been used to 
buy a Dinammapp machine - -  it measures a patient's vital 
signs - -  for the pediatric ward. Only a week after installation, 
he added, hospital staff reported the equipment had already 
been used 100 times with 12 patients. 
While this was the first occasion the Kinsmen had made 
such a donation to thehospital, O'Morrow said it would not 
be the last. Mills Memorial was named as one of the 
benefiting organizations on its new bingo licence -- that's 
what generated this $4,000 -- and could therefore look for- 
ward to another donation ext year. 
The success of their Thursday night bingo sessions also 
allowed the local Elks and Order of the Royal Purple lodges 
to recently hand over a $2;000 cheque to the Salvation Army. 
Money,generated by those bingos is also.directed towards 
other local charities, minor sports and the lodges' national 
Purple Cross charitable fund which funds research into hear- 
ing impairment and assistance to young people who have to 
live with it. 
People's choice 
Leader of the Pack was the name of John Phelp's entry and 
that was just where he finished when the ballots were counted 
in this ye~'s CJFW regional art show. 
Artists from across the northwest took part in the third an. 
nuai event with the winners being selected on the basis of 
votes cast by members of the public. • 
Phelps beat OUt fellow Kitimatiail Carol Ballantyne's The 
Promise for the topspot with'third goingto Apple Blossom 
l~me, i)ainted by Brenda Mallow of Telkwa. 
J 
! !  
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Program top in province .,., . .' . ; 
!Below, the first ,n a series of the h~il  area. A seriei of free " ' . . " ' " ' . ' .  L'". " ~ •  •" 
weekly colmfms in which local school programs is currently be- - _ . .. :.:. : . .  . . . .  " _ -- - - - - .  
Park~branch naturalist James ing run out of Furlons Bay.' The i PaH~K - " ' ' . ~ 
Ro?,O~ will keep readers up-to, topic of each talk varies &pen- B~a,~A~'  (i; ~ | BCJI~i~ i 
da'temi~omeofthehapi~nings din8 upon the teacher ' s  I~l~dHl~l l ~ |P~rkg  I 
and~thingSvincta!.)~irks.to see at I caipro- preference,. . . . .  but generallyincor7 by James ROOlO ' . ~ ,  
- porate  env i ronmenta l  . . ~ ~: :  - - - -  
" ! '~s~er  is fast approaching, awareness, natural and cultural 
~d; 'Wi th  iti.. school holidays, history. 
stiidents a/e gearing up for the 
endSof,year tests and getting 
ready for making the most of 
tlie nice weather outdoors. The 
sunshine and fine weather are a 
good :excuse to visit some of 
your local B.C. Parks and learn 
more about what nature has to 
offer. 
:This month Lakelse Lake of- 
fers school groups an  easy and 
enjoyable way to learn about 
These programs were very 
popular last year, with over 800 
students visiting - -  making it 
the most popular school pro- 
gram run by a single naturalist 
in B.C. Parks. The school pro- 
grams began on June 1 and will 
run until June 21. 
There were several visitors 
last week including the Grade 3 
class from Veritas. They were 
the first group to go on the very 
popu lar  Insect  Wa lk .  
Memorable moments included a 
vivid theatrical description: of 
the feed ing  habits ~ o f  our 
favourite micropredators: mos. 
quitoesl Mt. Elizabeth Grade 
1 Is from Kitimat walked 'some 
of the Sitka forest trails ~d•:  
discussed current issues in forest  
ecology. . : 
Ki tkat la  students  f rom 
Lackland and the grade 1 
Seniors numbers growing 
DID YOU I(NOW that 
Canada is going through an age 
boom and it is believed the 
number of elderly in Canada 
will more than double over the 
next thirty years? In B.C., 
seniors make up about 12.5 per 
cent of the population and ser- 
vices to seniors account for 
nearly half of the province's 
health care costs. 
June is Senior's Month and 
the reason for this article is to 
draw attention to the impor- 
tance of  our seniors in terms of 
their affect on future communi- 
ty needs and resources. 
In 1989 the provincial govern- 
merit put out a discussion paper 
"Toward a Better Age". A task 
force was put together and held 
public meetings to hear con- 
Shamrock 
4H report 
By LINDSAY BAILEY 
The beginning of May started 
off with our monthly meeting at 
the Terrace Child Development 
Centre. Following this, the an- 
nual Smithers Spring Judging 
Show took place on Saturday, 
May 13. 
Shamrock  4Hers swept the 
junior sheep class with Kirsten 
Muller taking first, Brandy 
Refuse second and Ian Hayes 
third. Steven Bergsma placed 
third in the senior's rabbit class 
while Trevor Muller won the 
senior sheep class with Quinton 
Refuse third. 
On May 26 the regional 
demonstrations were held in 
Smithers.  Our club was 
represented by Brandy Rafuse 
and  Lindsay Bailey who won 
junior silver medals. 
We had a petting zoo and hot 
dog sale with the Boots 'n'  Sad- 
dles club in the Terrace Shopp- 
ing Centre parking lot. It was a 
great success as was the Terrace 
judging rally "held at the Thor- 
nhill Community Grounds on 
Sunday, June 3. 
Did you 
know that... 
Courtesy Skeena Hea l th  Unit  
cerns of seniors. Smithers and 
Prince Rupert both hosted a 
meeting. 
This report summarizes the 
information gathered and gives 
suggestions to government in 
terms of future policies and pro- 
gram development. The task 
force requests the government 
to focus on: 
• keeping seniors indepen- 
dent 
• promoting' "helping' ~con- 
tacts for seniors 
• choosing community-based 
services for seniors 
• respecting the productive 
abilities of seniors 
• making sure seniors can 
get services they need easily 
• providing for the oppor- 
tunity for seniors to advise 
government. 
students of Kiti K'Shan were 
amongst he early bird school 
• groups to catch a glimpse of  the 
Osprey nest . and Beaver Lodge. • 
If  your group or class is in- 
terested in having a free guided 
tour With the park naturalist, 
call B~C; Parks at 798-2277. 
S~y tuned next .week for an 
update* on new births and what 
is hot this month at Lakelse 
Park. 
.,Tha iks 
I i  " / 
Dear Sir, 
We grate fu l ly  
acknowledge the generous 
sponsorship offered by local 
busines~.s for our recent Ter- 
race open tournament.  
Thanks: tothis kind of spew 
sorship; the club is able to 
pursue its goal of promoting 
tennis in the northwest. 
Sincerely, 
Ada Sarsiat 
Secretary 
Terrace Tennis 'Club 
Dear Mom, 
Father's Day is on 
the 17th of June and 
the staff at the Grand 
Trunk Restaurant feel 
that Pop is tope. To 
celebrate this yearly 
!occasion, we invite you 
to a Father's Day steak 
breakfast. 
Featuring: 
- Juice - Steak & 
-Fruit  cup eggs (6 oz. 
- -  Coffee or tea sirloin) 
I TRAVEL 
MARGARITA ISLAND " FROM ONLY $409 per person 
double occupancy, exit Toronto. Call Inclusive Deoameron 
Super Club. A picturesque 185 room resort nestled in a lush 
tropical setting alongsido a sheltered sandy beachl 
, , ~ i l  ~- ir I I  ~ ,. 
• ~ LIMITED SEATS AVAILABLE ON HATIONAIR - -  
'(:.I~VANCOUVER'HALIFAXA$ LOW AS $638 plustax, .i 
'. i ' / . i i  :: Charter service ending Sgptember 30. 
L : "N 'N it  i t  
"'VANOOIJVER SEAFEST - -  JULY 20 - 28 , :,,,: 
Most events take place on the beach surrounding English 
Bay; for further Information call 684-3378. 
: ~.~. ~ .~. 
, BLUEGRASS IN BURNS LAKE - -  JULY 6 - 8 
at Darter Ranch, 200 yards from Francois Lake Ferry - -  
enjoy open mike performances and Sunday, 10:00 a.m. 
Gospel sing along. 
. "A" tl- 'k i t  
PLANNING ON A CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY? 
Canadian Holidays plan to have their fall brochure out 
by August 15. 
:WHERE IS THE WORLD'S LARGEST ACTIVE VOLCANO? ) 
lleMeH 
- . /  
CATCH THE SPIRIT AT 
 ,01 
Skeena Mall 
*8.50 
i • • . i :  
gets All of which leads us lude : 
L icensed  Premtsea  " , ' • ; ' ' : ( : '  u . 
1988/89, one-fimtth"$145 mi lh '~-~ the missing rnoney Wbuld Ea~ solved 
to things like roads, bridgesand other our current ~ dimute. " to o l :  ~ ~u might think, il) ,)i! 
The fact is, our electedoflldals ~ ~ . . . . .  ~ This c :~: ~: 
, have been carving medical budgets tothe Eve~ in other*~o~ls,'l~t : , ,  Comes after a
I bone, And just about evervone is hurt- theMed i~a l .~rV]~: i  ;i ~' ~:  mueowrthe  ~,:: :~:~: 
:: MBER, :LODGE [ ing, indu doct, fasapori :i, 
,::,:; ~: ::! T~RACE ' : : !~ .  ]. ' :,!: Didyouknc i:: 
.... ~ million in MSP pr !:: L: ; 4702 Lakelse A~nue: " i  I i 
. . . .  • • . . . . . . . .  : ••• • ..... )• i : ; :  i • i • :; :i• i)!!ii • :ii:: ¸! : ::/('7)¸ : i )il ::!• :t ( : 
• . L •T;';!ii(ii ~ff!~i:)/ - .... ; : :~  I~ i = • / . ! '~  : ( • •: ..... • 
- ~ ~ , °  , :~ '~z '~.~, .~: ,~Y~'~"~i~/~ ° ÷ ' -~  " ' . . . . . .  ~ ' . ' ° ~ ' ( ~ i ! , ~  ~ . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  ~ :~ i .  ~ . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  ' ~ , , ~ : _  ~:~ .c_ . _  • ~ . ~  . . . . . .  • . . . . .  ~ . . - . ~ . - ~ . . . * , ' ~ , k . ' ~ l l ~ , ~ c !  ~ . . . . .  ~,~, ~ : ~  . 
ON GOLDEN WING. Doug and P.J. (Pirjo) McPhail of Vanderhoof, 
seen above on their '84 Honda Gold Wing Aspencade, were among 
the many northwestern motorcycle nthusiasts who converged on 
Terrace last weekend for this year's Ride For Sight. This is the 
fourth year the couple have taken part in the event which raises 
money for research into retinal pigmentosis, aserious eye disease. 
Church plans new 
centre for youth 
TERRACE -- • The Terrace 
Pentecostal Assembly is work- 
ing on a plan to open a youth 
centre. 
Pastor John Caplin said the 
centre idea is in response to a 
need hy young people for a 
place to gather. 
"There's often no place for 
young people or nothing for 
them to do. They then find 
something that 's  counter- 
productive," he said, 
The need grew out of weekly 
sessions of the church's Christ 
Ambassadors youth group and 
by. church young people talking 
to others around town, Caplin 
added. 
i' ~'S0metimes i "YoriCk" ~'need ' a: 
pl~'~e':~ sthy. ~"d t~ere's pro- 
r -  . • 
THE WORLD 
IS YOURS., .IF 
:YOU KNOW THE 
RIGHTPEOPLE... 
Wherever you move the Welcome 
Wag~ hostess iS the right person to 
hep~You'find a place in your new 
' community. 
..... : Erllnda 635-6526 
Brenda-Lee 635-2605 
-~: Karen 638-0707 
.i.~ 'KMhsrln 635-7504 
blems with that - -on  the 
weekends, for instance -- just 
to get off the street," he said. 
The centre would be located 
in a house on church property 
that has been renovated for use 
as a gathering place. 
Caplin described the centre as 
not only a community project 
but as a place to continue the 
mission of the church. 
The church board has met 
once to cqnsider the proposal 
and an information meeting for 
the congregation will soon take 
place. The board will then meet 
again to discuss the proposal. 
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Try talking :,: KIT$1.1MKALUM 
to the moon 
In years gone by, amateur ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORP.  
radio operators tended to be ] 
technically oriented individuals KALUM MOTEL 
r but that, says local radio buff -- clean rooms -- friendly staff Kim Olfert, is'no : longer the -- reasonable rates case. "You're finding now 6622 Hwy 16 Terrace, B.C. 635-2362 there's all kinds of people." Olfert, a member of the Ter- 
race Amateur Radio club, said HOUSE OF SImI-OI-Ghets ] they also find satisfaction i  dif- -- Indian arts & crafts -- convenience store ferent facets of the hobby. See our location at the Terrace Airport While he began as a builder of Hwy 16 West, Terrace, B.C. (3 miles west of Terrace) 
radio sets and now enjoys morse 638-1629 
code, "many get enjoyment 
from getting involved in con-" KITSUMKALUM ROCK QUARRY 
tests to see how many countries 
can be contact~ and on how -- Ballast, Crush and Rip-Rap 
many frequencies." Box 544, Terrace, B.C. 
Still others simply liked the 835-6177 
opportunity to talk to fellow Kim Offert 
hobbyists, particularly those in Radio Club was formed 11 KITSUMKALUM RIVER TOURS K GUIDES 
far off countries. Depending on years ago and has since main- -- two boats -- weeklytours 
the frequency being used and tained a membership of between -- advanced booking up to 6 persons 
the conditions at the time, he I0 and 15 individuals. Anyone recommended per boat 
said the average operator could interested in joining or learning -- experienced &knowledgeable guides. 
"more often then not" reach more about he hobby could Hwy. 16, Kalum River Bridge 638-3735 or 638-0198 
Europe. contact Olfert at 635-3529 or 
Satellites even offered the op- club president Art Mooney at - - -- - - - - li 
portunity to talk to radio hams 635-9662. 
on'the other side of the world. - 
However, he pointed out the in- 
dividual had to wait for the IIiI O 1  / / I •  / l I II satellite to 'circle the g lobe  '~OUNT~AT07 | before getting areply. 
And if that is still not far [] ~ •  
enough away, they could always HOT S P R IN G S 
try talking to the moonl Olfert 
explained that was achieved by RESORT LTD.  
directing a transmission at the " 
moon and then waiting for the II 
echo to return to Earth. "It's 
do,"really unlimited what Y°U can i h e  added. ~ i  ~ i 
TO obtain a federal Depart- FUN-  FUN-  FUN 
merit of Communications II 
licorice, operators had first to i; ~lideg~.pools ,or ;k ,; 
obtain their profic!ency and every Monday, 
radio certificates. That involved I 2 for 1, 
passing examinations i  theory, bring a friend. I [  
basic electronics and rules and 
regulations a well as attaining a ,- 
somewhat daunting' Olfert era" I m ° r s  ped of 10 words per minute inWhi leCOde. th tmi ht sound ~ ' ~  ~ ~ "  ~ i ~  ~ P  " I 
phasized, "It is attainable." 
He said the Terrace Amateur ~ 
" , :CFNR 990,AM 
. :~: , '~  
CANADA'S FIRST NATIONS RADIO 
=1,000.00 
BLACKOUT RADIO:, .- ". 
FRIDAY, ,JUNE 22,;i990::.i!/~ ,:, 
8 : 1 0  a im:  . . . .  • • ' •  ' 
" :on..-:.. : ;  ",.- i :  
CFRN 99, 0 AM, ~;- : ,  "' 
LICENCE N0.761653 : 
CARDS AVAILABLE AT:THESE,LOCATIONS: 
Benson Optical : . . . . .  • .' Northel~1'He'alth Care 
Northern Drugs 
Shefield & Sons 
West End Chevron 
B & G Grocery 
House of SImolghets Gift Shop 
Terrace Shell Car Wash 
East End Chevron 
Agar Red & White 
Wayside Grocery 
REMEMBER, IF YOU DON'T PLAY...YOU CAN'T WIN! 
I 798-2214 
• .~ , .: :/:'.,:~"/.'~". '~ '"~"~ ~ .......... '"; I 
After 4:30 p.m.are all pools I 
I and slides 2 for 1. 
/ 1 i l i m / l I l / l 
i ' / '  • 
We want your views on 
energy conservation 
Conservation, or the efficient use of energy, is a key element in Hydro's 
p L~aming for the future electricity needs of our customers. The goal of 
Our:conservation programs, known as Power Smart, is to change the 
ethic and practice of energy use in British Columbia. 
As a part of B.C.Hydro's ongoing resom'ce planning, estimates of 
the potential of conservation are regularly ~viewed and updated. This 
year the review is being expanded to ensure that all promising areas and 
ideas are included. 
Our current hinking on how to approach this assessment of the 
conservation potential within British Columbia has been outlined in a 
draft Terms of Reference. We would like to share this document with 
interested individuals and groups, and invite your comments and 
views on the draft. We would also like to hear your views on the topic 
of energy conservation in general. Responses will be received until 
June 30, 1990. 
The refined Terms of Reference will be used to help us develop ~ - 
guidelines for contractors and staff involved in this year's review. 
For your copy of the Terms of Reference please complete and 
return the coupon to Jack Habart, 6th Floor - 1045 Howe Street, 
Vancouver, B.C., VSZ 231. Phone: 663-2219, Fax: 663-3890. 
:~, r wo~d  like to receive a Copy of Hydro's Dra~ Terms of Reference for 
a Review of Conservation Potential for the B.C.Hydro Service Area. 
• "1  8x l0*  
* 2 - 5X7'S* 
: - ,  16Wal lets ( 2xl)* 
!0Portraits Only  ;6.991 IVoolwoi.t lx 
• Special Includes one 8xl0*, two 5x7's* and 
16~Wallets (2xl)* on traditional blue back- 4647' kakolso Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
,ground only (l.pose). One  offer per family, ,__ ,, •_ ,, _ .  _i 
aree  liable ~t~isto~:e,,lnursoaY.,... Prl(:lay & Saturday dditional portraits ava 'S 
~sattsfaction is guara t d, $ .  g Juno 14,,10 a .m. ,  8 p.m. 
per person; * Portraitsizes are approximate. .lema t g tn, = m . II n 
I~  , . .  . . . .  ~-  ' .  *~VUI IV -  ~ IV~ I V  Q~DI I lU l  V IM l l l  
'GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE,ON .,:_,- ,,.,:,..,.~ ...~ ~._  t" 
ADVERTISED OFFERt' ; ~ aune ]e ,  lO a~m,. u p.m. 
Name: 
Address: 
,.~i~ Pos~ Code: Phone: ~ ~ 
i ~m als0"interested in additional information about Hydro's resource :,,ii~ !~ ~:::/ 
plans. Please send: 
" i t •, 
::Q!~Planning Opdcos (a, brochure) 
~n to the 1990 Electricity Plan (12 I~ 
Issues for the 90's (34 page ~xn't) 
ChUdrO • 
i I I 
i: 
i; 
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to sto iving r,vers 
• :i~iThe Guide Management system, give yalue to a resource , [ will think 
policy is an intelligent attempt, that we've been virtually giving 
byweli-informed, hard.working away. 
fisheries managers to solve a . . . .  Last year, for example, Ma 
il~ressing and complex manage- i and Pa Alberta could sail their 
meat pr0blem. Like any revolu, land yacht into Terrace, plunk 
:fionary idea, it has been widely $14 on the counter of one of our 
~shnderstood. local sporting oods tores, pro- 
i~i~aced with a diminishing,: cued to Mud Lake, tin boat in 
Finite resource and a bourgeon-to~,,  and troll for chinook 
. . . . . .  poolsonthe Fmestsalmon rivers sheds thus identified I k ' 
• ~ are ~ow being leased for a term twice beforetreating them with 
~ : Of 10years to ~ople willingto tl~e callousness s'ho~:so many 
~ ~.  ~ ~ ' ' " ' ~ ' .  , •pay "rents of up :to $400,000. similarstt;e~sinlthe pasL. ! 
~ h ~ ~ ~ l ~  ! . .~  " Nope '~no room for Ma and Those who :decry~ the'new 
I I ~ ~  l . ~ . '7  Pa  there .  :~ ~, legislation goverifing uides and 
~ ~ ~ ~ 1 : .  ~ ' I! But in'good 01d Supernatural guiding and theclh,sSification f
~ ,  .~[JW/~I:. ,A~ " British Columbia you can angle rivers: should reailZe the' pro' 
steelhead and giant salmon, for liferation Of guide,~~d packers 
: ing angling population, while salmon. 
i f~ognlzing that fishing success If, at the'end of a week's stay, 
i~d!quality' ate in inverse pro- theirluck had been good, they 
f ~rtion tofishing pressure, ithe might' well have had two large 
attth0rs o f  the policy have 
' ~ought to preserve a reasonable: 
measure of quality angling op- 
~ p~rtunities for  resident and 
non-resident anglers alike while 
s~ultaneously setting limits on 
• ,the growth of guiding. 
' : 'After some growing pains, 
the policy will not only bring 
Order  to ,a  fishery which has 
become increasingly chaotic, 
but also, through the establish- 
salmon as wellas an assortment 
of trout and jack Springs in their 
fridge. For their $14 investment 
they coaldhave captured over a 
hundred dollars worth of fish 
flesh and had an exhilarating 
outdoor experience besides. 
Under the new management 
regime, however, Ma and Pa 
will each have to pay $10 a day 
to enjoy their traditional fishing 
on what is now "class two" 
comes to a whopping $134 in. row hotel, 
eluding the $14 licence. Faced If our hypothetical couple 
with this huge increase, thecou- seeks a comparable fishing ex- 
pie may well hop back inltheir perience in Quebec, they will 
camper and threaten to headfor find it within a "controlled ex- 
Alaska, willing, app.arently, to pl0itation zone.,' To fish within 
cough up the extra hundreds' of thiszone they Will have to apply 
dollars for gasoline. " on a first come, first served 
Goodbye, I say. And good basis. If they are lucky enough 
riddance to anyone who thinks to be assigned a beat on a river, 
they are entitled to angle for a they will discover, to their 
fish on par with the much prized chagrin, they will have to pay 
Atlantic salmon for less money up to $395 per day to fish. 
what it would cost fora night at on those rivers; if left uncheek- 
the 1o~1 bingo hall, and all you ed, would hav~ created an'even 
get to.bring home front,the.lat- more economicallyinsecureen, 
' , : : ter:~t;ecreation s the smell of ' vironment for guides and would 
stale sfnoke on your Clothes. have eliminated any chance for 
i .In thiSwonderfu/mercantile' solitude for  all but :the most 
minded s0cietyof ours nothing well,heeled angler. : ~ 
is deemed ~ to be Of any value un- Let the critics of [his policy 
til i t  is ,measured in terms of 
dollars. The  Guide Manage- 
meat Policy has identified 
potential "mi l l ion-dol lar"  
fisheries and defined them as 
"class one." The conceptual 
seeds of :class one-ness have 
been sown internationally and, 
if all goes well, other interest 
study it carefully, look outside 
their own immediate:interests, 
envision the shape of the future 
from current trends, and if they 
are still dissatisfied, let them 
come up witha better plan, l'm 
sure:the direetors of the Fish 
and Wildlife Branch of the en- 
vironment ministry would like 
ment of a river classification water. For a six-day period, that than it costs to stay in a skid In New Brunswick the best with designs upo n the water- to hear it. 
PORT SNE'  
:SPORTSCOPE- 
Northmen 
vs Camels 
SMITHERS - -  In the pour- 
ing rain in Smithers, the Ter- 
race Northmen rugby team 
took on and once again van- 
quished the Smithers Camels 
- -  this time by an 11-0 score. 
Players described play in 
the wet game as being like 
"trying to catch a greased 
pig." The Northmen grabb- 
ed an early three-point lead 
on a drop-kick field goal by 
Willie McCleary. 
• They next scored when Er- 
nie Dusdal crossed the try 
line to make it 7-0. Winger 
Leon Schulte ad~,ed ~n t er 
try late in the game to secure 
-the .-11-0 victory.. . . . .  
• All the scoring plays went 
unconverted - -  a small 
wonder given the slipperiness 
of ball and field. 
The shutout was the Nor- 
thmen's, second in as many 
games, andthey went into 
the Seafest weekend in 
Rupert looking to keep the 
string alive. 
Classic 
golfing 
SMITHERS - -  Terrace 
players made their presence 
felt at the May 19-21 
Smithers Spring Classic golf 
tournament. 
Championship flight ac- 
tion saw Terrace's Dan 
Rosengren ride a three-day 
232 total to third place 
behind low gross winner 
Steve Kerbrat's 223 and the 
229 shot by Houston's Chad 
Belbin. 
On the women's ide, Lin- 
da Juba o f  Terrace was low 
gross runner-up. 
Larry Philips took low net 
in men's "A"  flight (12-20 
handicap) with a 207. 
Prince Rupert's Jason 
Gordon was the tournament 
winner, earning the overall 
lowgross title on a final day 
subpar 71 that gave him a 
219 total. More than 170 
goJfers, competed in the 
Classic. 
Soccer 
title 
The men's title went to 
Prince Rupert, but the Ter- 
race Steelers women's occer 
team •nabbed the women's 
zone soccer championship 
last month and the right to 
go tO the B.C. Summer 
Games. 
After an easy win over 
Houston and playing to a 2-2 
draw with Prince Rupert, the 
Terrace team posted a 3-2 
win over Rupert - -  scoring 
the winner in the final minute 
- -  to take the title. 
Prince Rupert's Ocean- 
view m~n's Soccer club ce~ne ~
up with>~e~needed win over. 
Kitwanga i6 earn the trip to 
t,e Game.. " '- - -  ... 
/ /  
To the moon 
THE UNDERDOGS' slugger Karyn Kirk prepares to put the ball into orbit during her at-bat against 
the Skeena Athletics in one of the first games of Big Bob's Ball Banger slo-pitch tournament at 
the Thornhill diamonds. Complete tournament results next week. 
Track meet 
Peaks' gym ,~ . TERRACE - -  lt was a day of 
" ~" ' " fun 'and  exercise for city elemen- 
, - ,  . tary school students who par .  
grant  approved , ,,,d,.,..,...,,.w,.,., ::'~ ~and field meet two weekends ago. 
More than 240 kids turned 
TERRACE - -  With the an- 
nouncement last weekend of a 
$40,000 lottery grant for a gym 
complex, the Terrace Peaks 
Gymnastics Club is ready to 
start building. 
The grant covers up to o,'Je 
third of the $120,000 project o 
be built as an addition to the 
Thornhill Community Centre. 
The club hopes to raise the 
rest through membership fees 
and donations. 
BUt the club will get the  
, out  f rom at least seven schoo ls .  
tion starts, another third When - Outstanding athletes on the 
it's halfway done, and the final , boys side Included Cassio Hall's 
third after it's completed. - Cllnt Sheppard (age 9), Charles 
" I f  we have to we will borrow Parks of Thornhlll and Ryan 
- -  just to get the first stage up," . Orr  o f  Centennial Chris- 
she said. • tlan/AIUaqee Church (age 10), 
. The project is a scaled-down : Chaii To0vey'(ageil, Centen- 
version of the club's original nlal/A!flanee), Tommy Munson 
plans. The club will consider ex- 
pansion of the centre after the 
initial gym is up. 
• The Peaks expect o get ap- 
proval from the Kitimat-Stikine 
regional district to begin 
and Steve Belanger of Thomhill 
(age. 1D, and Jassle Osei-Tutu 
andsTmvor-Blaneo (age 13 of  
Uplknds), ~ 
• Gir l s  named outstanding 
athletes are: Jesse Bartlett 
money in stages, Peaks building soon. : ;  ~(Thornhig,~ ,age 9), Rnxanne 
spokesman Erika Neves said They hope to put the project 'Chow(Uplands, a e 10 Jean 
last '~week, and the resulting Outto tender as soon as they ~t  ~ Heademon(Upla~ds, ~ge 11) y) 
ca~h'-flow~prOblem Could 'force :~: approval. ' : . ' ,;. JoellelWslker of YedCu and ' 
themto borrow money,', i:i,~ ::~ :,; ':". SO far. the club has raised ~t , Llberty: HuB Of Thomhlll taae 
.A •third of the lottery grant IS least $44,000 in corporate' an~i ~ 12), an~ "lndira Thandi (age ~3; 
: to b e  `awarded when cons truq..:i:>p~i~te donations, Neves s~di~, of G ~!~s~:Hall). 
Hendry on 
nat'l team 
TERRACE --  Michelle Hendry 
is back in a Team Canada 
uniform playing basketball in 
Eastern Europe. 
The 20-year-old Terrace 
basketball player made the na- 
tional women's basketball 
team's travelling roster last 
week, and left immediately to 
play in Italy. 
The Canadian:earn,. finished 
its foui~ganie: Jsche~lfiie' there ~:~ 
Monday and are now ~') )  
Bulgaria for a eight-country 
tournament. 
Hendry made the initial cut 
last month to join the national 
team, and then made a further 
cut to be classified with the na- 
tional 'A' team. She was con- 
firmed to play with the travell- 
ing team last.week following a 
five-game series pitting Team 
Canada against he U.S.S.R. 
Alison McNeil, her coach at 
Simon Fraser University, said 
her outstanding play against he 
Russians assured her of a berth 
on the team. 
Although she did not dress 
, for the first two games of the 
:'. five-game ~efies, Hendry prov- 
ed  her mettle in the final three 
games after which coaches con- 
firmed she would play on the 
travelling team. 
"It's pretty hard to break the 
line-up there," McNeil said of 
the national team tryouts. She 
noted that, like last year when 
she also played with Team 
Canada, Hendry is the youngest 
member of the team. "Many of 
the players are 27 or 28. Last 
yeai' .it~.~vas a real adjusting 
period for Michelle. She was 
only 19rk~en and some of the 
players On the team were a bit 
cool towards her." 
But she's more experienced 
this year and havingfewer pro- 
blems adjusting, McNeil added. 
After the Bulgaria touma- 
men't, McNeil said,~ the Aeam 
returns to Vancomier to train 
for a few Weeks before heading 
for Malaysia for the world 
championships in July. 
Hendry led the SFU Clan 
women's basketball team to its 
best season ever and into the na- 
tional championships "this spr- 
ing. She earned numerous 
awards - -  and was named to an 
All-American team -:-, in the 
process. 
TINY, POWERHOUSE Felecia Arbuah clears the bar at 1.18 
metres on -her way to first-place In the lO-year-old girls' high 
,:Jump atithe June 2 elementary, school track and field meet. 
Too much of a good thin , 
Third in a series on nutrition fo r  . . . . .  
athletes by Skeena Health Unit 
nutritlon~t Sonya Kupka. 
Elite athletes are more likely 
to  take vitamin/mineral sup- 
plements than the general 
public. Does that mean that in 
order to bean elite athlete you 
have to supplement your diet? 
Not likely. More likely, this The most easily absorbed form 
group is more easily tempted by of iron is "heme iron", found 
the promises o f  improved per, only in animal tissues. "Non-  
formance, heine" iron is not as easily used 
r :There is: no i scientific ra, bythe body, Most legumes and 
tionaie for the use of vitamins whole grains are excellent 
beyond the recommended 
nutrient intakes, unless defi- 
ciencies are suspected.: Sup- 
plements do  not enhance per- 
formance in healthy people. 
Each vitamin and mineral has 
its own role. Vitamins and 
minerals do not provide nergy. • 
Some, however, help the body 
use the energy available in car- 
bohydrate s , fat and protein• 
Minerals are important for 
body structure and controlling 
body processes. There are about 
24 minerals that are thought o 
be essential to life. Iron and 
calcium are the two minerals 
that athletes -- especially 
female athlet'es --  may not get 
enough of. 
Iron deficiency is the most 
common utritional deficiency 
in North America. Iron re- 
quirements may be slightly 
sources o f  non-heme iron. 
Combining these foods with 
foods high in Vitamin C helps 
your body better use the non. 
heme iron;' . . . . . .  
Calcium is important for 
building and maintaining strong 
bones. It can be difficult to get 
enough calcium. Dairy products 
are the main source of calcium 
in ~he North American diet. 
Canned fish with the bones in 
and dark green leafy vegetables 
are good alternatives. 
Vitamins are necessary for 
controlling rowth of all body 
tissues and releasing energy in 
the body..Vitamins are required 
in the diet in such tiny quantities 
that the total amount needed in 
a day adds up to about an 
eighth of a teaspoon. 
There are only 13 vitamins 
that have been recognized as be- 
are divided into two groups: fat- 
soluble and water-soluble. The 
fat.soluble vitamins are D, E, 
A, and K. The water-soluble 
ones are vitamin C and  the 
B-complex - -  thiamin,  
riboflavin, imntothenic i acid, 
niacin, vitamin B.6,:biotin, 
folacin, and vitamin B.|2; . 
Many other substances are 
'being promoted  as being 
"vitamins." Claims are often 
:made abou~ pangamic acid 
(vitamin B-15) ,  para -  
aminobenzoic acid, 
bi()flavonoids, chlorophyll, 
orotic acid, lecithin, rutin," 
hesperidin and laetrile (vitamin 
B-17). Scientific research has 
not supported these claims. 
Most athletes can obtain all 
essential vitamins and minerals 
by eating a variety of foods 
from all four food groups' 
(Breads /cerea ls ,  
Fruits/vegetables, Dairy pro- 
ducts, Meat/alternates.) When 
we get our vitamins from 
nutritious foods, we get other 
good things with them suchas 
Large doses of some vii 
and minerals, may have 
like effects. Like most 
they should not be 
prescribed. Ask a health 
sional who is familliar wit~ 
the potential risks and be 
Too much of mme:vit 
can be toxic. It is not tru 
. only fat-soluble vitamins 
toxic. There have been r 
of complications with 'ex( 
supplementation f vitan 
niacin, folic acid, B-:I2 an 
Is natural better? 
No. Natural vitamir 
those extracted from pl~ 
animal sources ,a re  not 
than synthetic. The body c 
tell the difference. They 
always have the same cht 
structure and both functit 
same way in the body. Th 
real difference is the v -~.  
Natural vitamins are usually 
more expensive. '--... 
Not only are "vitamin and 
mineral supplements ough to 
swallow, so are  some of the 
claims that are made .about 
them. The best way to get extra 
vitamins and minerals is to sup- 
plement with nutrient-dense 
foods. Pass on the vitamin sup- 
plement and graba V-8! 
Do you care about the shape 
You're :in? Watch for next 
week's article on exercise and 
higher in endurance athletes, ing required in the diet, They fibre, fatness. 
Terrace Men's Soccer League Scores: 
May 29 
N.T.C. Kickers 4. Sinjur Masonry Brickmen 0: ; 
Terrace Inn 3, Western Seaboard I . . . .  
. . . .  May 31 
Skeena Hotel 1 I, Sinjur Masonry Brickmen 2
N.T.C. Kickers 3, Terrace Inn 2 . . . . . . . .  
Terrace Men's Soccer League Standings: 
Team 
Skeena Hotel " • 
•, Western Seaboard " 
Terrace Inn 
North Coast Road r 
N,T.C. Kickers 
GPW L T GF GAP 
6 4 1 l 25 l l  9 
6 3 l 2 19 11 8 
7 3 3 i 20 167  
7 2 3 2 17 20 6 
7 2 4 1 15 23 5 
, Juries : SinjurBrickmen , 7 I 3 3 17 30 5 
;~  Western Seaboard 5, SkeenaHotell ' ' . ,  : . : : : , 
:i:: Sinjur Brickmen 2, North Coast Road Maifitenance 2 ~ i :~i!': !-Drop off y0ur league'S coreboard scores and standings at 
: : • June 7 . :~: r : ~:i, ~ ::~ :~theTerrace Standard:office onliazeUeAve, or phone them in 
Sinjur Brickmen l, N.T.C. Kickers 1 ~ 'to 638-7283. 
Terrace Inn 5, North Coast Road Maintenance 2 
LONGER HOURS TO 
We realize that everyone's banking 
needs are different. That 's  why we 
have changed our way of banking, to 
help you choose the banking hours 
that are most convenient for you. 
BANK ON 
Mon.-  Thurs. 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Friday 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
~aturday 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
Temce Branch 
Lai~ise Avenue, Terrace, B.C  
• 638.1131 
CAPTURE 
T'HE MOMENT 
p p,C~<.p, Gg 0~:" 
~t , ~,, 
_ . ' . . I ;~  teed  
• t i s l lC t !0"  ~" - .  _~:t~.  
I I 
1,o~U ColoU  . . . . . . .  
• I I  
• THREE DAYS 
.ONLY 
 '$KEENA MALL 
.:"~,,... .... : : ,  . 
) , 
Thum,, June 14 - .  10 :00  am .6 ; (  
lune 16 --  10; 00 ,am..~:( 
June 18 --~ 10~O0~mii~:8' ~., 
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~'~,The Dr. R:EIM. Lee H ospltalFoui~dation/,"d I 
Gala Evening,    , 
& Auct ion::  l 
Saturday, June 16, 1990 i 
0:80  p .m.  " : " ' 
Inn of the West Banquet Room 
$~0.00 per pemon 
(a sao.oo tax de~.ct~e recent ~ be ~med) ~: 
The evening includes 8 4 course gourmet.meal, Guest 
Speaker-- Mr. Roy Vlcker8 and over 30 unlque auction items 
I 
Roy Vickers, world famous artist, has been commlssloned by 
the Foundation to produce a picture of the Terrace area. Mr. 
Vlckers will unveil his picture, entitled 'KJtselas', during the 
evenlng. Two flmlted edition prints will be auctioned. 
Proceeds from the evening and the sale of Mr. Vlcker'8 prints 
will go towards the purchase of a 
C.T. SCANNER 
for Mills Memorial Hospital 
For further information and/or tickets call: 
Mills Memorial Hospital - -  638-4021 
MadaJne Webber - -  635-6948 
Bill McRae - -  635,5320 . . . . .  
BACK-UP 
CARRIERS 
NEEDED 
NOW! 
Are you looking for ways to 
earn a little extra cash? 
We are now looking to fill 
routes throughout our 
distribution area. 
When you deliver the 
TERRACE SATNDARD there 
is no collecting just 
straight deliveryl 
If you are Interested in Joining 
the delivery team please fill 
out the form below and return 
it to our office. 
- .  
I'D LIKE TO BE A TERRACE STANDARD CARRIER 
NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
PHONE: 
- DROP OFF OR SEND TO: 
ANDARD Afln: TERRY MILLER 
AVE., TERRACE, B.C. VeG lS8 
AGE: ,, 
m m ~  
.I 
! 
I i 
.,, k 
,:, .i ¸. , 
i11 .• 
! 
' ; r  
ii,i 
i i!i ~ 
3:  i ?i: 
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!+.Feature Home + 
Home, 
a,creage 
and shop 
This "Home Sweet sewing room with built 
Home"  is perfectly in shelving.  Three 
situated, minutes from bedrooms upstairs 
town on the bus route, featuring sloped ceilings 
and yet a private country and character plus to 
sett ing. Features 5 complete the home. 
bedrooms, 2550 sq. ft. of The property stretches 
living area plus a ~ 400 ft. and is mostly 
basement, landscaped. Included is a 
The main floor begins garden storage and a ful- 
with a lovely open foyer, ly insulated and wired 
a formal dining room, an 28x26.5 ft. shoP with 2 
elegant and formal-living .... bay doors and a main 
room, and a family door. 
room, both enhanced by This choice parcel of- 
patio decks and pictures- fers plenty of room to 
que views of the proper- spare and is a great area 
"ty. for horses and other 
This unique floor plan animals, for the garden 
provides for an office, enthusiast, or for an 
newly decorated owner /operator .  To 
utility/laundry room, 2 view this wonderful 
bedrooms and a large home call ,lackieCollier. 
I 
r 
HOME ON BENCH 
Split entry, offer/no fireside comfort. Vaulted 
ceilings, lanoe view (Jack. limestone fireplace, 
oOcular drive and natural Bus heat are some of 
the features ol this home, C(ose to Uprands 
School and mcnulds ta shopping are also a plus, 
To view call Verse 636.3389 MLS (900032) 
$79.500. 
1975. 12x68 MOBILE HOME 
Tltorshiti with 962 sq ft. addition. Mohile is Ill 
cod condifiou on a 75x100 root lot. All this for 
nly $26.000 Call Gordou MLS (900041) 
.72 ACRE BUILDING LOT 
On corner of Merklay & Johnson roads. Lot is 
parUally cleared• Only $9000. Call Gordon MLS 
(900042) 
RURAL ACREAGE 
13.33 acres vacant land, good area, CaB Joyce 
(MLS) 635•2697 
ROSSWOOD LOTS 
11 cho+ce parcels of laud by Rosswoed store, 
tangoing in size trom 9,6 acres In 14.83 acres 
~)nce range from $13,500 ta $15.000, Call Run 
638-1915 (MLS) 
MAKE ME YOURS 
• 1144 sq. ft. .4 bedrooms 
.2 baths .rec room 
Asking $97,500. Exclusive 
THINKING OF BUILDING? 
Cleared 75'x118' lot In a new sub- 
division. All amenities available: 
water, hydro, cable and natural 9as. 
Priced at only $17,000. Call 
Shaunce for more info. MLS 
SUMMER RETREAT 
~omlortable summer cottage in 
~ocluded area at the south west 
:omer of Lakelse lake, Vendor may 
:onsider carrying financing with! 
'easonable down payment. Call Gor- 
11e Olson for your appointment to 
View. Priced $34~000. MLS 
EXCELLENT STARTER 
:or the couple looking for their first 
~ome, this 925 sq. IL full basement 
~+,me may be Just the one. Two 
~edrooms up and one down. Natural 
]as heat, Spacious 130x132 lot 
Nilh fruil frees and garden area, 
4sking jusl $59,900. MLS 
+:-:, +++p+~ 
:/:i +5%i 
Star Parker 
036-4031 
S 
" r •. 
'+ 
.... '+~+:, ' i  +' ~ , :~  +: 
I 
++ ,~+ + . . . . .  ~, +.+ 
.+' '+'-~,,,+++,:+P,+f+~++++++++:~t++ 
+ , +,+ +,+~+:.'++ ~tj+'+p;++,+ +,+,+, o+,+~ 
6R ,L+ +r+ 
EXPENSES ? + 
For Fas! Cash Over a r " 
Convement Monthly ,., 
ayment Plan, 
Please Call . 
Us Today. :' 
  AVCO "~~ FINANCIAL SERVICES 
Our  peop le  make the  d i f fe rence  
4609 Lazelle Avenue , (604) 636-2826 
PRIME BENCH LOCATION 
Consider this 10.6 acre che4ce parcel on 
Halliwell Street• Within city limits, anti access to 
all the local sen+ices. This property holds vast 
potential, the zoning is Rural, and its minutes 
from cily centre on a newly ~ved street. 
Peaceful country living without the inconve. 
nidouas. ~or more infonnalion, please call 
Jackfe Calllar. 
CEOARVALE FARM 
CHOICE COMMEI~CIAL PROPERTY 
This 146x296 loot lot is in a super Iouation in 
the head Of the city. This could be the invesl. 
ment for you. Priced for quick sale at $GB.GO0. 
Call Verne lot details MLS. 
NEED ROOM? 
Here's a nice parcel - 2.14 acres - with its 
own wired shed. Located On pavement minutes 
from town. Try offers on askieg prrce Of 
$13,000. 8reeda 638-1721 MLS NEW LISTING 
230.49 acres in four Utles. 35 culOvaled acres. 
65 acres of arable land. 50 a~res el timber. 80 
acres Ingged. Farm horse is 1132 sq, ft., 3 bdr. 
up, 2 IxJr. down, 2 fireplaces, apple trees, 
Greenhouse, barn and corrals. Read to Seven 
Sisters hiking h'ail tuns by this property, ideal 
site f~ R.V. park. MLS (900109) Run Redden 
A MUST SEE 
Park.area drama. Aotheofic 2 slomy. 5 6R/1-4 
pce., 1.2 Ix:e. 1.ensoite baths. PLUS 'rec room 
• one year o411 "quiet sb'eet 'BUS heat °family 
room. Extremely well Uuilf family home on large 
Iol.. '$110.000' Gordon Homillou 635.9537 
(900029) MLS 
HORSESHOE COMFORT 
Elegant affluence home. Mrs Clean care. CheeP/ 
fireolace. 4 BFI/4 Pea and 3 Pea baths. PLUS 
"winteflzed *carpeting -'washer/dryer included 
"workshOp+ "$82,500""(900051) Run Redden 
638-1915 MLS, 
PiNE PARK TRAILER 
Ready to move into, 3 bedroom trailer including 
fridge, stove and all draperies. Well kept, bright 
and invth~, kitchen and livio9 fOOor recently 
redecorated. NG heal. Won'l last long. Call now 
) view. Jackle Collier (900106) MLS. 
ON t+OHESTED SiTE 
Attrachve ThemhUl bungalow ideal for fix-up. 
Great family area, fencing, eatpel~ng, pa~o. 
Family riome located in very quiet alea on dead 
end streef. *$49,900 ° Gordon HamiRon 
635.9537 MLS (900022) 
COUNTRY SHANGRI LA 
Very sheq) Bench rural raised ranch ranoh.type 
charm. On 1.6 acres. Circular drive• Root cellar, 
lots back onto Willow Creek, marketable mber. 
Quicksale: price.cuR '$116.500" (900087) 
Brenda Erickson 638.1721 MLS. 
Enjoy the convenience ol this friendly 
Horseshoe home. Kitchen al}phar¢es thcOJded, 
hnishnd basement, rec room. 4 ON2 full baths 
1 wood fireplace 1 gas lireolace. "$84,900" 
190011 O} call Joyce Findlay EXC 635-2697 
S,CLU+ELEO,"CE 
Lalq.bacl~ywl Meathaking. Iz/e storey perfectly 
siled ~,,~",acras. Fireplace glow, 3 6R/IVz 
baths. ALSO "tar~e trees "carpeting "gas heat 
• counbl/kitchen "quiet street *partiatly finish. 
ed basement. Good value at this price! Priced at 
$105,000 (900064) Bi'eeda. MLS, 
~++ •y, 
Verne Ferguson Brenda Erickson Run Redden 
636.3389 638.1721 638.1915 
Jackie Collier 
635-2677 
'Gordon Hamilton Joyce Findlay 
635.9537 635.2697 
BEST VIEW 
We are pleased to offer for sate this 
well maintained 1740 9q. ft. full 
basement homo that has one of Ter- 
race's finest views. Features in. 
clede ltvingroom with fireplace, 
built.in leak buffet, rec room, lth 
baths, covered patio and large lot. 
Call Hans. MLS 
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL SPECIAL 
'If you are tired of paying rent and 
need a location with excellent ex. 
posure, check out this opportunity. 
Ideal corner lot 100'x163', with 
1314 sq. ft. building and a full base- 
mont. Lots of potential, Carl Gordle 
'Olson foi.your appointment to view. 
Priced at $99,500 MLS 
"' FOR YOUR HORSE 
This level cleared 8,4 acres located 
on the Bench Is an excellent proper- 
tyler raising your horses. For your 
family, there is also this 1790 sq. 
ft. split.level home, Home offers 
spacious kitchen with Jen.AIr 
range, roomy living* room .with 
natural, gas fireplace, 5 :  bedrooms 
and2 bathe. Also included is a 
34x60 shop with 16,. high ceilings. 
Make your appointment to view this• 
home and property priced at 
$132,000. . . . .  
Jim Duffy Laurie Forbes 
636-6080 636-6382 
SUPER STARTER 
• 720 sq. ft. -3 bedrooms 
• Full basemen] .72x148 lot 
Asking $69,500 MLS 
LOT FOR SALE " 
A building lot close to schools and 
only minutes from downtown. For " 
Information and a diagram, call 
Shaunce today. $12,000 MLS ' 
FAMILY HOME PLUS i ' 
A completely finished home +JR- 
eluding 3 bedrooms up, -'1 ' down, 
fireplace, jacuzzl tub in main bath, 
Jen.AIr range, wall oven, triple sink + 
with Garburator, so l id  birch l i ; It 'sa 
cabinets, ensults and many *more I(~oking for, 
features, Separate pool lhouse has. We have 
16'x32' plastic lined heated 'l~ooI 
with s de, diving ' board and hot tua~ ! i6oo sq. r[. of fl 
finished off In cedar, Heated HI;lltes. include 
wired storage shed has 2 bays fe~ f 
WOOd. Landscaped and feliced yard' 
paved driveway, Located : in  Kit. acres 
wang. $175000. For more rife, 
,ca Shaunce, MLS ~. : ~'ii~ +'i 
Gordon Olsgn Hans Stach 
638-1946 635-6739 
VACANT ACREAGE & LOTS +,,.~...~ • 
Listed below is a small sample of 
our vacant rural acreages & lots 
that we have for sale. For more info 
on these or other properties, please 
give us a call: 
SIZE PRICE 
9 plus acres $39,900 MLS ~ TRUCKERS DREAM 
10 acres $33,000 MLS This 2 bay shop features 14'x1~ 
5 plus acres $29,909 doors, 18' ceiling, 3 phase wirin! 
75x118 $17,000MLS parts room at the back, finlshe 
• 1/z acre '~ $15,000MLS floor and lean.to on the side. One 
.35acre $13,500MLS acre provides ample parking. 
. . $75,000, Call Shaunce for more in. 
HORSESHOE LOCATION , THINKING OF BUILDING 
• 1300 sq. ft. -N/G heat " -  Nery attractive 135'x175' resideR. 
• 4 bedrooms -double carport tial i lot in pdme location in town. 
,3/4 basement . -paved.driveway Pdyate setting, paved street and 
: Asking $101 500 MLSi : ~" underground servicing makes tt ; 
iot,~special and should not i 
~ ' '  : : '  • • -+~:- :overlooked. For more infonllatlo ,) 
• CUTE &'COZY ~ ~/ i  ~n. jAsk ln -$24 ,900:  
it's a quiet location that you're ~.GRE TA FAMILYHOME 
eking ~ then look no further, for Thi.S home' Inthe Horseshoe area 
e e a very.well maintained 3 could be ideal for you & your family. 
t)edroom home i cffedng~.!appro~(; Fee:tureen600 sq. ft:.on main floor 
ft. 4 bedrooms, natu( it 
water ale 
; ft inished living space~ 'al gas heat & h( 
~ modern kitnhen+ ~o attraetJv'e •central bdck 
attached~dOuble i fireplace. The 85'x132' lot Is nlcel~ :athedral ceilings, 
carport workshop area, vinyl siding i liandseaped with. double pave( 
and 2.07 acres, For more: InfOrma; driveway, Cag Gordie Olson for youl 
tier or your appointment to.viow, appointment to view,: Askin~ 
call Hans. Asking $84,900 MLS' : $,99,000 MLS " . . . . .  
~'~" ~ . i ~ ' ~"~' 
Shaunce Krulsselbrlnk Ted Garner J 
• 636.6382 635-5619 I 
! 
? 
EAL STA 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , , , , ,  ,, . . , 
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: "z:c-t'~,euzve Ranch r ': . . . . .  : '  
:'i ::i, ~:: Per fec t  For  
~,~ ,, ~4ngled Lots  
. o .  w -z i~ i, ~ .. 
Building in a cul-de-sac; : , , th is  ~: -  i;/h ,i,~;!~;;I~!~,,!;!i!AA 
' : : :  home " wi l l  provide ' ~ . . . .  ~:,.",:~'i:~,~;~:~i~::i.~;~ maximum :,:~:; ~, . . . . . .  ~ .  
; =~l .v ing  space and s t i l l  f l t ' l n fo : - !  ' ~;',~'~:~ ::~,. 
,~.:~ ,. a tight" building lot. This is a 
very open, roon~y design...every i : :"~'~:;Q~'"/"~ 
::'i'- tohltbest°f advantage.its 2:1.67 q. ft. iS used •;,.:::;::.~-.~:!:1:. 
:): An attractive courtyard leads :~  
{! to an equally attractive foyer,.. .~ 
from here all areas of the home 
,are easily accessible.. Good 
: zoning keeps bedroomsto  oim 
i: side of the house, busier living 4 
areae to the other . . . .  ... 
. A vau l ted  ce i l ing  thz'u the l y ing,  . . . . : : : , .~ :~, ,  
dining and kitchen enhances ............... 
the overaU spaciousness of this 
home. The master suite features 
his and her walk-in c losets  and 
its own large ensure bath. 
Width: 67 ' -0"  
.i~i ~ Depth :  74e-0" 
Main Flooz: 2167sq ,  f t  ..... :
!', 
~A,.~"ER ~LJIT~ ~ LIVINGR(]~M 
"! :. " - -  -- . . . . . .  '.. 
n-Exg-) 
:/i 
Eo~l, red Potio 
FAM;t.Y 
FO~rE~ 
H~0 
~-~,  ,~, 
~ ~;' ., 
~i ~.:,~.~o~ • 
¸¸i iiii: i I 
i 
iePl ns Available:Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe ,  Ter race ,  B .C .  
635-6273 
r~ }.;:.. V :'" 
spirit of, ; 
giving ! :  
~T"_ - ]~_  
,..,,,.,,..,.,,.~,:Y.",',~P ,~1"~.~'~ 
 ICBC 
I 
p 
MEMBER 
BEAUTIFUL COUNTRYSIDE 
Have yoi~r farm and beauty too on 
this 150 acres on Highway 16 east 
- just east of the Cedarvale coffee 
shop. Approx. 40 acres of pasture, 
two houses, river access and moun. 
tsln views. Sub.division potential in. 
te 3 lots. MLS $99,500. 
3617 ALDER AVENUE 
very well maintaned family home. 3 
bedrooms, 2 washrooms, natural 
gas heat, fully finished basement 
INDEPIENOENT LY OWNEO AND 
ADD THIS TO YOUR, LIST 
3 bedrooms up_one down_rumpus, 
family and storage plus a cool 
room.two fireplaces..iandscaped, 
fenced, patio covered, barbecue pit, 
fruit trees, double width brick 
driveway, garage, workshop, wood 
storage area, a must to see. 
PLENTY OF ROOM! 
With over 1600 sq. ft. on the main 
floor, there's space to spare in this 
well kept 3 bedroom home. 2 
bedroom suite with separate meter LARGE LOT, LARGE HOUSE 
& entrance. Nat. Gas heat up - Living space galore in this 1588 sq. 
Elec. heat down. 83.5x120 lot in a ft. home with 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, 
relaxed area of town. Exclusively rec.room and workshop. Fenced 
listed at $84,900. 100'x122' lot with fruit trees and 
patio. Horseshoe location. $90,500• 
Exclusive. 
PERFECTION PLUS 
VERY PRIVATE LAKESHORE 
West side watedrent property.very 
private..indoer plumhing..hydro 
plant.3 bedrooms_propane fddge, 
stove and hot water..200 feet of 
shore front..Beam station road ac. 
cess .  
EASY LIVING -- 
CLOSE TO TOWN 
Cozy 2 bedrom, 782 sq. It. starter 
home built on a concrete ringwalL 
Lots of closets & cupboards. Elec- 
trtc heat. 60x100 lot with rear lane 
rec. room and den. Listed at " r :'t ~:: ~ ~ :.;~:.i,with lQuality SHOWS throughout this 4 access. = . 
$89,900. : ....... : ' '  L J bedroomtwostorey.home ocated n R~" $35,000. MLS., , ., 
..... " ~ :~ : OCATION, LOCATION, 'the~DeJong Sub.div!~ion. European" SPACIOUS C'ODltT HOME: .... ' "  . . . . . . . . .  ~:'~ ' : ' "  
: :  : . . . . .  : :,LOCATION. Styled kitch~ b~k fireplaces, Open beam construction, IoadeiJ! ; '~I~OMP[Ei'E SE'r.uP 
~ATI. IPnRA/ I:MTRAND. Clean and very well kept 4 bedroom i quality plumbing and carpeting, with attractive features. Situated in 11979 - 14x70 Northern Package 
. . . . . . . .  home mated in the immediate !spa~,;uus entrance, family room, Woodland Park onE.T acres, extsn.. Bendix Leader Moble Home. Very 
Locazeo~.~o ,.o,oln zne~oo,nOrsesnoe~, h..,~,o,, ,area . . . . . . . . .  oencn area. ] ] :u  sq. rL • Ion" " ease-" rear covered sundeck and beautiful, sively cleared. Home Is finished to a clean and re.carpeted. 3 large bedr. 
. . . . .  '~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  meat wdh rec room and' a very ly landscaped lot including fenced total of 4 bedr. 2V2 baths, 2 firepl. Nat gas heat. insulated and wired 
two washrooms full basement with . • • '. • back yard, paved driveway, carport plus large liv. and rec. rooms. Dbl addition. ~.,o °= . . . .  ?~,~ ,=o, ,, ~ . . . .  ~ priva[e oacxyaro with a suneeck off 
.... ,~, u=,,-, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~-,,,, the kitchen. Listed at $92,900. and storage. Asking $140,000. Garage plus carport. $123,000. area of town. MLS 
i 
~gnskl I Rusty LJungh Sylvia Gdffin Bert Ljungh 
836.6397 . 635-6764 638.6484 636.6764 
Joe Barbosa 
~36.6804 
Ralph Godli,~ski 
835-4950 
Coast to Coast Real Estate Services 
Chflstel Godllnski 
835-5397 
r 
~r'~ 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
~ ~  ~i::~ .... ~'" "~ " 
GREAT STARTER HOME ON THE BENCH " '~'" ......... '~ 
MID SIXTIES SETTER THAN NEW i School & new playground across HORSESHOE AREA Nicely renovated 24x55 mobile 
3 brm home on lovely oversized lot 9.yr. old 3 brm full bsmt home in top the street. Large lot, landscaped & This 4 level split is 1,890 sq. ft. of home with a concrete basement, on a quiet non-thru street, Fully MANY FEATURES 
on MeDeek Ave. N.G. heat and hot condition. Easy care vinyl siding, 
water. Some excellent upgrading, natural gas heat and fully land: 
Askin G $64,900. EXCL Call Gordle. soaped. Owners transferred. Asking 
$09,900. Call Dick Evans. MLS 
NEED EXTRA SPACE • JUST LISTED in the Horseshoe. 4 bedroom, full 
Consider. this 5 brrn home on basement tamily home. Natural gas 
100x122 lot in prime Horseshoe. heat two baths double pavedddve  
location, N,G. heat, sunroom, rec :-ro:'n- and caq~ort. Close to schools, Ask, " 
r O ~  ~ 2 baths. Ideal for the g ~,g, Dick Evans, MLS . ing $83,900. Call 
fenced, Full besmt Is a large open 
area to play. Large oak kitchen with 
eating nook for morn. Asking 
$79,500. Call Edka to view. MLS 
SPECIAL FEATURES INgLUDEi 
19,900 
Irate yard -3poe ensulte 
irden~shed -Euro kitchen 
mt enby -1 piece tub 
nyl siding -modern decor .... 
family. Asking $94,900. EXCL 
Gordle. 
NEW ON LABELLE 
Excellent split level home in 
Caledonia Subdivi.~lon. 3 brms, fin- 
ished bsmt, ensuite, Mint.like condi- 
tion, Call Gordle Sheddan to view. 
Asking $119 900. EXCLUSIVE, 
., Call Edka tb view. EXCL ' 
i PRICE REDUCED '~  PICK OUTYOUR 
. Oejong Subdivision. Call Dick Evans : .:0WN COLORS ~, "~ 
to  view. this spacious 4.level split ' 4~leve!)split with many extras, 
home' featuring 5" brms 4 baths, Large master brm Inc ~es eosuite : main :.floor fami ly room, two 
fireplaces and :skylights. A Good with jacuzzt tub, Main.level :has. 
home in Terrace's newest subdlvl.. Euro kitchen that 0vedook~ithH~m. 
s on Now asking $145;900 and I Fm wlh  ground level patio. To in. 
anxious to sel. Call Dick Evans  ~'. ;tiga!e the benefits of thls home, ' 
NOW. ' . : ,  ~ IEILLa.'EXCL. :~;/A~::~,,.,: 
PRUDE N & CURRIE (1976):LTD. ::: :'!:: : : !: 
, John ¢urrle 
: i ) :  :~ . R36-9698 ': . . . . .  ~ ~ : 
Great family home. Newly fin. base. 
ment has underfloor heating & 
soundproof walls. A family room off 
the kitchen & den or 4th. brm add ~ 
that extra living space. Close to high 
schools• $99,900. Call Joy. 
COUNTRY BEAUTY 
Located on a large lot In a quiet sub- 
division. New root and siding in 
1986. N.G. heat. Asking $51,900. 
Call Mike. MLS. 
STARTER HOME 
'on half acre in the Keith Estates, 
Three bedroom, non.basement 
Close to town with.1 acre el seclod, home with separate garage/shop 
ed privacy. This unique rancher has and cold room. Asking $52,500. 
a spacious sunken livingroom with Call Mike. Exclusive. 
skylights in the vaulted beamed 
ce ling. Huge mastr brm has walk. in ~ ~"  L'AKE'E~ 
c osets & ensuite with ]acuzzi tub. LAKE 
Asking $93,500. Col Joy. Ideal for a homestte or recreational 
UP AND DOWN DUPLEX 
Located close to the hospital. Good 
revenue investment a t  on ly ;  . . . . . .  
$59,500. Call Joy to view. Mike. P 
finished up and down• Features 2 
fireplaces, n.g. heat, 4 brms, family 
room & much more. For more 
details on this well cared for home, 
call Dave. Asking $98,500. MLS 
SSO,OOO IN THE 
HORSESHOE 
This 1,178 sq. ft. full bsmt home 
features 5 brms, 3 bathrooms,.llv. 
Ingroom fireplace, wood stove in the 
rec room, Fenced back yard; For 
more information, call Dave. MLS, 
I JUST LISTED 
• property. Hydro and telephone set- ideal starter home. Double wide on 
vices available. 5.42 ac. $19,000. cement foundation. 3 ,brms, n.g. 
5.13 a¢, $19,900. and 4.9 ac, heat, separate garage, 75X100 
$21,000, For more information call landscaped lot. Recent renovations. 
MLS Call Dave. Askiog $44,500. ExcL 
make this home a super deal. Kit. 
chen eating area, built-in 
dishwasher, fireplace, hot tub, 4.pc 
ensuite, central vacuum system, 5 
brms, plus a large family room, 
Walking distance to town. Only 
$92,900, Call John Evans. MLS 
VACANT LOTS 
Building lots in the Keith Estates 
area ranging from .7 acre to 1 acre 
from $13,450 1o $21,300. Call 
John Evans. 
SELL YOUR HOME 
There are active purchasers looking 
for their ideal home. That home 
could be yoursl Call John Evans for 
a market evaluation or further~ 
details. 
. . . .  ; 4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142 
• Dick Evens Dave BeynOMs John Evans Joy Dover , Gordle Sheridan Erika Pelletler Mike Richardson 
' : 630"7000r  , , :  . , IS ! i41 |11 ,  ~. : : , ' ,  ' m.e062.  , , ' ,~ : : ., ;i,!651~7070.~ ~ .., .. ~ :, ,~,. . 686.4761~ 636.4773 : . • 635:6609. ,~ . 
• 4':;. ¸ 
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638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
, Classif ied and Class i f ied Display 
ADVERTIS ING DEADLINES:  When e s te t  ho l iday  Mi le  on  a 
Saturday ,  Sunday  or  Monday ,  the  dead l ine  Is  Thursday  e t  
IS p .m.  for  e l l  d l8p ley  end  c lass i f ied  ads .  
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE,, TERRACE, B.C. VSG 188 
All claanlfied end classified dlslday ads muat be prepe]d by either cash, 
Visa or Mastorcard. When phoning In ads please have you VIsa or Muter. 
card number ready. 
20 weals (first insertion) $3.45 plus 5, for additional words. "(AddiUonsl Insertions) 
$2.30 plus 4, for additional words. "$6.95 for 6 weeks (not exceeding 20 words, non. 
commercial) 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1, Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 
2. MObile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine 
4, Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 
6, Wanted Misc. 17. Garase Sales 
7. For Rent Misc. 18. Travel 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 
9. Trucks for Sale 
LO. Aircraft 
L 1. Recreational 
Vehicles 
I 
24. Notices 
25, Business 
Opportunities 
26, Personals 
27. Announcements 
28. Card of Thanks 
29, In Memoriam 
30. Obituaries 
20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
22, Careers 33. Business Services 
23. Work Wanted 
S~Tm 
The Terrace St~nd~  the rloht o clx.~fy Ms 
u~ler Ipp~pdate b ings and to set r~tes Ibemfom led to 
d~lmT~i~ page ~.iUon, 
The Terrace Standard ~us  the right o revise, edit, 
classUy or reject airy advetlisme~t ndo retain any amwers 
deected to the Hews 9ox Ruply Service, a~l to repay the 
customer the sm paJd f~ the adverlLsmeof znd box re,bd. 
Box rupl~ on "Hold" Instr~tions ot picked up within 10 
days ot expiry n( am Mvof~ent witl be dustrcyed uflless 
iflof~tlo(Lq m rl~etVl~. TI~ In~wwil~ Box 
Hombere are re~este(I not o send ortOIflais ~ do~m11~is to 
avoid ~ 
All cl~dms ofseers In advert~enis must be recelvN by 
the I~  within 30 days after the first I~lClUon. 
It iS Igrnod by the advortL~r rlKlUeSUo 0 space thai the 
Kabllity of the Tenace Slanda~l Inthe event of ~ to 
pubash Im adverUs4ment t in tha event of an error iooe4id~O 
irl the IdvedlseMe~t as publtshod shall be lira)ted to the 
1. Real Estate 
TRAILER COURT - TERRACE. 18 pads. Can. 
tral location. Owner wil consider home In trade 
as part payment, Call 1-656-9564 6p8 
2 YEAR OLD HOME For sale by owner In Thor- 
nheights Phase III. Three bedrooms, two 
bathrooms, oak kitchen, cabinets, built-in 
dishwasher, large sundeck off dining area. 
Natural gas heat and hot water, lot backing 
onto parkland. Good assumable mortgage with 
two years remaining. Must sell, price reduced 
to $87,500. Open house Saturday and Sunday 
1-4, 2120 Cypress St. 635-2929. 2p8 
amo~mt paid bytha dvertiser fo~onlyonelnoo.ectlns~ FOR SALE 2 acres of level land with frontage 
for tbep~oftbeadve~slngspaceoccupisdbythelnco~. 011 Highway 16, Has well and hydro. Phone 
re¢t ~ emUted item only, and that there sh&ll be no ltabiU~/in ' .  
event greater than the amount paid for such advertislno, 635-5061. 2p8 
I 
1. Real Estate 
LOT 65x120 water and sewer, paved, Asking 
$16,900. Reduced to $14,500, Must solll 
Near hospital~ school, quiet area. Call 
635.3986. 6p3 
FOR SALE - 3 harm house in huspital area, 
wondstove, paved driveway, four appliances. 
For more [ntermation. Phone 624.2891 even- 
ings. Asking $49,000. 6p3 
EXCELLENT 6UILOING LOT in No. 1 residential 
area in town. Located in Caledonia Subdivi- 
sion, Large lot (78x124), approx., $27,900, 
635-2280 or 561-9432, 6p4 
LAKELSE WATER FRONTAGE. Unfinished new 
construction, Frame house. 25x42, 2 storey, 
large shop (32x20), 635.2470 6p5 
RURAL PROPERTY for sale, 40 acres 
undeveloped land on Skaar]and road, Owner 
will carp] financing with $4000,00 down. 
Balance at 10 percent interest. Call 656-9639 
or 656-3928, 4p5 
4.82 UNDEVELOPED ACRES. 10 minutes 
north of downtown. Year round creek. Arte- 
sian well, $13,000.00 635-5870 6p5 
FOR SALE 0R TRADE, Newer 3 bedroom 2 
storey house 20 minutes north of Fort St. 
James on 30.acres, flowing crook. Fenced 
yard, corrsls, heated workshop, wood or elec- 
tric heat on bus route. Horse, chicken and hay 
barn. •Garden area assumable mortgage 
$59,000,00. Cyndy at work 1.996.8204. 4p6 
BABINE LAKE FRONTAGE near Granlsle. 
Spacious 3.bedroom home, FamUy room. 
Sundeck, propane/woud heat, 26 year govern- 
ment lease with purchase option, Large dock. 
Sauna and hot tub at beach. Guest cabin. 
$55,000.001-692-7625 eve's. 4p6 
FOR SALE BY OWNER Immaculate 2 storey 
home on the bench, 1630 sq, It. plus full 
basement, Features include: 4 bedrooms, 2
bathrooms plus ensuite, roomy kitchen with 
large eating area, oak cabinets, dishwasher 
and garburator, Living room with fireplace, ad- 
joining formal dining room. Large family rcom 
with wood stove, sundeck, carport, natural 
gas heat. Beautifully landscaped lot (70x120) 
with fenced pdvate back yard abutting Ter- 
race Mountain. Possession date August 1/90, 
Phone 638.8466 for viewing appolntmont. 
3p6 
HORSESHOE FAMILY HOME, 1100 sq, ft. 3 
plus 1 bedrooms. Downstairs finished, Must 
be seen. Assumable mortgage at 11 s/~%. Call 
635.9446 after 4pm. 6p6 
1340-S0. FT. HOME. 3 bedrooms up, one 
down. LarGe master bed plus ensulte and 
walk in closet. Central fire place, Triple drive 
way. Comes w/dishwasher, fddge, stove and 
curtains. Asking $99,900. Ph, 635-5g04 
3p6 
3/4 ACRE VIEW LOT in exclusive new sulxIIvi. 
sign. Call 635.2384, 6p6 
QUALITY HOME on 66 acres, 2x6 construc- 
tion, large fireplace, cedar sundeck. 4 B.R. 2 
baths. Fish farm potential revenue. Storage 
shed. Satteflte dish plus many options, 3 
miles from Lakaise lake. Asking $99,800.00 
635.6736 4p7 
LARGE BUILDING LOTS up to 103 font fron- 
tage up to 152 feet long up to 12,700 square 
feet, 635.2146, 6p7 
FOR SALE by owner, unique one of a kind 
house on 5 acres with frontage on highway 
16, Over 3300 sq. ft, of spacious I)ving, six 
bedrooms, 2Vz baths, large kitchen with nook. 
For appt, to view phone 635.6061. 2p8 
LAKELSE LAKE, west side summer home, 
200 it. of lake frontage, 3 bedroom A frame 
style cabin, 3 bedrms, power house, gravity 
feed water system, and mush more. Contact 
Rusty or Bert Ljungh 635.5754 Terrace Real: 
ty Ltd. 638.0371 , lc8 
EXCELLENT BUILDING LOT 65xl 20, water 
and sewer, paved, Asking $16,900, Must 
sell, near hospital, school, quiet area, Call 
635-3966. Reduced for quick sale. lp6 
MUST SELL excellent new house less than 1 
year old near hospital and school, 3 bedroom, 
3 pc. ensaite, European kitchen, iron railing, 
natural gas, paved street, drop in to see the 
beauittul inside. And much more. Asking 
$94,500. Owner transfer, reduced for quick 
sale. Also for sale adjoining lot, 65x120. Buy 
both and get a deal, 635-3986. lp8 
FOR SALE 
LARGE BUILDING LOTS 
in Thornhelghts Phase 3 subdivi- 
sion. Excellent water no added 
chemicals, no thru traffic. 
$1 7,950 o.b.e. 
Further information cal l : ,  
635.2148 
FOR SALE 
Excel lent  revenue. Rental 
housing complex Includes a 
mix of  1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
housing, plus trai ler pads  on 
2 acres  in Thornh l l l .  
$225,000,  Phone: 
635-4453 
2. Mobile Homes 
1970 PARKWOOD 12x68, gas furnace, new 
carpets, 4 appliances. Will pay transporting 
costs to Terrace, Asking $12,000, O,B.O. Call 
632-2674. 6p3 
2 ACRES with older mobile addition and out- 
buildings in Kteanza subdivision. $24,500.00 
Financing available. 635.2750 SP5 
1971 12'x58' DIPLOMAT MOBILE. Has Jeey 
shack on each side, also 10xl 2 storage shed, 
In The Motel trailer court, N/G heat, 638.1406 
.... 2p7 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150.1300 sq. ft. ~lus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston. Phone 845,3161. 31ffn 
FOR RENT OR LEASE - Office space at 
ground level, 1968 square feet. Located at 
4639 Lazelle Ave, Ph, 635.2643 o~ 
1.656.0365, 6p3 
m~ 
OPEN HOUSE 
June 16, 1990 -- 10 am- 2 pm 
4808 Park Avenue 
MEMBER Rusty LJungh in attendance. 
3. For Rent~ S, Fe~Sale Misc. 
LUXURY CONDO, 2 bedrooms, den, W/W; ~ ± 1 GORMAN RUPP. Firs volume pump, with 10 
Qoa ity carpet, fireplace, dishwasher, laundly h.p. Ddggs end shorten motor, Asking $600. 
facilities, covered parking, Centrsl location. Also assorted hand fire tools,' 635.4640. 
References required. Avail. July 1, Call 2p7 
638-1505 . . . .  . 
,, 8p8 FROST FREE fddge, hot water tank, twin seal 
REHT five bedroom house. July 1st, window, custom made picnic table,, custom 
$800.par month, 635-2776 2p6 : made office desk, stereo, 40 W' new 
ROOM FOR working parson, Board available; plywood. 635.7710 6p8 
• Phone 638.8293 " 6p8 MOVING SALE, Rectangular coffee table and 
1 BEDRDOM APARTMENT. One block 1rein me, hi ~ end tables and book case. $100 
downtown Dishwasher. gas flreolac~ Av:lt amnm stereo console $25., 12 Hp M19 lawn 
July 1st. $562. mth 6"35.2286*a~r'iSp.m: . i :~r~r~;  2yrs .  old. $1000. ~a~ 
• i~. 2p8, " v 
2 BEDROOM MOBILE HOME sltuatud In Sun- ;~,.ALMOND rsfddgerator. E,C. $650. Call 
nyhlll, natural gas, $450 per me. Available Ju. 630.1028 6p9 
ly 1 i 638.8084. lp6 
750 sq, ft. rental space. Suited for small 
boalcess or office, Next to AGK In Thornhill, 
Reasonable rant, 635-3535. 61)4 
OOWNTOWN SPACE For lease. Located 
upstairs on 4600 Block - Lakelse. Good 1or 
office space or storage. Call 635.7939 or Tar. 
race Realty (Crystal) 638-0371. 6p4 
FURNISHED ROOM for rent, Suitable for std. 
dent or single working person, Board 
negotiable. References required. Phone 
635.9436 61)5 
!~EDROOM for rent, for a gentleman. Has kit. 
clan facilities, 635.5893 6p5 
KELVINATOR SELF CLEANING stoye. $350. 
Coldspot Fddoe, copper brown color $350. 2 
single beds $75. 1 single captains bed $100. 
Antique hutch $300. Fish tank (36x20x16 
deep), Offers. 635.4614 1 p8 
ANTIQUE OAK slant top bankers desk, 2 
drawer, $200, Phone evenings 638.5660 
lp8 
GREEN COOK STOVE. Ele'ctrlc.'Exceftent con. 
ditJon.$100. 635.6981 2p3 
AMIGA 2000 computer with many many ex. 
ires, Call after 6 p.m. 638.1208 6p8 
FRONTIER WOOD STOVE $100., Singer free- 
arm sewing machine with case, $175.00. 
FOR RENT mobile home pad in Thomhgl. Call " Brass fireplace tools, $50, Call 635.2925.2p8 
635.4453 61)7 WURLITZER BABY GRAND PIANO, Has ivory 
3 BEDROOM HOME fo~ rent. in good condition, keys, is 30 plus years old. In fair condition. 
Bonlderwood Trailer Park, 638-8589. 2p7 asking $9,500. Phone 635-7576. 31)8 
CLINTON MANOR - we are now taking ap. CROSS STITCHERS Arda Cloth, Rddfers Light, 
plloaOoss for a bachelor suite. Rent $310. No OMC Floss, Blending Rlament Books, Framing 
pets. References required. Phone 635-3475 Hoops, Lanarte Kits. By mall Visa, Master. 
6p8 card. 342 KInchant Ouesnel V2J 2R4 
992.8696 41)6 
1 BEDROOM unit in Thornh]ll. Call 635-4453 
6p8 OVERSTOOKEO ON MAT BOARD. Half pdce 
sale in effect on all Instock goods with over 
SHARE EXPENSES, 35 year old single male 100 colors to choose from and sizes up to 20 
with own 3 bedroom home is seeking a 25.35 by 32 inches. Northam Lights Arts and From. 
single female to share expenses. Call after 6 lag, Houston. Phone 845.2570 4p6 
).m, 638.0214 3p8 5 (10'x12') roll up overhead garage doors. All 
hardware included. $300,00 each, Hanging 
WOODLAND ,race $2oo0o Sun exhaust 9= 
analyzer $1200.00. call 635-5407. 3p6 
APARTMENTS PINE dining room set, 6 chairs, 2 leaves, buf. 
let and lighted hutch. $1200,00 635.5004 ~BIB  OF KALWI & 6¢011' 
CLO8E TO TOWN AND 8CHOOL~ ' 6 ,  Wanted Misc. ' 
1 room $380, 2 room $450 & 3 room 
$520. Fndoe, stove, heat and hot water WOULD LIKE TO BUY fddge in almond color, 
included. Carpet throughout, Laundry MustheinooudcondlUonandreasonablypdc • 
facilil~es, storage space. References m- ed. 635.3823 6p6 
quired for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments. WANTED good electric tybewdter for office 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 usa, Call dudng the day (8 a.m.-5 p.m.) 
If evalP, bte 638-7283. 6~6 
8. Cars for Sale 
4.  Wanted tO Rent  1906 SUBARU, FRONT WHEEL Odve, tiff, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, Int. wipers,,ha! ngen 
WANTi:D Tn RENT .'4 h~droom h n T r head iohta, rear window defrost Clean1 ,.-::...- .~. . . . . . . . . .  . ouSOI e. .  "7 " " 
ra,~e for ~nify of 3. ASAP Ca ~aft~r' ;4 p:m. ~, '~ 5,000 Io'ns. $9,000:~Cail-636.8654 even; 
638.8469, 6p3 lags. tfn 
PROFESSIONAL COUPLE with one child wan. 1986 CHRYSLER LANCER, automatic, 4D 
ling to rant beach front cottage on Lakelae Sporty Sedan, 32,000 miles. Ext. condition, 
Lake for the summer months, Call $7,700,635.7842. 6p4 
1-624-6371. 6p4 1984 PONTIAC FIERO 2M4. Very good coedi. 
MANAGER OF TERRACE Chrysler bndyshop tieR, great summer car. New clutch, battery, 
requres 3.4 bedroom house or mobile home to tune up, wheel alignment, $5,500 0BO. Call 
rent by Joly 1, Please call 635-4837. 6p4 632-6357, 6p3 
SMALL APT. OR room and board for two men. FOR SALE 1987 VW Jetta GL Power steering, 
ths for female university student, Ph. sunroof, 37,000 km, Asking $11,000. Call 
638.7283. Ask for Rod, 2p3 635-3434. 6p3 
1966 BUICK SKYLARK convertible in mint 
5. For Sale Misc. co~. w/new mugs. Sadous Inqul~es only. 
J.D, 350 LOADER. New engine, new backs, $4700, 635.3567. 6p4 
etc. $1400,OO 0,0,3 Crawler Cat, blade & 1967 CADILLAC DEVlLLE convertible in GRC, 
bucket 80% new, $5500, 32 ft, house boat $6,700,635.3567. 6p4 
• lifetime aluminum-has everything & trailer 1988 T.BIRD turbo coupe. Like new. No 
• $19500. 82 lade 2-door auto • good cord, winter miles. Call 842.5664. 6p4 
$1500. 14 ft, Td.hull speed boat- 50 horse 
menk, bailer $2800. Clean Okanagan Camper 1960 OLOS STATION Wagon. All options, 
• hyd, jacks, $2000. New Kubnda IRe plant & $3,600. Call 635.4796. 61)4 
battery change $550, Ken Alien Box 161 1985 PONTIAC 6000 station wagon. 8 
Graniste. Ph. 697.2474. 19tfn passenger, cruise control, 63,000 kin. Very 
SET PIONEER CAR/TRUCK SPEAKERS. 3 way, good condRtcn. 635-3392 evenings. 6p4 
lOOw per channel, Brand new. $150. Cog 1966 CHEV SPRINT. Extra close, 2 door, hat. 
Janet 636.7263 days. 52ffn chback, 5speed, AM/FM, $4,900, Reduced to 
FOR SALE LOVESEAT, rocking chair, stereo, $4400. OBO, 635.5576 after 5 p,m. 6p4 
W, kitchen table, beds, and other misc. 1960 OLDS OMEGA 2 door, auto, PS/PB, 
household items, 635.5196. Phone after 3 radle, good condition, $2,000. Call 635-9245. 
p.m. or drop by at 4712 Straume Ave, base. 
meet, 6p3 1976 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE 1500cc 
sturao/csssette, yellow with black Interior, 
1.25"x5'x10' slate pool table, many extras, convertible. Summer ddven, excellent asking 
needs to be seen to be appreciated. A steal at $4800. Call 635.6624 6p5 
$1,250,080.638.1227, 61)4 
1977 CLDS CUTLASS SUPREME 2 door hard- 
FOR SALE 8 acres standing hay at Kltwanga. top; 350 VG; auto, air conditioning, power 
Approx, 400 bales, $1,00 per Sale. Call col. everything. Runs well; 71,000 miles, $1500 
lact 635.2936 6p5 OBO, Call 845.7916 4p5 
NINTENOO games for sale. Karate Kungfo -- 1988 SUBARD D,L. station wagon, Silver 
$30.00 Made,1 - $30,00 Golf - $40.00 grey, 15,000 kin. E,C, 638-1318 or 
635.3823 6p5 635.2212 6p5 
314 BED, 21 cubic ft. deep freeze,hide.a-bad, 1985 TOYOTA TERCEL station wagon. 4 door, 
wondtablsand6chalrs, Cal1635.3382, 6p6 5 OP., standard, pslpb, excellent cord. 
$6000.00 o.b,o. 798.2255 6p5 
FOR LEASE 
Skeena Mall,retail store. 
Excellent traffic location. 
455 sq. ft. Good Terms. 
Call collect: (604) 946-1116 (Vancouver) 
I 
WOODGREEN 
FOR SALE OR RENT LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS 
4832 LAZELLE AVENUE 
Natural Gas Rreplaces, Dlahweahera, Fddoe, Stove, Drapes, 
Plueh Carpeting, Balconies or Personal Patios, 
Ceramic Tiled Bathrooms & Eneugea 
1/2 Block from 8keens Mail & iViacDonaida 
large Kitchens, beautifully appointed, 
8. Cars for Sale 
1988 FIREBIRD V6 1"1)1. 5 op., standard, 
am/fro cassette stereo, Excellent cond, 
$14,000.00 635-5004 6p6 
1997 PLYMOUTH VOYAGEUR S,E. Seven 
pass. Pw/pi. Exneflont Condition, Asking 
$16,000.636-0678 6p6 
1981 HONDA CIVIC. 3 door hatch back with 5 
speed. One owner only, $1800,00 O,b,o 
635-3602 6p7 
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL MARK IV. In excellent 
cord. $47,000.0dglnal miles, For more infer. 
motion call 632-2452 61)7 
1966 PLYMOUTH V0YAGER Mini. Van. Ex. 
celfent condlUon 5 apd. 5 passenger. Stereo, 
1.847~4223 or 1.846:2454 4p7 
1985 CHRYSLER DAYTONA Turbo 2dr. H.T, 
Low mllsage. Am/~ stereo. 2.8 LUre engine. 
E,C. with transferable warranty. $8600.00 
O.D.O. 635.3565 after 5 p,m. 6p7 
1973 VOLKSWAGON BEETLE, Great coudi. 
6on. $2000.00 O.B.O. Call 635-3605. 6p7 
1962 FORD SCHOOL BUS seats removed, ex. 
callent tires, some new parts, running condi. 
tieR. 1984 Yamaha FJ1100, one owner, 
14,000 kms, runs excellent $3,300 obo. 
ReplacementCost $9,000.694.3736. 4p7 
1983 RENAULT ALLIANCE, 4 door. Good run. 
ning condition. Very tittle rust. Asking $2500. 
Call 635.6785 6p8 
1987 HONOA CiViC. Runs well, Great on gas, 
Phone evenings 635-3901 2p8 
1989 FORD probe GT. 4 cyl. turbo. Excellent 
cond. Gently driven by genuine little old lady. 
Call 632.4416 2p6 
1964 LASER 5 spend, tilt., power locks, 
Am/fro cassette, running boards, new front 
tires, good condlOon. Only 82000 km. $6500, 
Call 635.3164 after 5 p,m. 2p8 
1983. MAZDA 526 LX. Excellent condlUon. 
56000 Km, automatic, sunroof, cruise, power 
windows, power door docks, amlfm cassette, 
Era, Yokohama ~res, many other exbas, Still 
under warranty. $14,500. O,B.O. 
635.7109 4p8 
1983 NISSON SENFRA. Front wheel ddve, 
standard. Call 639.9656 alter 5 p,m. 
2p8 
1982 Z28, T-bars, V6 au(omaOc, P.S, fiB, 
$6,500. Call 635.4246. 2p8 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1980 CHEV 314 TON, 55,000 miles. Great 
runner, $2,700 OBO, 1988 F350 4x4 
crowcab, 35,000 kin, 351 EFI auto, boxllner, 
warranty $16,700 ODO, 635-9121. 6p3 
1987 JEEP CHEROKEE, excellent condiHon, 
4x4, 5 speed OD bans. 42,000 miles. 
$16,500 OBO. Phons 635-3136. 6p3 
1986 TOYOTA 4 runner, SRS.'Excellent con- 
dition, few mileage. Asking $14,500. Phone 
636.6535. i ~ " " ' • : ' 6p4 
1967 CHEV PICKUP 263, 4 speed pocsllm'ck. 
Call 642.5664. 6p4 
1986 CHEV 4x4, 305, Auto, new ~rus, runn- 
Ing boards, dual exhaust, tilt stsedug, pulse 
wipers, etc. E.C., $11,500. Leave massage, 
635.3771. 6p4 
1986 TOYOTA 4x4 pickup with canopy. New 
paint and Ores, $13,500,00 O.B,O, Call 
• 636,4554 evenings or 635.4429 days. Ask 
for Torn. 6p7 
1985 F250 4x4. cassette, canopy, d~y box. 4 
new recap tires. Good condition, Asking 
$6,500.635.4640. 2p7 
1965 FORD HALF.TON; 390; 4.spend; 4:11 
rears; P.B,; new paint;, chrome dms and Ores. 
$2500. Phone: 696.3209 or view at Houston 
Texaco. 4p8 
1976 GMC zh ton 4x4 350. 4 speed, nat. gas. 
New steedng and drive line parts. Steel flat 
deck. $2500,635.2449 2p8 
1986 F250 4x4. Custom side rails, tail gate 
$15,500, O.O,O. For more intcrmation call 
635.6667 2p6 
1982 DATSUN, PICKUP kinOcad 4x4. Rusty 
body $1500. O.D.O. Call after 6 p,m. 
635.6669 lp6 
1986 F 150 SUPERCAB. Auto,302 EF1.4x4. 
Loaded with options. 90,000 Km. Asking 
$14,500.0.9.0. 642.5436 6p8 
11. RecreaHonal 
Vehicles 
LUXURY MOTORHOME FOR RENT. Travel In 
comfort, shower, oven, furnace, H/C water, 
sleeps six, Resents now. Daily, weekly, mon. 
tbly. 638-1469 12p50 
1974 TRIPLE E class A metcrhome, 41,000 
miles, $10,500. Phone 635-2997 6p4 
FOR SALE 1985 4 wheel YFM ATV with 4 ft. 
snow Made, 4 new Ures and chains. Asking 
$2,000 0B0. Call 635-4552. 61)4 
1978 FRONTIER 23 ft. moforhome, has bunk 
beds, Its on a Dodge chassis, awning, good 
CORd,, $17,500, 40,000 mites, Call 
649.5435, 6p4 
SEVEN FOOT CAMPER, 1982 Skippy (import 
size) 3-way fddge; stove; furnace, sink. & 
water tank; hydraulic jacks; boat loader. 
$2500, Call 645.7916 4p5 
HOUSTON R,V. RENTALS: 22 fL motor home, 
To rant please call: 845.2329 days or 
945-3550 nights. 4p5. 
19' MOTORHOME GMO Frontier, bathroom, 
stove, furnace, 3 ,way frldge. Clean 
635.5121, 6p5 
9Ye' VANGUARD CAMPER, 3 way fddge, 3 
burner stove with oven, furnace, tolteL On '76 
F250 S.C. with NC .C/C, $5,500.635.7719 
Op6 
15V= FT. TRAVEL TRAILER. Carl 635,3382 
for m~ InformOoe, 6p6 
1979 23' SECURITY MOT~ HOME, 460 
Motor, Prepene, stove, oven, furnace, Three 
way fddge. Stereo, A.C,, C.B., G,C, 
$18,500.00 035-2467 6p7 
1981 24' TRAVELAIRE MOTOR HOME, E,C, 
New Motor, $23,900,00 Call 638.1236Idler 
5p.m.: " 8p7 
1979 33 FT. SKYLARK 5th wheel travel 
, balkH', Hitch included, E,O, 810,0DO.00 firm. * * / r * * * * * * *  
I ~ TERRACE REALTY,LTD.. | ...: ; ~,,:~,~.~Reld~ t Meneoer and Security Ent rance  .!~638~)793or635.9058 8p7 
I I ~=~ 4635 Lezelle Avenue~.;,;i~: ! 1"  :'~'~ ;;~" " ~'~'~ ~'i ~ ~t~Kd~rcover Paddng 1910 LIONEL TENT trailer, 81eep~ 6. Frldge, 
I I stereo III in excehnt ,0nd Asklng $2600  at.e Broker Network 638 0371: I Pdoe Range 131,000 to $47,600 1:83~.a913 21)6 
....................... .... I .... PHONi :  IH;S.91t  1 I= 
11. Recreailonal 
Vehicles 
CORSAIR ! 8, TRAVEL:TRA!I~ER. Rebuilt New 
frldge; new upholstry, s leeps  6. 
Toilet/shower. Furnace ,awning, equalizer 
bars,$40oo. Rrm~ 635.2122 6p8 
12. Motorcycles 
1986 YAMAHA FJ.1200 Street bike,: E.C. 
Asking $3,800 OBO, 635.6271 evenings and 
' weekends., 6p4 
1984 HARLEY DAVIDSON e!eetra.gllde. Ex. 
cellent cond, Sadous Eequldes only. Call 
632-4713 aRer 5pro. ' 6p6 
1965 V1"1100C Shadow V.Twln UC Shaft 
Ddve, 12000 km, Like • sew. 638.0784 
$3900.0,9.0. 61J6 
1982 V45 Honda. Excellent condition. Asking 
$1800.00 Call 635.3258 , 8p7 
14~ Boats & Madne 
18' COMPION - 90 HP Mariner OB Econo Mix- 
er, Depth Sounder, C.B: down riggers, rod 
holders, skis, trailer, like new $16,000, 
638.0419. 6p3 
R.5 RIVER KAYAK clw floalaUon bags. Spray 
skirt and paddle, Almost new, $470, 
635-7842. . . . .  SP3 
22 FT. SANGSTER Ioboard on Tandem trailer. 
In excellent cORd. $12,500,635-7674 after 6 
p,m Ask for Mike. 6p4 
12' SPRINGBOK ALUMINUM BOAT, 9.8 hp 
Mercury outboard and new EZ Loader trailer. 
Extras $2,500 OBO, 638.1227. 6p4 
14 FT. INFLATABLE, deep.V, hard.buttom, 
4.seats, steedng, 50 IIi) Johnson, trailer, fast, 
safe for channel or water skiing, $6,000. 
Phone 632.4381. 6p4 
21' AQUARIUS SAILBOAT, trailer, 10 HP 
Chrysler sail ddve, sink, head, three sails, 
sleepa~ four, excellent saa.buat, $8000.00 
o,b.e, 694-3594 or see at Kens Marine, Ter- 
race. 4p6 
20' ALl.CRAFT JETBOAT HI-performance, 
302 w/Hamilton Jet, tandem trailer, canopy, 
see at Chinook trailer sales. Terrace, or call 
694-3594. $17,000,00 4p6 
221/. FT. FIBREFORM BOAT With trailer. Call 
635-3382 for more information. 6p6 
M.V.  P IERCE 37 '  COASTAL  
CRUISER - -  1 30 HP diesel.  
Anchor  winch,  stove,  radar, 
sounder ,  radio, hot water .  
, ideal  fafi l l ly boat .  Pr iced at  
$28 ,50~,  624-6448.  
lS. Machinery 
C7A TREE FARMER SKIDDER. New transmis. 
sign pdced for quick sale, Nugget Equip. Ltd, 
Prince George. 562.8856 days, 5.60.5413 
evenings. .;,~ 4p5 
WRECKING 550 TimberJack,,Grapls Skldder, 
We'll sell complete $38,500,00 Or parts at 50 
percent of new cosLEsco grapple with frame, 
pump, hoses and control $16,500.00, 305 
plsnelades, rebuilt transmission,' near new 
chains and tires,, slxe 24.5x32, Phone 
964-0826. Prince George, 4p6 
D2 CAT BLABF../WINCH, $6500. 350 JD trac 
loader $14000. 2010 JD trac 9300 backhoe 
$7500. OO3 1974 Jeep, 34000 miles, c/w 
snow plow $5500. 1982 Lada 4x4, 40 mpg, 
$1200. will trade up or down for ford 4x4, 
1.697.2474 4p8 
EQUIPMENT 
FOR SALE 
John Deem 7 ft. mower  
cond i t ioner ,  bet ter  than  
newl l  - -  No. 12 Massey  
Ferguson  hay baler,  - - John  
Deem s ide del ivery hay  rake~, 
Phone,Leo 635-7266 
or 790-2208 eves. 
16. Farm Produce 
WE OFFER ALL YEAR round, Organls raised 
beef, pork, lamb, winter lamb, gnat or 
chickens. On the hoof or dressed, Delivery 
possible depending on quantity. 1.694.3456. 
Phone before 8 a,m, 4p5 
17. Oarage Sales 
LARGE "IY,/O FAMILY garage sale. Everything 
must sell. Furniture, clothing, spodlng goods 
etc, June 9 & lOth, 16'& 17th, 23 & 24th, 
9.5 p.m. 4.4631 Welsh ave. 3p7 
GARAGE SALE at 5232 Mountain Vista Drive, 
9:30 a,m..2:30 p,m. on Saturday June 16,No 
Idy birds. Please lp8 
GARAGE SALE at 4909 Park. Saturday June 
16, 10 a.m..4 p,m. No early birds please, 
,, lp6 
GARAGE GALE at 4675 Marten Dr, Sat. June 
16 0 a,m..2 p.m. lp6 
GARAGE SALE on Saturday, June 16, 1990 
,at 6 a.m..1 p,m. Antique radio/'drapes; 
toaster oven, miss household items, table and 
chairs. 4829 Olaon Ave. lp8 
s t&f l  19. Lo und , 
LOST ~n ,oraes~ sma ~'s  ~ 10 
jacket and 5ule backsank oontalnlno remote 
, control buck. 638.1657 2p7 
LOST 1 O~ choker necklace at Hanky : .  
Pankys . tw .n  10:30 sad 12 o,clack on !i i  
May 19, 1990, Call 639.9753, Rewald/Of, 
fred, SenUmenbi Vaius./ ~ ]~2 
.• : '  
.?+ , 
+ + "! ~. , ; !~ ,,+ 
• f 
20, Pets& Livestock 
REGIS'[ERED ,QUARTER HORSE sale at 
Vande'd~)f Falrgi:~nds. 7 p.m. June 23. Con. 
slgnmenb with p~igrees, Must he made im. 
mtkllataly. Stall must he booked now. Listing 
fee IS rsqaired. ,1.629.3722 day or night, Lel 
it dng. 4p7 
GORGEOUS SIAMESE. kinons, Playful and 
'~vofed; Ready to go. Shipping arranged. Call 
692:3722 anytime. Please let it dog, 4p7 
FLASHY RED DUN yearling colt, Highly bred. 
Yoo'II be pr~Kl'ofth Sonet Call 692.3722 
anytime, Let t dhg. 4p7 
BEAUTIFUL WHI'rE TOY AND TEACUP 
pocdles, Ready nowl Shipping arranged. Call 
692-3722 anytime, Please let it dngl 4p7 
UN.USED SHOW CART & harness for standard 
sized horse. 36" wood spoke wheels & shaft, 
$850. O,B.O, 1.695-6620 4p8 
REG. 9 yR..OLDquarterhorse gelding, Well 
5rake 'english and westam. Smooth mover. 
• Easy keeper. "Trsiter's well 1.699.6455. 
Endako 4p8 
REGISTERED"CHESTHUT quarter horse. 3 
years old, Gelding, Very well started, Asking 
$1800, Phone 847.4024 Evenings 4pO 
8 MONTH OLD husky shephard cross, All 
shots neutered. Free to good home, 
Call 835.2224 " lp8 
i I, + ALL'BREEDr~OC,+oco ] I Dog  GROOMING 
I-:ReascnabteRalas, 10 Years 
t '~iANE }rLIRNER es8-801e 
::, '- Mm'ninge or Evenings 
21. Help Wanted 
NORTHERN MOTOR INN - We are looking for 
mature career minded Individuals who want to 
be a part of a growing team that takes great 
pride In their work. Experience ispreferred but 
will train the right individual who has a 
positive attitude and a desire to learn. We of. 
for competitive wages and an excellent 
benefit package. We are now taking apptica- 
tions for the following positions: 
waltar/wanrass, tore clerks, bartenders, bar 
walter/waitresses, cooks/prep, cooks, 
chambermaids, desk clerks, No telephone In- 
quiries plsssel 14cl 
TWO FULLY QUALIFIED HAIRDRESSERS re- 
quired. Doris Coiffures, 4.5 yrs. experience, 
638-1704. Needed Immediately. 6p3 
REQUIRED-IMMEDIATELY Bass player for 
country rock band. 1.695.6469 evenings, 
4p5 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY - Male vocalist for 
rock bend, aged 16.20, Phone 635-7385. 
leave message. 6p6 
THOMPSON PROFESSIONAL spppdd;Si~PAca's 
: Is ,~urr.ently aq cept/pg .app],lCOpL~ ,for~t +~. P~Sl. 
lion of on-call community sul~e~t;wo/ker, Ap. 
pl cants must possess a Valid 8~C. Odvers 
lioenee. To have worked with special interest 
Individuals I  an asset, Please send resume to 
Box 126 Terrace, B.C, V8G 4A2, Attn, Resi. 
dent Manager. 2c7 
HAIRDRESSER required in Bums Lake. To 
start ~lmmedlatety. Established clientele. 
1.692-3360eves 4p7 
WANTED SKI~)DER OPERATOR tar 740 A 
Grapple, Camp J~b. at  least 3 years ex- 
perience preferred, 635-5541 2p7 
WANTED MANAGER for nolghbourhood pub in 
Terrace, Ta start Immediately, Fax resume 
and reference to 748.2812. Or Call 
748-1455 . . . .  5p7 
PRINCESS HOUSE CANADA Exclusive Cwstal, 
Dinnerware, Giftware. Looking for reps in your 
area, Car and telephone,, necessap/, Call 
J ao lce  845-2908 2p7 
WANTED LARGE SKIDDERS .to work in 
Maziadln area, 635:5541. 2p7 
WANTED:. ove~eight people. Sed0us about 
losing weight and keeping it off. Nutritional 
and m~ically • recommended" revolutionary 
diet, Disc program, cellulite inches dlssapear, 
Toll free.1.978.3068 lp8 
CARING MATURE PERSON to provide In home 
support for elderly and disabled people. Duties 
to Include household care, shopping and meal 
'prepa~tion. Must have valid ddvers license 
and business Insurance, For more into, call 
Terrace~,ho~e support services,. 635.5135: 
Ask for Carol B.o[n 2c8 
DORIS' COIFFURES, One qualified hairdresser 
needed wlth~2,to 3-yrs. experience. Im- 
mediately 638;1704 6p8' 
NISGA'S TRIBAL: COUNCIL central office has 
,an opening for a land claims mapper. This Is a 
full lima position with long term career opRor. 
tunlties; Dottes: Responsible for all NTC mapp. 
Ing funUons including 1.) Update and transfer 
of existing map files to a computerized map 
system (GIS). 2,) Collection and transfer of 
new resource data to GIS system, 3) Analysis 
of geographic and resource data as needed by 
NTC. Oualifleaticne:. Priority given to NIsga' 
with a minimum of Grade 12 education and 
having scn~e background in relevant areas of 
resource management including forostnj, 
fisheries, biology, geography, surveying, .'or 
land use plann]og. No GIS experience 
nenessafy but applicant must demonstrate in. 
terest and willingness to team. Training op GIS 
and mapping wtil be provided as part oi the 
job, Saialy: flogotlabfe - 'commensurat~ with 
qualifications, Applications whould be submit. 
ted by: Juhe.29/go to', Personnel/Finance 
Committee, Nisga'a Tribal Council Central, 
General. Cellyenj • New Alyansh, B,C, VOJ 
1AO, Attentldn:i'O. N. .Welds/Administrator.. 
.., 3p8,, 
QUALIFIED HAIRDRESSER neede[Hmmedlate- 
ly, Apply at the Hair Hut or phone 635.2993 
or 635.2753 :. ~.- .' ' . . . .  6p8 
A NATIONAI~"WHOLESALE company requlras 
a full time Warehouse person~ Thls pOsltlon Is 
imby level, reqolres resume with hand wditan 
c~edng letter stating quatiRcatlons and dE- 
pect~ salap/, Excellent oppodunity for recent 
h~gh school grad. Reply: to Box 300 C/O Tar. 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelte, Terrace, B,C, 
/8G,188:~ : : "  ; = +"  2c3 
I 
Im nmm ov em.wv ku~ =w=v. + I 
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 'BUY  SELL. RENT  TRADE 
21. Help Wanted 
ENTHUSIASM should earn you a good ncome. 
Interested please phone 635.3484 lc8 
MANAGER REQUIRED 
for the Terrace Coding Aseocla'tion, The 
suc¢eseful candidate must have a 
background with proven skills In com. 
munlcatlon, accounting, public ,;elations 
and general club OperaHons. 
A knowledge of refddgerstlon, Ice mak. 
lag or general pl~ht ma!ntenance would be 
an asset, This Is a part time poalnon from 
September to Apdl on a yearly baals, Rep- 
ly statlog qoallflcatious and expe~:tnd 
Salmy range to Terra~#Cudlhg Clobi' ~x' 
247, Terrace, B.C, V8G 4A6. 
EXPERIENCED 
SALESMAN 
need to sell automotive equip. 
i.ent and supplies for 
REMA TIP-TOP 
DISTRIBUTORS LTD. 
in Terrace area. 
$10.00 per hour and a bonus 
from sales. 
Phone (403) 279.8213 Calgary. 
Terrace Public Library 
PnslUon open: Ch0dmn's Llbredan for a 
contract pedod 0f one year. 
Minimum qualification: B~helor of LIIxary 
Science. 
Duties: Re~ounslbillty for all aspects of 
children's services, including programm- 
ing for preschool and schocl-oge children, 
public relations, acquisitions and 
cataloguing. 
Hours: a 35 hour week, Tuesday to Satur. 
day, and one aveniog per week. 
Balmy: $28,080- $31,000 per annum 
Closing date: June 15, 1990. 
Please submit resume and relemnces to: 
Ed Curell 
Terrace Public Library 
4810 Park Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. ',/80 1V6 
Help Wanted 
GENERAL 
INSURANCE 
AGENT • 
for active 
brokerage firm 
in Smithers, B.C. 
Reply in 
confidence to: 
Ed Whalley 
NORTHCOUNTRY 
INSURANCE 
AGENCIES + 
Box 2670 
Smithers, V0J 2No 
847-4253 
23. W0rk Wanted: 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds edver- 
tisers that' the human rights'code In British 
Columbia forbids publication of any advei'tlse- 
ment in connection with employment wS]ch 
discriminates again~st any person because of 
origin, or requ res on job applicant to furn sh 
any information concerning race,'retiglon col. 
cur, aneesfry, place of oflgln or political belief. 
Readers: I~ ads where"male' Is referred to, 
please road also as 'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have, the correct box numner as 
given in the ad, Address to: Box , The Ter- 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelte, Ave., Terrace, 
B,C., V8G 1S8, Please don~t Include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies, 
WILL DO SECRETARIAL WORK • In my home, 
Have dictaphone, typewriter, fax and 
photocopler, CallJcanat635.6257. " 6p4 
RELIABLE HONEST WOMEN looking for 
housecleaning lob. Call 63.5-3577 and ask for 
Barbara, . 6p4 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES. Consulting; 
private Investigations and technical security,, 
consulting services. Phone 635-4936. 6p4 
"t " 
MOM WILL DO OABYSITTING in my home, On 
quiet street near hospital, Full and part-time,: 
Referencesavailable:Phone 8,35.3804. 8p5+ 
BACKHOE SERVICE. LeClolr Ent. Ltd. will do. 
digging, backmng, landscaping, etc. call 
635.6790 • • .  8p6:~ 
MAN WILL DO odd JOBS., Phone 638.1:246 to 
leave a message for Myles, 2p7 
NEW CONSTRUCTION or renovation, form 
work, 'framing or finishing carpentry, Yot, r
work will be done right, the first ram 
638.8052 6p8 
i 
1 ARTIST . . . .  
• AVAILABLE: .... - .... 
• Wlndow'palntlng for any, 
occsslon. 
• " illustrator 
• Graphics ~.'. + : ; . 
• Poster, Card & Invitation : ;].:,+ 
Des igns  ' : " (• '  . , ,  I ,  
• Reasonable rares ~',' : ' ~ 
l 
.For more InfOcmatlon +~eae£" ;'+ 
• ++ contsot:;..'i '.'.. " : .  : 
K, Hlckl :e3~,1703 + -, 
:;+. 
T ~ . :  ' ;;i.,J!"+ ' .CITY OF TERRACE VACANCY 
i:: CONFIDENTIAL 
+ '  + ,SECRETARY 
• (Temporary -- Approx. 6 months) 
The City of TerSe  Is,scarring a highly motivated Individual to fill Ihe tem- 
p~ poaltlon of Conflden.+~., ' S~..retary for a six-month period. The poanlon 
Ixovldea cledo~. 8UPlX~t tO the.mmyor and Council, and the Administration 
and Personnel Del0adment~. Tha successful candidate will have an accurate 
lyptng speed of 70.80 wpm; experlenoa, with recordlno and lran~odblng 
minutes, arranoIno appo nlmei~ts and epeolel events, the ability to maintain a 
heavy workload with 8 mlnlm'~rh of'supervision, and a proven ablflty to main- 
tain confldentlaltly. 
This Is an exempt poaltloni'wllh a:probntlonary rate of $16.00/hour. Hours 
of work are 8~'00 o.m. to 4:00 p.m. (summer houra), and some evening work 
wlll be required, The Cl[Yoflera an excellent benefits pa(:kage. +. 
Applicat]orm wlO be received by the undersigned no later them 4:00 p,m., 
Fdday, June 22, 1990, . 
. .  Peraonnel Director 
City o1 Terrace 
3215 Eby Street 
+:-  ~ + " Terrace, B.C. VSG 2X8 
i " 635.8311 (Tel. No.) 
636-4744 (Fax. No.) ,+ 
PUBLIC HEALTH 
NURSE 
PasL PrlSlmt aM Rlturl 
Requ red for:the Nisga'a Valley Health Centre for the Com- 
munities of New Alyansh and Canyon City. 
This position also requires sharing of "on call" for our 
Emergency Department. . . . . .  
Previous out-po'st, Community Health and Emergency Rm. 
: Ex. well ss current RNABC membership essential. 
Post,grad. ed. in the Community Health Care field desirable. 
We are looking for someone who adapts well, is flexible and 
willingto be an active participant with our Health Care Team. 
Furnished accommodation available. 
Applications will be accepted up to June 29, 1990. 
Address resumes to: 
Floyd A, Davis, Administrator 
Nlega'e Valley Health Board 
256 Talt Avenue 
New Aiyansh, B.C. V0J 1AO 
P:'PhOne: 033~2212 +',+~~;:;'+:' ,'~'~+~ ......... :L'./_.:_F.aX~33-2512_ 
,+;~:,.~ "'~.~ . '~ 1~:. ,~l;::,,b~,~ 1,~T ~...,.i.ac~ i , . : , _ , l ; .  _ ~ i~, ;  ; ~ . t . .VL  
i 
Min is t ry  o f  Fores ts  
is offering a 
3-Day  Course  
at  
Northwest  Communi ty  Co l lege ,  Ter race ,  B .C .  
+June 19th ,  20th  & 21st  
8 :30  a .m.  - 4 :30  p .m.  
• ' ,Course Fee: $50.00 
. . Requbremcnte for coursc; 
Proof of p~evious flreflgbflng cxperlence and 
formal lreflghtlng training, eg. basic fire suppresslon certHicatlon. 
Reg is ter  today :  N .W.C .C . ,  Ter race  Campus ,  
'+ " 5331 MeConne l l  Avenue  
(Doctor 's  Cert i f icate  requ i red  w i th  reg ist rat ion} 
DEADLINE FOR REGISTRATION IS JUNE iS th ,  
• I NOTE: You must have all documentation i
I place BEFORE reg~tratton, 
Preference will be given to applleante having/ l is t  aid 
ee~dficat|on~ time keeptng or Forest lndusby experience. 
~ KSAN I tOUSE SOCIETY  BOX 587, TERRACE, B.C. 
i V8G 4B5 . . . . .  , ..... 
+.,+,Joe POSTING+ : 
Pro tam coordinator 
Employer: K~sn HOuse Society 
Location: Osborne Home . 
Terms: Salaried position, 70 hours biweekly, complete 
benefit package upon completion of three month probe- 
tionary period.,J~ay shift, however hours may vary,as needs 
dictate. Rrat aid certificate mandatory. 
Start Date: June 18, 1990 
~:.QualiflCatl0n$:: Diploma or Certificate:In fleld,of'So~lal.~e~'- 
r vices. ,,'L. ,' '~ /- ~~ • '  
I-- Management expbdence an asset. : '  + 
| " (~od ~o~vledge and Understanding of mental illness. 
Good Leadership skills. 
Knowledge of+medications and their side effects. 
Able to deal with stressful situatlon~i. • ~ '~ +' 
: Knowledge of community resources. 
= Reaumeswfll be accepted until 4:30 p,m, June16, 1990 [ i ~ and should ~+~sddressod t'~.' ' : :  : '; " :-'+':~ , .  ' Shelly Lachance ~ . . . . . . . .  ~. +~ + , society + ,+ . Kmn+Ho'ua+ -+ + + 
.~i:~,:~+  i ,~  ~ ~:•+ ~,,,,•. .. . !~,  NO, 15'- 9238 i~um• Street 
" :~:]:++;':"+: +' ++ ~; +'~ ...... "+' : *~ ~;';l'errac;e, .'I~:I~"~i~G 2N4 
] 
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, - ,  ,~ 
t, 
: ~!~:i ::i:~?I 
N'te k Valley tte lt, h :': : :" : '' ":;'r' 
Experienced ...... : ~, 
REGISTERED NURSE:Yi +:: 
i +:! 
Required for emergencylOPD for the NIsga'a Valley D 
& T Centre located in the Nasa Valley of N.W.B.C: 
Alternating "on call" status. Must be willing to work :  
without direct supervision as well as being adaptable and a active par- 
ticlpant of our Health Care Team. Furnished accommodation available. ~ 
Address resumes to: E~ 
Floyd A. Davis, Administrator 
Hisga'a Vaiby Health BM. 
256 Tait Avenue 
How Aiy|nnh, B,C. VOJ 1AO ..... 
Ph8ne: 633.2211 Fax: 633.2512 
AppiicatIDRs wiii be accepted up tO June 29, .1990. 
PROFESSIONAL 
OPPORTUNITY 
CERTIFIED 
DENTAL ASSISTANT 
Required for progressive prevention oriented practice. Ex- 
cellent remuneration and benefits with opportunity for per- 
sonal and professional growth and development through con- 
tinuing education. 
Apply with resume to: 
Dr. J.D. Zucchlattl'a Office 
4623 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
63S-2552 
I 
?" 
I l l~  I Oomrnmle!  Of Canada Gouvmnement  du Canada 
Min ister  of  Stated for Youth  Mln ls tm d' i~tst i I l a  Jeuneue 
Students Am Open 
For Business This 
Summer.  
.... ~TUDENTS ARE OPEN TO WORKING FOR ANY 
: BUSINESS,  LARGE: O R ~ i~:3~HiS 'SUMM'E~. ; I I  
NOT ONLY THAT, MANY::STUDENT$~ALREAD¥ 
HAVE~ SPECIAL TRAINING THAT COULD 
BENERT YOU. SO, HIRE A STUDENT FOR A 
DAY, A WEEK, OR LONGER. 
CALLTHE :CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE!::/! 
i~: ~ FOR STUDENTS AT: "' ""~:i':i" 
635=1734 .+:~'+,,,~• ": 
WE'L, aN0 mE SmDE.T 
FOR THE- JOB.  
~1 /I b'TUOBNY 
CanadR 
Loomis Courier Service, B.C.'s largest and most establish- 
ed courier company, is experiencing dynamic growth. Over 
1,000 people strong in B.C. alone, have established our 
leadership position in the courier service industry. 
Our success la rooted in our commitment to service and ex- 
cellence. If you are aggressive, energetic and have the 
perseverance to make this kind of commitment, then we have 
a career opportunity for you. 
To assist with this growth, we are immediately expanding all 
sales programs and we require to fill the following position: 
Territory Sales Representative 
Take charge of outside sales within protected territories. 
Responsibilities Include the maintenance and growthof ex- 
isting accounts and development of new accounts in prime 
geogrsphlcal territories. Previous sales experience in related 
field preferred. This position Is based In Terrace. Please for- 
ward your resume in confidence by June 15, 1990 to 
Loomls Couder Service. 
Attn: 
Ron Geflstly :i- ..... 
Branch Manager 
5011 Kelth Ave., Terrace 
V8G 1K8 
Your efforts will be rewarded with above industry average 
componastion packages Including: excellent salary, commis~ 
alan/incentive plan, company medical and dental anda  
3-week paid vacation with ample opportunity for development 
and advancement. .... ~ " 
LOOMIS 
I .Vk~v '. Cour ie r  Serv ice  ~ ,.:-~+:~i~ii' I -
+1 
J I  "~'  
t "> 
,. s 
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+ CALL 
638-SAVE 
TION 
/ , , , 'BUY   ,"SELL  'RENT/,,'TRADE 
+ r a n  
......... +,,++++ ; ++++i+:++1  VISA 
I . . . .  
24. Notices 
PRO.LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending Ilbrmy; 
dealing with haman life Issues such as abor. 
tim and euthanasia, Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635.5427 or 63a.0382. 5tfnc 
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP'/Birthright can 
assist you with free pregnancy testing, mater. 
niP/and baby clothes. Many other sePAces -- 
all free and confidential. Call 635.3907 
any~me. 12p51 
SERIOUS ABOUT LosING 10-65 Ibs. before 
summer. We pay you for good results 
978.3009. 6p4 
26. Personals 
HAVE YOU WORKED in the Terrace Area and 632 - 4333 
not been paid? Wdte and give details to Box Open ~' days a wee~ 9PM - 9AM 
251 c/o Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelfe Ave. Answedng machine gAM -" 9PM 
Terrace, D.C. VSG 1S8 p7 CONFIDENTIALITY GUARANTEE[ 
TMI ~ II md for wire fumll nla~ I~, 
ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING 
For the Terrace Salmonld 
Enhancement Society Will be 
held on June 20, 1990 at: 
The Inn of the West 
at 7:30 p.m. 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
FOR SALE OR LEASE- Two restaurants inFort 
St. James. One with lake view. flcenced in- 
[ng room and coffee shop; one located next to 
a motel. 996-7510. tin 
GUIDE AREA. Bums Lake Area. Moose quota 
6, Black Bear, Mule Deer. $30,000.00 
1-692-3525 4p6 
BEAUTY SALON FOR SALE in Terrace. Good 
location for luther information call 
635-7961 6p8 
26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
Standard. Confidentiality is assured, Phone 
638-7283 Monday to Friday, 9 a,m to 5 p,m, 
WANTEDflt 100 overweight people. We pay 
you to lose 10-29 Ibs. in 30 days. Call 24 hrs. 
30. 0bituades 
AUDREY WEBB 
passed away 19, May, 1990 in 
Mills Memorial Hospital after a 
2V= year struggle with cancer. 
Heartfelt gratitude is hereby ex- 
pressed to the staff at Mills 
Memorial Hospital, Vancouver 
General Hospital, the Vancouver 
Cancer Clinic, the Vancouver 
Lodge and Dr, Wong and 
Strangway. 
The staff gave of themselves 
with such loving compassion that 
Audrey had great praise for 
them. 
Audrey knew the peace of God 
in her heart, having accepted 
Jesus Chdst as her savior at an 
early age. She bravely faced the 
ending of her life here because 
she knew she was going into 
Christ's presence as God promis. 
ed in the Bible. 
WEIGHT 
We need 30 overweight 
)ersons to lose 10-29 Ibs. in 
the next 30 days with the 
brand new Herbalife Diet 
Disc Program. 
Totally Natural 
Doctor Recommended 
Guaranteed Satisfaction 
EARN $$$ 
WHILE  YOU LOSE 
1-978-3059 TOLL FREE 
27. Announcements 
MR. AND MRS. CLAUDE BELANGER. Wish to 
announce the engagement of their son Jean 
Guy Belanger to Jodl Lee Roy, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Pat ROY. lp8 
  DOnUP 
mHT, 
30. Obituaries 
ORRIH FRASER SMITH (age 27) Passed away 
suddenly on May 2Oth 1990 near Terrace, 
B.C. The momodel service and funeral was 
hem on May 23 & 24 at'the Salvation Army In 
Terrace, The family wish to express their 
sincere appre¢latlen to the following: To the 
doctors and nurses who cared for Brenda nd 
the children alter the accident; To Captain and 
Mrs Harkor for their loving care and support; 
To Stephanlea Vememmon, Llla Malson, 
Jeanne Mackay, Dorreen McMilltan and all 
those who helped them. To the Salvation Ar- 
my Home League end the Kttseles Sisterhood 
for food prepared and served; To Grace Azak 
and Frog Raven Tdbe; The Killer Whatie and 
all others who helped and supported us in 
making arrangements and putting on the 
feast, 
To all those who came to uplift us; for cards 
and flowers; for those who supplied billets and 
~mp~'tallon, • . '. 
To Bdgadlers and Mrs. Carey and all the Of. 
ricers who came to sham our sorrow, 
To his uncle and aunt, Don and Jean Smith, 
who travelled from Alberta to be with us, 
Ordn Frsse Smith leaves to mourn: his wife 
Brenda, 2 sons Nell(6) Jarvis (3) and daughter 
Angel (16 months); his parents Aux/Captain 
Bill &Norma Young; brothers: Peter Smith, 
WUll Young; Sisters: Heather Mohr, Colleen 
McDemes, Dabble Young; Nieces & Nephew, 
aunts an~ uncles, lp8 
32, Legal Notices 
NOTICE  TO CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATE OF ROSLYN McCALL, 
Formerly of Terrace, Bdtish Columbia 
Creditors and others having claims against the above 
Estate are required to send full particulars of such claims 
to Crsmpton, Brown & Arndt, No. 3 - 4623 Park Avenue, 
VSG 1V5, Terrace, British Columbia, on or before the 1 lth 
day of July 1 990, after which date'the assets of the said 
Estate will be distributed, having regard only to the claims that 
have been received. 
Vivlen MIIddd Tait, Admlnistratdx 
CRAMPTON, BROWN & ARNOT 
Solicitors for the Estate 
28. Cards of Thanks 
WE WOULD LIKE To thank Dr, Redpath, Dr. 
Asante and the nurses at Mills Memorial 
Hospital, Stan Bailey, all family a~ fdends, 
Medl.vac team and Children's Hospital that 
supported us dudng the Ios.~ of our son Kelly 
Thomas. Your kindness will never be forgot- 
ten. 
Tom and Lynn Straw 
THANK YOU 
to the couple that returned 
my wallet. Their concern and 
honesty Is much ap- 
preciated. 
Nan Perry 
Ministry of Energy;Mines r ' 
and Petroleum Resources , . . . .  +,: i 
COMPET IT ION FOR i 
CROWN GEOTHERMAL-  
EXPLORATION PERMITS  
The Ministry of Energ~ Mines and Petroleum 
Resources i offering two pa/cels of geothermal 
resources exploration rights in the Lakelse Lake area 
about 15 kilometres outh of Terrace by work 
commitment tendering. :. 
Work programs must be received in the office Of the 
Commissioner, Energy Resources Division, Room 411 
Douglas Building, 617 Government Street, Victoria, 
British Columbia, V8V 4S2 (604) 387-1908, no later than 
22:00 noon, August 17, 1990. 
Complete particulars of the parcels being offered in- 
cluding terms and conditions may be obtainedby con- 
tacting the Commissioner at the above address. Copies 
of the detailed public notice are also available from'the 
Government Agents Office at 101 - 3220 Eby Street, 
Terrace, British Columbia, V8G 5K8 or 604 Mountain- 
view Square, Kitimat, British Columbia, V8C 2N2. ' 
Details will also be published in the British Columbia 
Gazette prior to the dosing of the competition. 
aday, 1-250.9451. 12p2 Remaining behind are her hus. 
PRAISE THE LORD jesus for a prayer band of 381/z years, Bill Webb; 
answer~L Amen, lp8 sons Ernest (Karen, Tracy), Brent 
MAY THE SACRED HEART of Jesus be prals. (Alison, Sarah, Graham), Stephen B L A N K E T  CLASSIFIED A D V E R T I S I N G  
ed, adored and glorified throughout the world (fiancee Shannon); one daughter 
forever. Amen. Say 6 times a day for 9 days Lucllle (fiance Dale); and five 'r~Adl~inthelllorethlnlooNewl~dtheB.C.andYukonCommuoffyMow~mA~ 
and remember to promise publication. Your Ilxlrllldlrncmthsnl,Soo,OoopOtenlbdmadem. 
prayer will be answered no matter how im- sisters in Hamilton, Vera, Irene, 
posslbleltmaysee toyou, hefora tbe 9thday. Gwe,, Joyce and June. $185. for 25 words ($3.1§ per each additional word) 
..... ~ ' lP 8~ "1"hank you for donations to Gi. . . . .  ~ ,~J n.++,+ " 
SINGLE WHITE MALE, 27 years, 5'10" slim, deon bible and the cancer socle. '~ . . . .  • ' • : " , : 
attractive, muscular. Enjoys cycling, theatre, !~.  AUTOIIOIfllVE IMJOIIIIIIIIIIRIOIIALI FOR 8AI.E MISC HELP WANTED HEI.P WJWTID 
possiMe romantic dinner with dght lady. Bill Webb &Fami |'' R++en, d,,o= sae lady2436,iscm . " , . .  .=  . , , .  
gl0entforAdJwBaJMfBef~U, BY MAIL FROM OUR NEW mMdylnVabmount, B.C. Edlt- lion assured. If Interested In companionship, 
lUelytoeeltoysmldgb|orN =- [ngexpedenueprefemM. 8end send reply to Box 24, c/o Terrace Standard, M.  ml t~~ ~l~Je~,  
4647 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G ~'l l~r. PHot(oldy),(O04)~~'""-'~~ You~ulxldpdvllwlndel(w. Ino, wmlldJwJabmdlorusy tlona]HemePwtyPlan, Noin- raou4meandt~nryexpe~to 
f _ _ _ _ _ _ _  d ty fmmourm~l ihod~l  . .am.  I.Undyslzo. Your w- - , .av ,  ormoney" =an~q~=B~W,B~040.- -  
1S8. 1p8 1810, D6470, ~ lull 001 In 'dze EIB IN ch~ d ~ whno, brown, ~ Cd(OlO)2eS-79OS. I'tR r~4w0evz ,  mk.v ,  - -  LEOTIONI GRF.AT SERVICE] 200. 720.eth i .  New We~ SERVICE "I'~HNIOIAN - Foe Know the gums1 madwt ~ u e :  LOVER8 LANE eler, B.O.WL325. North4~n B.O, zndAI0e~lom- 
$ I ]  BOUTIQUF.., 107481,lOPPER8 ~ eideTOlXXNktehechnladouppc~lorln the Pdnc  G ~go zru. qx)ndwi th~Ghrktkn  
I ++++-,  I I  PJOm, u _____'""+°+- -o - - - 'o  - - '+ ' "  ng e p u ~  or e~lln0 z whk~, VOW 206. PHONE: (e04)21M. ~uek NOW, would YoU know 
KNOWING whel to expel and ~ or ole~ronlue I~c~round, dz0~. Writ: A6HOROVE. P.O, 
Phone Laurel 635-7776 S=,~Momy....,... rata,+, pmr f.=. ,rod your d.nw. pmp~,mdb+prmomdtot.,m,, mmauvmrrocK 
EARTHOUAKE PREPARED. BackOromd in the Fanmt Prod. 
home cxxrMp~n~e, Dtp~ NE88GUIDE,87.OO. MELJOY uctslndustrynnle~etlxJInot trod, goad pemo~dly znd die- 1S78MultonOoonve~l10~ehow mumeeforlxull~c~cuNm: PUBUSHING, SUITE1e3, 720- mand~lor/.SendrmmmeloSeJ- oar. cue,s ob~yr,,d. C~ml~ I = o o o ^"==°0 '  " = ' ,  " = Wo . 
~Bu~n~,~Dml~-  B.¢.,V~L~35, Av~,Burmy, e,o.,V3T4W2, Bnm~th~dFUd~. 6 0001mdup. 
i CARRIERS i + - - - - +  - - - "  p l~gO.  Kok~vmh J bkteWut, Tol~nlo, l.e004150- REClPEB. BAVE 30% ON quimdinPlmtiolon.Mk~l~luNy ~p~p~,ck~ncU~,ne=um • I IU I I JOUI~I~ [ t i l l ,  YOUR TOTAL FOOD BILL. organized. Phone y<mrexped- 
PRI~E $12,95 INCLUDING on~ormollonto:UrdtedOnr- Wdte for ' th~orBuyeh l  
Needed!  | . . .= . .o=. .o r .+ , ,  
.+u,.....,,.,,,.,.i.,,.. o ,== = co Pu=+,m.o, o1~ ~ +=..o ~ ! 
DATION FOCt~l.BO0.88~7/74,1 8ymmo 'r proomm B,O,V~WI~X1, (804)261-3100. agdmltum or.l~ll<;ullurs fires, Phone:~12" ' (~04~.~~,  
i / ~ ~ ' ~  ~ '30  --  Skeena' Haugland' ! K e i t h .  i =z 'm" '~P 'm'  PD" M'F" ' m inh~h~°~'  ~Pm d~'  ='lwninmlnd I~wna' =- I la lu~.s~ row, - -  Umdlxdldlng ~pCa~, a" znd~' ] ~1~, : "~"  ~.C., T/1L- ;1"0~ I~ lm mmr 4th, ooQot ~OAI~O~IN°  d~ngo A ~  #20e, 1.1 . ~=t~'RELAXOOONTRYI ' IV ' '  1,S,10 zcm IS. Wmr, . ,  
telephone, dyer vbw and dve~ ~xlOwxl~rlOIo~o. I~:eeO~ i STORE, 1,000'11 el products, 17Ave.8.W.,CldOmy, AB,'12T frml. 30ndbewmtd~ 
. ~ f~u ~ m~ ~no ~ .  f~oreq~al~nk~mdV~p- mH THe gig gNU+ AT 
DAMFIELD, D.O. N I [W Wemm W.w Fznns, ,103, gmlstwthsnluunt~ou',oo- 
Klry, Lavlna, Col.-Smith, ~ +mgnq_ or e~l l~  I. 8inol LIGNIfiO fiX~lllNI. W~m OII!- eOlg~-O4th Ave.. Lsngtay, B.C., 
1946. Fmeixodsure: Wed° ~ HNUilUTANDBOTTOMIqSH. 
W~dTm~,n/o~ln, Omadl0ud. MIOOEa~tHoatlL~Mir~B~ ' ,NG; t~IALE.WATOHIN.; 
6~In l~0.  Phone: gtlzed, obaioIda~l.tved.vo 8CINIC CRUIO~ WNIMIH t ~ ~ 33" -- Alder, Cottonwood, Z mmy.~,. ,,~vl~"N.~,Wl' 1140B~, 
OntWlO, M1H1H4. 8amlxm~ ' /~m~,,..v,~,,,. unk. PhonecrwdletorFREe Aspen, Balsam, Hawthorn,- ~ ~ (eo4)~e4~. 
; Cypress, Juniper, Walnut. 4~ 47oo ACRE ~'l 'n.s mmm k~ 
Ewn Up to tSO0,OOS plug per4Pmt 
vwy iml l l~ l  Tndnbo lad m4p- 
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;SCOREBOAR D R USINESS: DIRECTORy 
+ I [ ~ ''+:'1'' ' : 'I r + : ' " . . . .  :TERRACE.EXPERTS- iN A .GLANCE " ' +++,:: I+~;I., ++: . :1 m .
Terrace Men's Slo.pltch League Scores: 
June 1 
Terrace Inn 11, Westpoint 1 ~ 
SKB Moison Wreckers 12, Westpoint 5 
June 4 
:Rudon Rowdies 16, Vic Froese 
SKB Molson Wreckers 8, Terra 
June6 
'£errace Inn 14, Bill's Plumbing 
Terrace Men's SIo-pitch 
Team 
SKB Mois0n Wreckers 
Terrace Inn 
Westp0itit 
Rudon Rowdies 
Bill's Plumbing 
Vic Froese Trucking 
• ~. . .  ~ :q! ,  , : ' .+ , "  . . . .  
r"" • • ' 
W 'L'•JPCT GBL  r. " 
8 l .889 - -  
7.  1" .875  ~ 
4 + 4 300 3Yz 
4 6 .400 4½ 
3 7 .300 5½ 
l 8 . I l l  7 
~) a am o~-na  n_..~.u_m_ = .=:~. = R u 
~m -. . ,  , . . , . .  ~ ~...~ ~"A SINCE 1955 
TRANSPORTA T ION 
~S YSTEMS L TD.--~ 
O 
• HI BOY 
• VAN 
• FLAT DECK 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE ~ 
• DAILY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT 
• SERVICE FROMPRINCE GEORGE 
• LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE 
CHARTERS 
• SCHEDULED SERVICE ON 
HIGHWAY 37 N. 
• DALLY SCHEDULED GENERAL 
FREIGHT SERVICE FROM ....... 
~+~ :.; 
ING CLEANING 
SPECIALS 
i!•::': i 'MOREII. 
Ilclean two rooms &.hall Calf me for upholstery 
"ANY SIZE" specials! 
( 
iN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
635-3944 
• ~ '~: ; . "  
p . , .  , . .U :  . ' .+F  
USlNESS 
OF THE 
WEEK 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES ¢11'O. 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Directors :  
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE DE FRANE 
Bronze plaques mon.m"" 24 HOUR 
Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace, KIUmat, Smithers 
Pmo ,u,o. 635"2444 Funeral  Serwce  A ~soc=ation 
HElD ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIAL IZ ING IN  ALUMINUM WELDING 
, , , , , , . , . , , c , . . , , , .  D  ANE CUSTOM BUILT BOATS -- BOAT REPAIRS 
..o.,.o.,..,c.+,o.-o.,,..,,_++,ox,. , F: JN L HOME 
,~r -+ .... ~ JIM NEIO I BOX 247, S~ln/thbrs~B.C" . 847-2441 
~]/ /  / (eo,, e+ ++,, I Dl.,mor+m,i~h,~a++ p£  
J t J ' i  [ | / I  ~ "4575 LOWRIE AVENUE I Professionalcounselllr~ } "~'~;;'": I 
~ . . . .  "-'- TERRACE. B.C. VSG 3Ye J Memorial markers ~ . . . . . .  ! )~ ".. 1 1 i 
Grave covers " ~"t~ ~, r~.~ 
Uremation " '~. "" ,~ . , ,~  A l~oc lo l lon  
I 
SPRING CLEANING 
SPECIALS 
s39 95"" PENNY - l i b  MOREf l  
We c san two 'm~o~:'& ha," Call me for uphoiste~ 
"ANY S IZE"  speclalsl 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
635-3944 
Summit Glass 
& Serwce Ltd. 
• ALL' I :YPES OF GLASS . . . . .  " .... 
Store Fronts ICBC Claims 
COMPETITIVE PRICING 
Serving Bums Lake to Kitlmat 
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-667-4464 
Hazeltcin, B.C. 
+++.!y~ e : ,  
(P 
let's talk 
~~,  • Portable radios 
• Marine mdlm 
• • Mountain top repeaters 
,...o * Satellite .Sales & Sendce 
Northland ,.0oo= ~o~,~. 
, , Communications 638,,0261 .. 
i 
GLASS 
Auto Glass 
Specialists 
TERRACE LTD. 
r 4711 A KEITH AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1K5 
PH. 638-1166 
~' Windshields 
~, Glass Medic Repairs 
~, I.C.B.C. claims 
VANCOUVER 
• DAILY FREIGHT SERVICE TO + 
STEWART. - . . . . . . .  :+~,:+,i+.:, ~+~,~ 
Member of 
--.. United Van Unet 
... I fUN ITED . . . . .  
. . . . . . . .  1UNITED 
KITIMAT -/UNITED TERRACE 
632,254, -635-2728 
272- 3rd Street or 635-7102 
Kit/mat 3111 BlaCkburn 
Terrace 
MUSIC 
I 
1 
I ! 
! 
I•• 
SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD. 
Division of East End Holdings Ltd, 
NOW AVAILABLE 
• Concrete Blocks * Sand & Gravel 
- . Screened Top Soil 
• Surplus 2x4 lumber (any length) 
, 16 ¢ per linear foot 
3751 Old Lakelse Lake Drive 636-8477 I 
j= 
. + +, *n]+A+ + + 
* g~/reams~ar + \ t '  t' +marc+ + 
* Cassettes $10.95 
* Albums $10.75 
* Discs $1 9.95 
CALL NOW 635-6210 
land hmvo a message 
Advertise Your Garage Sale! 
Youwlllreach6,0OOhouseholds $ 8 7 6  
and businesses when you adve.r- 
rise your garage sale in the Terrace 
Standard. Your 2"xlW.' is only 
' $8;75 per weekl Call Todayf . . . . .  per week 
!i:i: ,i: ~:i~: 
~ : : . -  1. ¸  
: :GARAGE:SALE 
,SUN.  APRIL 1 
10 a.m. 
i ~,;e~,o must go, 
TiV., fumiturei clothes. , 
: 4647 Lazelle 
+ 
• ,: 
• +, 
q' i~k : !+: i 
, : .  i , , I 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service central 
. : CaJ(I anyone of our Advertising Consultants todayl 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
S C, a NaDa CREDIT (~ 
Weddings Custom Framlng 
Portraits Mat Cuffing 
Family Portraits Posters 
5 mln Passports Limited Edition Pints 
Dry Mounting Laminating 
4609 l . l~e lse  Avenue • 
T m  1314111 
• : ' :. ' "Faming Your Respect" 
: :  iii i i~ei'&2nd Modgagea Home Purchases 
....... ::::: :: Blll:Conso darien 
i 
i~:i!i 
:/,: ld 
7 :', i+~:i::':~::i: : ,  , '  
,q 
, +..s...s..o+ Ii! 
Or Home Improvements j I Dally freight service •x  Vancouver 
I TEL :  (6,D4) 635-2728 , ~ Trams a c0mnmv F.m 
FAX:(~O4)63S,7~97 ::L ..__.~d~l~Blii'i,, iUSE YOUR EQUITY ~ ~ ~MBEROF 4~nw,: 
ii : Darren M. Smith : :~ ~ :!: +. 
l l I l : : i~ ~ ~: ( !  
~ ~+/ / i /~  *?i , ] 
l 
i l 
!ii 
staliation o f  the club as the 
94th member of the Canadian 
Council of the Blind. Everyon¢~ 
welcome, For further informa. 
tlon phone Phyllis Cornfield 
638-0412 or Felix Goyette 
638-17,8I, ' . 
, . ,  ::, ~ ;~***** .  
AUGUST 3, 4,  S ,  1990 - -  1980 
Grads +of Caledonla Senior 
Secondary 10 year reunion for 
all persons who graduated or 
should have graduated in 1980, 
Reunion to be hald at the Ter- 
race Inn. If you have not 
receivedyou invitation and 
would like to attend, please 
Contact us by July 1, 1990. For 
more information call 638-1214 
or send letter to c/o 2088 
Cypress Streetp Terrace. B.C. 
V8G 5G3 
August 24 - -  26, 1990 - -  
Cariboo College celebrates 20 
years of service with a 
Homecoming Weekend. If 
you're a former student or staff 
memher, p lan  to visit the 
Kamloops Campus and join the 
fun. Activities will• include a 
Bar-B-Q, dance, department 
sponsored events, music and  
entertainment. It's a family af- 
Page" B12 - Terrace Slandard, Wednesday, June 13, 1990 
' i tem e l  " i fal',l Fm;,more'l,fo r to lei us 
. . . "~ '~"~. .+. ,  .+: + know you're coming, Call 
wn r • ,+lee at 1,800-662-2955 a!sup  * * * * *  . 
JUNE 27, 15190-- The White TEAM PLAY HORSESHOE 
Cane club will meet at noon at - -  There will be a horseshoe, 
the Inn of the West"for the tn- training program for anyone 
who would like to play. Come 
out Wed. evening or Sunday 
after;noon. It is fun and go0d 
participation. For more infer. 
marion call 635-28~6 
*****  
THE.  - OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS support group 
meets every Wednesday at 7:30 1 
p.m. at the Terrace Women's 
Resource centre, 4542 Park  
Ave. Ph, 635-6510 or 638-0664 
for more l  in fo rmat ion .  
Newcomers • welcome. 
*****  
THE KINETTE CLUB OF 
Terrace hold their meetings on 
the second and fourth Wed. o f  
the month. Anyone interested 
in more information about the 
Kinettes or mec}lngs please call 
Gall at 635-9253.. 
"k****  
"KITIMAT" & TERRACE 
BLIND & VISUALLY IM- 
PAIRED PERSONS. We have, 
a white cane dub in Terrace. 
When in town come and have 
coffee with us. We would be 
happy to welcome you. 
Located at Women's Resource 
Centre 4542 Park Ave. Thurs- 
day. 1:30 p.m. lure. contact 
Phyllis 638-0412 or Felix 
: '  + . . . . . .  +~ . . . .  ~ : ' K • + + + ' ,+ ,  £1 " ' • - ' , + ,  . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  
. ' ,+' :  : ~: ~ '+ . . . . .  " ; , : '++;  ~++ ~+?$ "+ : :Y  ;~: + + +' , '4~ ++ ' + 7 '  ; '  . I L ,  ~ + .tp+;+ ,:.:: : . + ' ' - ~ ' + . 
. * * ,  ::: + : MOnfla~ nl+le+8:30i P,~2+ B i 'eb '  you. +Anp+~e: In t~t   fn , :+I:+++~ :,; ~+ : ' ,+~I  + l I ]k 
CCB/TERRACE .: ANDi  .+uaol~£orr~'Institdiod'+~M[n. %becbminct•+~lJfiv;JBroth+r ~;., ~:11:':~ ~'+ - +:+ +, i  I I  ' +' i l l  . . ~ • . 
DISTRICT:,+WHITE + CANE'::day~:~t+ ~8'30.~ ~~ ':" ~ $iit6r. 6 .... + " :  ......... +'~,~;' +I:"?'; i+~++ ~:+,.+ i,: ++I  + "+ i + l 
°+'+++++++ 
really appreciate it, Please con- 
tact Felix 638-128~ or Phyllis 
6384}412. , . . . .  
* ****  i 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for 
"Child Health Clinics" (Im- 
munizetion 'Clinics" Tuesdays 
9:30 a.m. - noon until.-4 p.m. 
Weighing and measuring 
'children. no lifting necessary. 
For more info. phone the 
Skeena Health unit 638-3310. 
• , k 'A ' ***  
KERMODE's ALCOHOL & 
DRUG Program offers 
Wednesday nite videos. 7:30 
-8:30 p.m. at Kermode Friend. 
ship Centre  (downstairs). 
Opened to anyone. Drop in for 
a cpffee and a movie., 
ANYONE INTERESTED IN 
JO IN ING A SUPPORT 
+ Centre 3313 Kalum St.+ • 
"k* 'k**  , 
LOSSES, E ITHER 
THROUGH separat ion ,  
divorce, Or death can be a time 
you may need additional sup 
+port. If you wish to be in a sup- 
portico gro6p, please joinlus 
:the lst/and 3rd. Wednesday of 
eaCh month. 1:15 , 3 p.m. in 
the conference room at the 
Mental  Health Centre. Call  
638,3325 for more info. i 
SOCIALIZING SINGLES: 
meeting every Friday evening at 
Women:s r Resource ~Centl'e, 
4542Park Ave. at 7.'+30 p,m. 
Come out and join us. | t 's  fun 
and coffee's onl For more info. 
call Ruth at635.9551. ~ !~ 
BIG BROTHERS AND B iG  
OSTOMY SUPPORT GROUP 
an: for any persons having !
the' ostomy or needing one in 
future.' A chance to share pro- 
b lems,  concerns, information 
and receive support fr<~m!ii 
others in the same situation. ~ 
Ca l l  +Terrace 635-$905 or  
Kitlmnt 632-$951. 
' .  *****  
AGORAPHOBIA' X" PANIC' 
DISORDER ,support ~oup. Do 
you experience high anxiety? or 
av0id crowded places? We l 
meet every 2nd. and 4th. Sun- 
day of the month a(the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre at7 i; 
p.m. for men and'women who 
share this problem. For more 
info. call 638-3325 
CARRIER OF THE WEEK . . . .  
- Ouader Cheese or Di9 Mac 
- Large Ides 
- Regular Soft Ddnk 
- Sundae 
Compllmonta of McDonald's 
In a clear record of 
delivery and a job well 
done, you've earned a 
FREE McHappy Meal. 
congratulationS 
GROUP for step and blended 
families, call Lee at 635-9055. 
"k****  
TERRACE AA MEETINGS, 
635-6533, Men's Sun. nits 7 
p.m. Hospital Psych Unit, 4720 
Haughland. Sun. Women's 
8:30 p.m. Hospital Psych Unit. 
SISTERS are now underway. HERITAGE PARK is now 
The first A.G M. ~ proved to be +open tO the public - -  5 days a 
a success with enough people week. Tuesday to Satui'day 10 
present to fill all executive, and ,a.m.i. 6 p.m. For information 
directors chairs. The next few regarding school + tours, wed- 
months will be •busy trying to dings, family portraits or large 
get totally functional by spring. + group tours. Phone Heritage 
But, we still can't do it without Park 635-4546 or 635-2508 
Gordls Birch 
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. ' ,+  , - 
Special Lease Rate~ , ,:=:. +~ :,, 
/A~ O '~"% 
4730 Lakelse, 
GO PLACES; + 
DISNEYLAND MEXICO , 
(from Vancouver) (air only from Vancouver) 
~rom.*399°o + From =499°° 
• CONTIKiEUROPEAN PACKAGES 
" (frOm London, Engl) .... i 
14days, 6 countries ~ , 
• + From =751°° 
• . . . .  
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